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Abstract
The Web in general, and the Web 2.0, in particular, have changed the way in which scien-
tific information is created, exchanged and consumed. Online accessible digital libraries
bring the access to large collection of scientific literature to the research community. Infor-
mation sharing and research results dissemination are much faster than before. The large
amount of scientific data available on the Web gives unique opportunities and also raise
challenges for understanding the organization and diffusion of scientific knowledge, and
the ability to quickly locate information needed to perform research.
The basic interest of this thesis is to study the structure of scientific knowledge domains
from a social network view. Techniques developed in knowledge mapping typically focus
on purely mental perspectives of scientific knowledge, while ignoring its social aspects.
We study the social structures that shape the scientific knowledge domains. We propose
a framework based on social network analysis, that allows us to analyze knowledge do-
mains and the development pattern of research communities. To demonstrate, we analyze
the dynamics of the computer science knowledge domain. We find interesting patterns
regarding its interdisciplinary nature, the collaboration behavior and the development of
communities in sub-disciplines. The results are useful for research funding agencies, sci-
entific policy management, institution leaders, librarians, collection managers and research
community members.
Another important aspect of understanding knowledge domains and their behavior, es-
pecially research communities, is the community-based recommendation. We propose a
framework that takes into account community recommendations for their members. The
framework discovers communities from the research interaction between scholars as well
as librarial objects (publications, conferences/journals, etc.). The applications and evalu-
ations of this framework in two recommendation problems, community recommendation
and talk/collaborator recommendation for conference participants, demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and benefit of communities in supporting their members.
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Kurzfassung
Das Web und insbesondere das Web 2.0 haben die Art und Weise der Erzeugung, des Aus-
tauschs und des Konsums wissenschaftlicher Informationen grundlegend verändert. Online
verfügbare digitale Bibliotheken ermöglichen der wissenschaftlichen Gemeinschaft Zu-
gang zu grossen Mengen wissenschaftlicher Literatur. Das Teilen von Informationen und
die Verbreitung von Forschungsergebnissen erfolgen wesentlich schneller als zuvor. Die
grosse Menge von im Web verfügbaren wissenschaftlichen Daten eröffnet einerseits einzi-
gartige Möglichkeiten, wirft aber andererseits auch neue Herausforderungen für das Ver-
ständnis der Organisation und Diffusion wissenschaftlichen Wissens sowie die Fähigkeit
des schnellen Auffindens forschungsrelevanter Information auf.
Das grundlegende Interesse dieser Arbeit besteht in der Untersuchung der Struktur wis-
senschaftlicher Wissensdomänen aus der Perspektive sozialer Netzwerke. Im Bereich
des Knowledge Mapping entwickelte Techniken fokussieren üblicherweise auf rein men-
tale Perspektiven wissenschaftlichen Wissens, während sie soziale Aspekte vernachlässi-
gen. Wir untersuchen die sozialen Strukturen, die sich in wissenschaftlichen Wissens-
domänen bilden. Wir stellen ein auf sozialer Netzwerkanalyse basierendes Rahmenwerk
vor, welches uns die Analyse von Wissensdomänen und Mustern in der Entwicklung wis-
senschaftlicher Gemeinschaften ermöglicht. Zu Demonstrationszwecken analysieren wir
die Dynamik der Wissensdomäne der Informatik. Wir finden darin interessante Muster
bezüglich interdisziplinärer Natur, kollaborativen Verhaltens und der Entwicklung von
Gemeinschaften in Unterdisziplinen. Die Ergebnisse nutzen wissenschaftlichen Funding-
Agenturen, dem wissenschaftlichen Policy-Management, Leitern von Institutionen, Biblio-
thekaren, Verwaltern von Sammlungen und Mitgliedern der wissenschaftlichen Gemein-
schaft.
Ein wesentlicher Aspekt im Verständnis von Wissensdomänen und deren Verhalten, ins-
besondere von wissenschaftlichen Gemeinschaften, sind gemeinschaftsbasierte Empfehlun-
gen. Wir stellen dazu ein Rahmenwerk vor, welches Empfehlungen für Mitglieder bes-
timmter Gemeinschaften miteinbezieht. Dieses Rahmenwerk identifiziert Gemeinschaften
aus der Forschungsinteraktion zwischen Wissenschaftlern sowie aus Bibliotheksbeständen
(Publikationen, Konferenzen/Zeitschriften, usw.). Die Anwendungen und Evaluierungen
dieses Rahmenwerkes auf die zwei Probleme der Empfehlung passender Gemeinschaften
sowie der Empfehlung von relevanten Vorträgen/Kollaborateuren für Konferenzteilnehmer
demonstrieren die Effektivität und den Nutzen für Gemeinschaften in der Unterstützung
ihrer Mitglieder.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The development of the Web has changed greatly the way in which scientific knowledge
is stored and retrieved. Large digital libraries in different research areas are now online
accessible. Instead of going to the physical libraries, researchers can browse and search for
the academic and research information from variety of publication repositories available
on the Internet. Further more, the Web 2.0 offers an environment where researchers can
network, share research information, communicate and collaborate.
The availability of large collections of scientific publications in digital forms (i.e., digital li-
braries) as well as user-generated scientific data and interaction in Web 2.0 gives unique op-
portunities for research communities, especially for library and information science. Such
rich and large data allows us to ask and answer questions about the organization, research
behavior and the culture of knowledge domains at a scale that was not possible before.
What does a scientific knowledge domain “look” like? What scientific disciplines exist
and how are they interconnected? How does a research domain evolve? How can we iden-
tify and predict emergent disciplines or research areas? What is the collaborative behavior
of disciplines or sub-disciplines? How are research communities formed and how do they
develop? How can we find influential ideas in a domain? Answers for such questions have
a wide range of applications, from supporting research assessment, funding agencies, sci-
ence policy makers at continent, country, institution, university and department levels, to
supporting librarians, collection managers, research community members and stakehold-
ers.
The main interest of this research is to understand the formation of scientific knowledge
domains and the development pattern of research communities. With the understanding of
knowledge domains as the basic premise, we design personalized search and retrieval tools
that meet the behavior of the given scientific knowledge domain, to support scientists in
conducting research. We especially focus on the social aspects of research activities and
study three problems by means of social network analysis (SNA) methods:
• Domain analysis. The study of the formation and organization of scientific knowl-
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edge domain from large collections of scientific documents. Knowledge domain
analysis from digital libraries has been studied in scientometrics and bibliometrics,
with the aim of analyzing, measuring scientific literature and quantitative research
assessment of scientific output. Traditional citation and content analysis methods
are usually used. However, there is not much research on SNA methods for ana-
lyzing knowledge domains, especially the social aspects of scientific activities. We
consider the scientific knowledge domains as big complex social systems and study
their static and dynamic properties by means of SNA methods.
• Research community analysis. The study of emergence and evolution of research
communities. The formation and evolution of the communities have been studied
and analyzed by researchers in sociology and social network analysis. However,
study of scientific communities is still limited. We consider research communities as
communities of practice (CoP) [Wenger et al., 2002] and examine their development
patterns in terms of network evolution.
• Personalized recommendation for researchers. With the large amount and the
diversity of research information, the ability to quickly locate the objects that meets
researchers interests and tasks is crucial. Recommender systems have been applied
in the context of online sale, viral marketing, etc., to assist customers in finding items,
but there is little research on the applications of recommendation methods for digital
libraries. Here, we study the effect of the community on members’ decisions and
show how communities can be used to support their members to find items in digital
libraries.
1.1 Motivations and Research Questions
Digital libraries are digital collections of materials and other forms of digital information
that users can access via computers. Digital libraries support do not only the process of
creation, storage, preservation, dissemination and use of data, information and knowledge,
but also the discovery of scientific knowledge domains. Research in scientometrics, biblio-
metrics and information science is concerned with development of methods for knowledge
discovery, domain analysis, research results assessment and the impact of knowledge fields
as well as the impact of scholars and publications. Though many methods have been devel-
oped, they typically focus on purely mental research while ignoring the social aspects of
scientific activities. The interpretation of the results often needs lot of domain knowledge
and is hard to understand by users (e.g., policy makers, researchers in a field). Further-
more, the lack of data has prevented communities from having a precise and complete
understanding of scientific knowledge domains at local and global scales. To analyze and
understand a knowledge domain, the social structure is equally important as intellectual
structure. Studying a domain from social view would give an insight into its culture and
2
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behavior as a social system. Today with the availability of digital libraries and social net-
working systems for scientific collaboration, there are several opportunities to study those
problems at the scales that were not possible with the traditional libraries. This can be
summarized by the following points:
• Digital libraries are online accessible via the Internet. There is no physical boundary
for the users all over the world to access the information, as long as they have Internet
connection. Information is available in digital format, which allows computer-based
data analysis. The broad range of digital library user community enables the study
of scientific activity at a large scale without any bias of any particular community,
country, or area.
• Digital libraries can easily exchange and share resources and metadata with each
other via standard protocols. This enables the creation of a global scientific informa-
tion network, which is impossible with the traditional physical libraries.
• In such a large information space, the rich interactions between scholars, scientific
content, and objects (e.g., publications, books, etc.) can be modeled as a complex
network and can be researched through network analysis methods.
For example, Google Scholar, one of the biggest digital libraries, allows users to search
for articles, books, theses, etc., across multiple disciplines and sources from academic pub-
lishers, professional societies, online repositories, universities, and other web sites. It is
a set of tools that ranks articles and authors, and enables researchers to find and locate
scholarly content. Google Scholar indexes full-text of the articles that are provided by in-
dividual users, libraries or publishers, and provides an interface for federal search. Other
such examples include: CiteSeerX which includes full-text indices and citations of more
than 2 million publications (as of 2011), mainly in computer science; Microsoft Academic
Search1 (as of July, 2012) that indexes more than 38 million publications and over 19 mil-
lion authors in 15 domains, including computer science; Scirus2 (as of July, 2012) which
contains over 460 millions scientific items including articles, pre-prints, patens, scientists’
homepages, institution repositories and web site information; Web of Science3 (as of 2011),
the largest online academic citation index provided by Thomson Reuters, which includes
over 40 million records, 23 million patents and 700 million references covering 23,000
journals and 140,000 conference proceedings in more than 250 disciplines including the
sciences, social sciences, arts, and humanities.
Although the Internet and digital libraries create a global information network and give the
opportunities, they also raise many challenges for research communities, especially com-
puter science, in designing tools, methods, models and algorithms to observe and analyze
1http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
2http://www.scirus.com/srsapp/aboutus/
3http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Knowledge_factsheet.pdf
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such a large information network in order to understand and qualify its behavior. On the
one hand, science does not stand still, but it changes continuously with the emergence
and disappearance of research areas. Knowledge exchange and diffusion between indi-
viduals, communities and disciplines is a dynamic process that needs to be analyzed not
only from purely mental perspectives, but also from social perspectives. Capturing and
analyzing this dynamic nature of science helps us to completely understand its develop-
ment and potentially make predictions. On the other hand, we need efficient algorithms
and tools supporting retrieval and access to large collections of scientific literature. Since
scientific knowledge domains are dynamic, it is a challenge for researchers to keep up with
new and growing information. Keyword-based and metadata-based search perform well
in small and local digital libraries. But when it comes to federated search on multiple in-
terconnected repositories, problems arise regarding to the efficiency and performance. In
addition, keyword-based search normally ignores users’ aspects, e.g., the preferences, top-
ics and research activities. Thus, research on information retrieval in digital libraries moves
to the development of more personalized services such as recommender systems that can
automatically filter information and provide awareness about new content that meets users’
interests.
This thesis deals with the above problems and naturally breaks into three parts. Next we
give the motivation and research questions for each part, followed by a summary of our
contributions.
1.1.1 Domain analysis
Definitely we seek a general framework for knowledge domains analysis in digital libraries.
The framework must be able to capture and analyze the dynamics of knowledge domains,
be repeatable and be capable of handling large-scale data. The framework would help us
answer the following questions:
(a) How is a knowledge domain organized? In particular: what do sub-disciplines in
a particular domain exist? how are they interconnected? how do a research field
change over time? and what are the new or emergent research areas? Basically, we
would like to understand the organization and the evolution of particular knowledge
domain.
(b) How can we find the influential ideas, publications, scientists or high impact aca-
demic journals and conferences in a field? This question relates to the ranking
problem, that is to assess and evaluate the impact of publications, scientists and
journals/conferences.
4
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Applications:
The answers for the above questions have a wide range of applications, which we summa-
rize as follows:
• Science policy support: understanding the landscape of research areas would be help-
ful for research funding agencies, scientific policy makers and institution leaders to
address policy-related questions or issues. For example, research funding agencies
would like to know what the currently hot and active research areas are to draw the
funding; or institution leaders want to have an overview on the state of the field in
order to organize and define the ongoing and future work of the groups in relation to
it. Measuring the impact of research results would help agencies assess the quality
of funding programs as well as evaluate and review research proposals.
• Library support: for institutional librarians and collection managers, an overview of
the field would help them manage and handle the library effectively. For instance,
the impact of journals in the field helps identify which one to subscribe.
1.1.2 Research Community Analysis
Our second goal is to understand the development of research communities from a social
network perspective. A scientific community is a kind of community of practice (CoP)
[Wenger et al., 2002] where the interaction between members happens via the collabora-
tion and working on certain topics, exchange and share of ideas and practices. For example,
the community of a conference contains authors who contribute to the conference by sub-
mitting papers, program committee members who are responsible for the organizational
issues (e.g., conference organization, review of submissions, etc.), invited speakers and
participants. In this kind of community, members communicate with each other to discuss
and disseminate the results as well as to make contacts. That may result in the future col-
laboration between members and contributes to the development of the community. The
occurrence of such behavior depends on many aspects such as the nature of research topics
and the committee, which may be difficult to detect and measure. Here, we would like to
analyze and characterize the development of the communities by the interaction between
members, which can be modeled as a dynamic complex network.
We focus on the question: How do research communities emerge and develop? The objec-
tive is to find and compare the development pattern of research communities within and
across sub-disciplines. By the discovery of development pattern, we want to characterize
the behavior of a particular community and suggest suitable measures for comparison with
other communities.
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Applications:
• Community key members support: understanding the current status of the commu-
nity helps the key members (e.g., conferences’ organizers and committee members,
journals’ editors and editorial board) define practical strategies to maintain, cultivate
and promote their community.
• Community members and stakeholders support: understanding the community means
getting to know the research environment, which can lead to self-adaptation and im-
provement in the research field.
1.1.3 Community-based Recommendation
Finding relevant content and information from large digital libraries is a difficult and time-
consuming task for researchers. For example, to make a survey of the current development
and trends on a particular research topic, researchers need to search and go through a
mountain of literature. Search engines provided by digital libraries can help speed up this
process; but it still needs lot of human effort and is relatively subjective. Furthermore,
researchers are not informed of the new results and it is hard to keep up with the new
information. The problem is even more complicated when we ask questions like: what
research groups should I join and keep track of their activities? Which conferences or
journals should I submit my papers to? With whom I should make contact, collaborate or
seek advice?, etc.
The social network of interaction among a group of individual plays a fundamental role in
the spread of information, ideas and behavior [Leskovec, 2008]. Such effects have occurred
in many cases, for example, viral marketing, spread of rumors and popularity, etc. Here,
we would like to understand the spread of collective behavior over community members
and its effects on the information seeking task. Base on that, we design recommendation
algorithms that help researchers perform this task. We focus on the questions: What is
the effect of research communities on their members in decisions making and how can the
communities be used to assist their members? Basically, we would like to understand and
identify network features that affect members’ decision, and design new algorithms that
incorporate community opinion in making recommendations.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
The thesis focuses on the dynamics of the scientific knowledge, research communities, and
the role of communities in supporting their members. We study those problems from social
network perspective. The following list provides a summary of the main contributions of
this thesis for each part.
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Domain analysis
We propose a SNA framework for knowledge domain analysis from large-scale collections
of scientific publications [Pham and Klamma, 2010; Pham et al., 2011b]. The framework
integrates traditional citation analysis with collaboration and usage analysis. We emphasize
the social aspects of research activities and study them with network analysis, including
cluster analysis, visual analytics and network-based ranking measures. We perform a case
study on the dynamics of computer science knowledge and discovered interesting patterns,
which can be summarized as follows:
(a) The analysis reveals many changes in computer science knowledge. Sub-fields emerge
and develop continuously over observation course. Each sub-field contains several
core conferences and journals, and other peripheral conferences and journals.
(b) Conferences constitute social structures that shape the computer science knowledge.
Unlike other disciplines, conferences contribute an important research outlet to com-
puter science. By analysis of the knowledge network of conferences and journals
together, we are able to identify research areas, which is impossible by the analysis
of journals alone.
(c) Computer science publications are very heterogeneous and the field is becoming
more interdisciplinary as each sub-discipline tends to connect to many others.
Research community analysis
We propose a development model based on statistical SNA measures to qualify the devel-
opment patterns of research communities [Pham et al., 2011b, 2012]. The proposed model
takes the interactions of community members as the basics to study its development. By
identifying the development pattern, we are able to evaluate the social capital of the com-
munities from the internal view, i.e, we can find the relationship between the development
pattern of a community and its impact. We applied this model to study the nature of com-
puter science conferences and journals. We found that:
(a) Computer conferences and journals are relatively focused as they found the main
theme. The citation graphs of conferences and journals tend to develop into a cohe-
sive and well-connected structure which represents the core topics, but makes it hard
for new themes.
(b) The collaborations within each conference/journal are clustered into sub-groups. This
clustering structure indicates that though conference and journal series tend to de-
velop the main theme, not so many of them successfully stimulate authors to collab-
orate on that theme yet.
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(c) Conferences facilitate the communication between members more than journals, as
the conference co-authorship networks are more cohesive and well-connected.
(d) There is a connection between the local structure of the citation and collaboration
subgraphs of journals/conferences and their impact. High-impact journals/conferences
successfully build the core topic and maintain a well-connected collaboration net-
work between members. In those communities, experts are the key success factor for
maintaining and cultivating journals and conferences.
(e) Mature and high-impact journals and conferences have the similar collaborative de-
velopment pattern. However, citation behavior is different in sub-disciplines, which
implies that any impact measure in scientometrics should take into account the knowl-
edge domain when it is applied to computer science.
Community-based recommendation
We propose a community-based recommendation framework that takes advantage of the
communities to make recommendations for researchers [Pham et al., 2011a]. Researchers
are clustered based on their interaction. Clusters are then integrated with traditional collab-
orative filtering techniques to generate recommendations. We study two recommendation
problems. The first one concerns community recommendation. That is, we would like
to suggest communities that a researcher would like to join in the future. Here, confer-
ences and journals are considered as communities. The evaluation shows that the proposed
approach outperforms traditional collaborative filtering and communities have a positive
effect on their members’ decision.
The second problem deals with talk and collaborator recommendations for conference par-
ticipants. Here, we discover participants’ community by link prediction on co-authorship
and citation networks. By combining the community with the contextual information of
participants in the conference venue (the place, time, talk they are attending), the proposed
approach provides real-time recommendations on talks and other participants to whom the
active user may be interested in making contacts. The evaluation was conducted in two
conferences, ICWL 2010 and ECTEL 2011. It shows that our approach can recommend
novel talks and helps participants in establishing new connections at conference venue.
Thesis overview
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 reviews the basic concepts and the latest developments in social network
analysis and recommender systems, especially measures and methods, e.g., statisti-
cal network measures, ranking measures, clustering methods, etc., that will be em-
ployed in this work.
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• Chapter 3 proposes a framework to analyze scientific knowledge domains in digital
libraries. The development of digital libraries along with the Web and Web 2.0 is
described in detail. Then we present in detail a multi-level model, types of analysis,
and the techniques that help discover and understand the organization and dynamics
of a particular scientific discipline. We discus about a development model that can
be used to qualify the development pattern of research communities.
• Chapter 4 presents a case study on the dynamics of computer science knowledge.
Here, we apply the framework described in chapter 3 to analyze a particular domain,
the computer science.
• Chapter 5 describes our clustering approach to recommendation. We review the
current trends in recommender systems, including social network-based recommen-
dation and clustering-based techniques. Then our framework is presented, followed
by a first evaluation on trust-network clustering recommendation. Next, two appli-
cations are described. The first application deals with conference/journal recom-
mendations. The second one tackles the talk and collaborator recommendations for
conference participants.
• Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions and the findings of this thesis and outlines
for future work.
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Chapter 2
Basic Concepts and Surveys
Social network analysis (SNA) and recommender systems are two main research areas
that are related to this work. SNA methods are employed as the basic tools for scientific
knowledge domains and research community analysis. Recommender systems are applied
to digital libraries to support researchers in many scientific activities, e.g., searching for
literature, potential collaborators, communities and other information. In this chapter, we
first review the basic concepts, definitions and methods in complex network theory. Next,
techniques in recommender systems will be presented. This chapter is not an exhaustive
survey on these research areas, but rather focuses on the topics that are related to our
proposed methods in chapter 3 and chapter 5. In each subject reviewed in the chapter, we
point readers to literature for further reading, if necessary.
2.1 Complex Networks and Social Network Analysis
Complex networks are everywhere. Biological networks (food net, protein interaction),
phone call, email, the Web, the Internet, social networks, scientific collaboration network
and citation network have been the subject of many studies. Much can be learned by study-
ing those networks. For instance, the study of social networks to understand the dynamics
and information cascade has led to the creation of new techniques which help control dis-
ease spread. The study of metabolic networks has provided new tools for the analysis of of
huge volumes of biochemical data [Newman et al., 2006]. The study of the Internet struc-
ture has helped us develop techniques that protect the network infrastructure from massive
attacks. Citation networks have been studied to understand the pattern of bibliographic
references, which indicates the nature of the scientific research front [de Solla Price, 1965].
In this section, we review the basic concepts and terminologies in network theory.
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2.1.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions
Complex networks can be represented as graphs. Formally, a graph is defined as a tuple
G = (V;E), where V is the set of vertices or nodes with jV j = n, and E is the set of links
(or edges) fe = (u; v)ju; v 2 V g with jEj = m, that join pairs of vertices. A graph can be
undirected or directed. In undirected graphs, we do not consider the order of the vertices
of an edge, meaning that the edge (u; v) and (v; u) are identical. In directed graphs, each
directed edge has a source node and destination node and is represented by an ordered pair
(u; v). An undirected version of a directed graph is a undirected graph with vertex set V
that has an undirected edge between two vertices u; v 2 V if (u; v) or (v; u) 2 E.
Weighted graphs. A weighted graph is a graph which associates numerical values to nodes
or edges. Mostly we consider weighted graphs with edge weights. The weight of edges
can be used to express various properties such as the frequency of phone calls between
two people, the time to travel between two cities, the strength of interaction between two
friends, or the similarity. Formally, the edge weight can be represented as a function w :
E ! R that assigns each edge e 2 E a weight w. In most cases, an unweighted graph
G = (V;E) is the same as a weighted graph with unit edge weights w(e) = 1 for all e 2 E.
For the analysis, a graph is usually represented as an adjacency matrix, which is a n  n
matrix A with Aij = 1 if (i; j) 2 E and Aij = 0 otherwise. For weighted graph, Aij =
w(e) where e = (i; j) 2 E. Another representation of the graphs that is usually used in
graph algebraic is Laplacian matrix. It is defined as a n n matrix L with
lij =

d(i) if i = j
 1 if i 6= j and i is adjacent to j 0 otherwise (2.1)
Multiple and simple graphs. In multiple graphs, the edge set E contains the same edge
several times. An edge whose the source node and destination node are identical is called
a loop. A graph is simple if it doesn’t contain multiple edges and loops.
Bipartite graphs. A graph G = (V;E) is a bipartite graph if its set of nodes V can be
divided into two disjoint sets V1; V2 such as there are only edges from the nodes in one set
to the nodes in another set.
Degrees. For undirected graph G = (V;E), the degree of a vertex v 2 V , denoted by d(v)
is the number of edges that have v as an endpoint. The set of neighbors of v is denoted
by N(v). In a directed graph, we differentiate out-degree and in-degree of a vertex v. The
out-degree of vertex v, denoted by d+(v) is the number of directed edges that have v as
source node. The in-degree of v, denoted by d (v), is the number edges that have v as
destination node. For weighted graphs, all these notions are generalized by summing over
edge weights.
Paths and cycles. A path p in a graph is an alternating sequence v0; e0; v1; e1; :::; vk 1; ek 1; vk
of vertices and edges, where ei = (vi; vi+1) and ei 6= ej for i 6= j. A path is simple path
if vi 6= vj for i 6= j. A path with v0 = vk is a cycle. A simple cycle is a simple path with
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v0 = vk. The length (or weight) of a path p, denoted by w(p), is defined as the sum of the
weights of edges on p.
Connectedness. A graph G0 =< (V 0; E 0) is a subgraph of G = (V;E) if V 0  V and
E 0  E. It is a induced graph if E 0 contains all edges e 2 E 0 that join vertices in V 0.
An undirected graph G =< (V;E) is connected if every vertex can be reached from every
other vertex, i.e. there exists a path from every vertex to every other vertex. A graph that
is not connected is called disconnected. In a undirected graph G, a connected component
of G is an induced subgraph G0 = (V 0; E 0) that is connected and maximum, i.e. there
is no connected subgraph G00 = (V 00; E 00) with V 0  V 00. A directed graph is strongly
connected if there is a directed path from every vertex to every other vertex. It is called
weakly connected if its undirected version is connected. A strongly connected component
of a directed graph is an induced subgraph that is strongly connected and maximum.
Shortest path and distance. A path p from vertex u to v in graphG is shortest if its length is
smallest among all paths from u to v. The length of a shortest path from u to v, denoted by
d(u; v), is called shortest-path distance (or geodesic distance) between u and v. The prob-
lem of finding shortest paths from single source node to all other nodes can be solved by
Dijkstra’s algorithm for unweighted graphs and by Bellman-Ford algorithm for weighted
graphs [Cormen et al., 2001]. To find the shortest paths between all pair of vertices, Floyd-
Warshall algorithm can be used.
2.1.2 Properties of Complex Networks
For complex network analysis and empirical studies, we consider a set of statistical prop-
erties. Those properties are not only for comparing different complex networks, but also
for interpreting the meaningful information that we observe from real-world networks. For
example, the small-world effect can be examined by looking into average path length, com-
munity structure can be verified by clustering coefficient of the network, and scale-free
networks can be identified by their degree distribution.
Degree distribution. Node degree is the simplest centrality measure for the strength of
connection of a specific vertex. However, the main consideration is the fraction of vertices
of a given degree. Various studies have discovered that the degree distribution of many real-
world networks differs from that of random networks. Formally, for a networkG = (V;E),
degree distribution p(k) is the fraction of nodes with degree k: p(k) = 1
n
jfu 2 V : d(u) =
kg. We consider following distributions:
Binomial distribution:
p(k) =

n  1
k

qk(1  q)n k 1 (k = 1; 2;    ; n  1) (2.2)
if the number of vertices n is small, and it is Poisson distribution
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p(k) =
1
k!
e zzk (k = 0; 1;    ) (2.3)
if n is large. The degree distribution of random graphs follows the above distributions.
However, real-world networks are not random and their degree distribution seems to follow
a power law distribution:
(k) = Ak  (k = 0; 1;    ) (2.4)
Networks with degree distribution that follows Power law are called scale-free networks.
The Power law degree distribution has been found in biological networks [Hartwell et al.,
1999; Jeong et al., 2000], technology and economic networks [Amaral et al., 2000], social
networks [Amaral et al., 2000; Barabasi and Albert, 1999], the internet [Faloutsos et al.,
1999], theWorldWideWeb [Kleinberg et al., 1999; Barabasi and Albert, 1999; Broder et al.,
2000; Huberman and Adamic, 1999; Kumar et al., 1999], citation network [Redner, 1998]
and online social networks [Chakrabarti et al., 2004]. Unlike random networks, scale-free
networks are very heterogeneous. Their topology is dominated by a few highly connected
nodes called hubs which link the rest of less connected nodes to the system.
Density. Density of a network is defined as the fraction of observed edges over all possible
edges in the network
d(G) =
m 
n
2
 = 2m
n (n  1) (2.5)
One fundamental limitation of density is that it depends on the network size [Scott, 2000],
which prevents using it to compare networks with different sizes. That dues to the fact that
there is a limited number of relations that each social entity can handle, so the total number
of edges in the graph is limited by the number of nodes. This limitation implies that density
of large graphs is lower than that of small graphs. However, if density is reported together
with other measures such as network size, it is still a useful measure for comparing graphs.
Clustering coefficient. Clustering coefficient (or transitivity) measures the probability that
two vertices will be connected directly to one another if they have another neighboring
vertex in common. In [Watts and Strogatz, 1998], Watts and Strogatz defined the local
clustering coefficient of a vertex u as the fraction of connected pairs in its neighbors i.e.
C(u) =
jf(i; j) 2 L : (u; i) 2 L ^ (u; j) 2 Lgj
d(u)(d(u) 1)
2
(2.6)
Then clustering coefficient of the whole network is just the average of this quality over all
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n vertices:
C =
1
n
X jf(i; j) 2 L : (u; i) 2 L ^ (u; j) 2 Lgj
d(u)(d(u) 1)
2
(2.7)
Another definition of clustering coefficient is given by Newman [Newman, 2001a], which
defined clustering coefficient of a network as the total number of pairs of vertices that have
a common neighbor and are themselves connected, divided the total number of pairs of
vertices that have a common neighbor:
C =
3  number of triangles in the graph
number of connected triples of vertices in the graph
(2.8)
Diameter. Diameter of a G, denoted by diam(G), is defined as the greatest geodesic
distance between any two nodes in G:
diam(G) = maxfd(u; v)ju; v 2 V g (2.9)
For disconnected graphs, the diameter is defined to be infinity. To avoid this situation,
usually we consider only pairs of nodes that are connected. The diameter in the above
definition is sensitive to outliers, so a more robust measure called effective diameter was
proposed in [Tauro et al., 2001]. Here, effective diameter, denoted by diameff is defined
as the smallest number of hops at which at least 90% of all connected pairs of nodes can
be reached.
Average path length. Average path length or characteristic distance d is defined as
d =
1
k
X
u6=v2V
d(u; v) (2.10)
where k is the number of connected pairs u 6= v and 0 < d(u; v) < 1. Average
path length is one of characteristics that detects the small-world effect in real networks
[Watts and Strogatz, 1998]. It is evident that in small-world networks, average path length
increases logarithmically with the total number of vertices[Albert and Barabási, 2002].
2.1.3 Centrality Measures
A essential tool for the analysis of social networks are centrality indices defined on the
vertices of the graph. Those indices rank the nodes according to their positions in the graph.
The concept of centrality originated in the sociometric concept of “star”. A central node
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is one with many direct contacts with other nodes. The straightforward way to measure
the centrality of a node is by its degree, as defined in section 2.1.1. A node is central
if it has high degree, in the sense of being well-connected. Because degree is simply the
number of nodes to which a particular nodes is adjacent, ignoring any indirected connection
it may have, degree can be considered a measure of local centrality. The degree-based
centrality measure can be extended to various path distances by including the more distant
connections of a node. Then the local centrality of a node can be computed at whatever
chosen cut-off path distance.
In this section, we discuss another type of centrality called global centrality. A basic prob-
lem of degree-based centrality is that it measures the centrality of a node in its local envi-
ronment and depends on the size of the network [Scott, 2000]. Therefore, degree centrality
cannot be used to compare nodes in different networks. Freeman has proposed several
global centrality measures based on shortest paths, including betweenness and closeness
[Freeman, 1977, 1979, 1980; Wasserman and Faust, 1995; Brandes, 2001]. With the de-
velopment of the Web, several other global centrality measures have been proposed to de-
termine the structural prominence of Web pages [Brin and Page, 1998a; Kleinberg, 1999].
Many studies in social network analysis make use of these centrality indices, including our
study on the dynamics of computer science, which is the main focus of Chapter 4.
Betweenness. Betweennessmeasures the extent to which a particular node lies between the
other nodes in the graph. A node of low degree may play an important role and be very
central to the network. Betweenness of a node u, denoted byB(u), is defined as the number
of shortest paths from all vertices to all other vertices that pass through u. Formally,
B(u) 
X
u6=i6=j
u(i; j)
(i; j)
(2.11)
where (i; j) is the number of shortest-paths between nodes i and j, u(i; j) is the number
of shortest-paths between i and j that pass through u. To compare betweenness of nodes
in different networks, one can re-scale it by dividing it by the number of pairs of nodes not
including u ((n  1) (n  2) for directed network and (n  1) (n  2)=2 for undirected
networks).
Closeness. Closeness measures how “close” a particular node is to all other nodes in the
network. It is calculated from the sum of geodesic distances from one node to all other
nodes. Formally, closeness of node u, denoted by Cl(u), is defined as the mean geodesic
distance between node u and all other reachable nodes v
Cl(u) =
P
u6=v2V d(u; v)
n  1 (2.12)
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where d(u; v) is the geodesic distance between node u and v, n is the number of nodes
in the network. In this sense, a node with low closeness is more central and can be used
to measure, for example, how long it takes to spread the information from a given node
to other nodes. Another definition of closeness is the reciprocal of the sum of geodesic
distances
Cl(u) =
1P
u6=v2V d(u; v)
(2.13)
In this sense, closeness can be considered as a measure of the strength of the communica-
tion between node u and all other nodes in the network.
PageRank. PageRank [Brin and Page, 1998a,b] was introduced by Sergey Brin and Larry
Page in 1998. PageRank was strongly inspired by citation analysis [Page et al., 1998] and
was used in CiteSeer. It is the fundamental algorithm for Google search engine. PageRank
is based on the concept of prestige [Liu, 2007]. A node is prestigious if it is the objective
recipient of many nodes. Therefore, prestige can only be computed in directed networks.
We define three types of prestige. Degree prestige is based on in-degree of the given node.
Proximity prestige uses the shortest path distance from the given node to all other nodes
in the network. Here we focus on rank prestige, which is the basic of PageRank. The
main difference between proximity and rank prestige is that the former does not consider
the prominence (or the importance) of the nodes that point to the given node. In the real
world, a node is more prestigious if it is pointed to by more important nodes. Based on
this intuition, rank prestige of a given node u in a directed graph G = (V;E), denoted by
PR(u), is defined as a linear combination of links that point to u:
PR(u) = A1uPR(1) + A2uPR(2) + :::+ AnuPR(n) (2.14)
where Aij is the element in adjacency matrix of graph G.
PageRank is directly related to the above equation. In PageRank, the Web is represented
as a directed graph where nodes are web pages and the edges are hyperlinks between them.
The algorithm ranks the web pages according to their prestige. Since PageRank is based
on the link structure, it does not depend on search queries. The intuition behind PageRank
is similar as rank prestige: pages that receive more incoming links are more prestigious
and a page is more important if it is pointed to by other important pages. That leads to the
following definition of the PageRank score of a given page u:
P (u)  (1  d) + d
X
(u;v)2E
P (v)
Ov
(2.15)
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where P (v) is the PageRank score of page v, Ov is the the number of out-links of page
v. The control parameter d is called dumping factor which models the random surfers
as follows. At a page, a random surfer has two options: with probability d, he randomly
chooses an out-link to follow and with probability 1 d, he jumps to a random page without
a link. d = 0:85 is usually used in the literatures [Brin and Page, 1998b].
The main advantage of PageRank is that it is a global and static measure, so it can be
computed off-line rather than at query time. That makes PageRank very efficient. Because
PageRank score measures the important of a node in the network, several studies in sci-
entometrics also use it as a impact measure for evaluating the scholars, publications and
journals [Bollen et al., 2009b,a], besides other well-known measures such as citation count,
impact factor, H-index [Hirsch, 2005] and other social network analysis measures like de-
gree, betweenness and closeness centrality [Leydesdorff, 2007; Bollen et al., 2009a].
Hypertext induced topic Search (HITS). HITS [Kleinberg, 1999] was presented by Jon
Kleinberg in 1998. It introduces two notions: authority and hub. Authority is the node
with many in-links. A hub is the node with many out-links. The idea is that a page might
have good content and trustable if there are many other hubs reference to it, thus it should
get greater authority score. A hub page is an information organizer on a particular topic as
it points to many other good authorities and thus it should get more hub score. Therefore,
authorities and hubs have a mutual reinforcement relationship. That leads to the following
definition of authority and hub scores of a node:
a(u) =
X
(v;u)2E
h(v) (2.16)
h(u) =
X
(u;v)2E
a(v) (2.17)
where a(u) and h(u) are the authority and hub scores of node u in directed graph G =
(V;E). Written in matrix form, we have:
a = ATh = (ATA)a (2.18)
h = Aa = (AAT )h (2.19)
where A is the adjacency matrix of graph G, a is the column vector with all the authority
scores and h is the column vector with all the hub scores.
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Authority and hub have a strong connection to the co-citation and bibliographic coupling
in bibliometrics. In a citation network of publications, an influential paper (an authority) is
the one that is cited by many other papers. A survey paper (a hub) cites many other papers.
In bibliometrics, co-citation and bibliographic coupling are used to measure the similarity
between two documents. Co-citation links two papers i and j if they are both cited by paper
k. The more they are cited together, the more similar they are. Bibliographic coupling links
two papers if they cite the same papers, so the more papers they both cite, the more similar
they are. Let A denotes the adjacency matrix of citation graph G = (V;E), where Aij = 1
is paper i cites paper j, and 0 if otherwise. Co-citation and bibliographic coupling can be
computed as follows:
Cij =
nX
k=1
AkiAkj = (A
TA)ij (2.20)
Bij =
nX
k=1
AikAjk = (AA
T )ij (2.21)
where Cij denotes the number of papers that cite both paper i and j, and Bij denotes the
number of papers that are cited by both paper i and j. These equations show that author-
ity matrix ATA and hub matrix AAT are actually co-citation and bibliographic coupling
matrices.
2.1.4 Network Evolution Models
Besides studying the networks at large scale, there is a great concern with network mod-
eling. Traditional graph theories have not much considered the structure of real-world
networks, but the properties of artificial constructs. Recent studies focus much on model-
ing the real-world networks as they arise and evolve naturally. Network analysis tends to
be rather descriptive, i.e. it simply describes the properties of real-world networks from
the empirical data. Network features such as those presented in section 2.1.2 are useful
to understand the real-world networks. However, the problem in network modeling is to
develop graph-theoretic models that can account for those features.
Random Graphs
The simplest network model is the random graph. This model was first introduced by
Solomonoff and Rapoport [Solomonoff and Rapoport, 1951], and then studied by Erdös
and Rényi [Erdös and Rényi, 1959, 1960, 1961]. In the probabilistic Erdös-Rényi model,
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each pair of nodes has an independent probability of being connected by an edge. They
studied two different models: Gn;m and Gn;p. In Gn;m model, a graph consists of n nodes
and m edges drawn between pairs of vertices chosen uniformly at random. In Gn;p model,
the graph consists of n nodes and each pair of nodes is connected with the probability p.
For large graphs (i.e. n!1), the two models are equivalent and most theorems are hold
for both of them.
The degree distribution of random graphs follows binomial distribution (Poisson distribu-
tion for large networks) [Albert and Barabási, 2002; Newman et al., 2006]. The diameter
of random graphs is small and increases logarithmically with the number of nodes n as
O(log n), and the average path length grows as O(log log n) [Albert and Barabási, 2002;
Chung and Lu, 2001]. The clustering coefficient of a random graph is expected to be equal
to the probability that two random nodes are connected: C = p = k
n
, where k is the average
degree of a node [Albert and Barabási, 2002]. In the evolution of a random graph, there
exists a threshold (or phase transition) for the emergence of the giant component: if the av-
erage degree of node k > 1, there exists one giant component that connects a large fraction
of the nodes in the network; if k < 1, there are many small disconnected components with
the average size 1
1 k . The phase transition occurs at k = 1.
The properties of the random graph are the baseline for studying real-world networks. How-
ever, the random graph cannot be directly used to model the behavior of the real-world net-
works because its degree distribution does not follow power law, which were observed in
many practical networks [Amaral et al., 2000; Kleinberg et al., 1999; Barabasi and Albert,
1999; Broder et al., 2000; Huberman and Adamic, 1999; Kumar et al., 1999; Hartwell et al.,
1999; Jeong et al., 2000]. Therefore, several models have been proposed to generate ran-
dom graphs with arbitrary degree distributions [Molloy and Reed, 1995; Aiello and Chung,
2001; Newman et al., 2001]. These models have been used to study the randomness of sev-
eral real networks including phone call, collaboration network and the World Wide Web.
Small-world Model
The small-world model was first introduced by Watts and Strogatz [Watts and Strogatz,
1998]. This model is based on the observation that many real-world networks expose the
following properties:
• The small-world effect: most pairs of vertices are connected by a short path through
the network. A network has small-world effect if its average path length scales loga-
rithmically with the graph size.
• High clustering coefficient (or transitivity): there is high probability that two vertices
will be connected directly to each other if they have a common neighbor.
Obviously random graphs show small-world effect as their average path length scale loga-
rithmically with the graph size. However, random graphs do not show significant clustering
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coefficient. To generate a graph that shows both properties, Watts and Strogatz proposed
the following model: starting with the regular lattice with size L and lattice distance k,
move through each edge and with probability p, rewire the edge, meaning that taking one
of its ends and move it to a new node chosen uniformly at random, avoiding self-loops
and duplicated edges. That results in a small-world network with at most Lkp edges are
rewired, creating shortcuts over the network. When p = 0, no edge is rewired and the
resulting network is a regular lattice with high clustering coefficient and large average path
length. When p = 1, all edges are rewired and we nearly have a random network. In
between, there is a range of values of p at which the network is small-world with high
clustering coefficient and small average path length. The model is usually referred as the
small-world model in literatures.
Newman and Watts [Newman and Watts, 1999] proposed a simplified version of the small-
world model: we start with a regular lattice, move along each edge and with probability p
we add a new edge between pair of vertices chosen uniformly at random without removing
any edges. This model is equal to the original Watts-Strogatz model.
The small-world model was not considered as a very good model for real-world networks.
Several other models were proposed for generating networks high clustering coefficient and
short path length, which are more realistic than small-world model. Some of them are the
triadic closure model [Wasserman and Faust, 1995; Rapoport, 1957; Watts, 2003; Jin et al.,
2001; Davidsen et al., 2002], exponential random graph model [Holland and Leinhardt,
1981] or graph model based on hierarchical division of communities into groups [Watts et al.,
2002].
Preferential Attachment
Many real-world networks have degree distribution that follows a power law and are called
scale-free networks. A new direction for network modeling has emerged which mainly
considers research questions such as where do the power laws come from, what is the
effect of exponents of power law and how to determine it? Previous models (e.g. random
networks and small-world models) do not have power law degree distribution, which makes
them not suitable for modeling real-world networks.
The first model for generating scale-free networks was proposed by Price [Price, 1976] in
his study of citation networks of research papers. Price proposed that a process for that
the number of citations that a research paper receives further is proportional to the number
of citations it already had. This model is called cumulative advantage or rich-get-richer,
which is known today as preferential attachment. It was studied further by Barabási and
Albert [Barabasi and Albert, 1999], who later proposed a model of growing networks that
generates power law degree distribution.
In the preferential attachment model, Barabási and Albert proposed that the properties of
scale-free networks can be studied in the sense that the network is dynamic with nodes
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and edges are continuously added, instead of being static. In contrast, random graphs and
small-world models assume that the number of vertices is fixed and vertices are randomly
connected or re-connected. Barabási and Albert proposed a model for generating scale-free
networks, which accounts for two key features of real networks: growth and preferential
attachment. The generative model (also called Barabási-Albert model) is as follow:
• Growth: starting with small number of vertices n0, at every step we add a new vertex
withm edges (m <= n0) that connect tom different vertices in the network.
• Preferential attachment: when choosing the vertices to which the new vertex con-
nects, we assume that the probability P that the new vertex will connect to a vertex
u depends on the connectivity ku of that vertex: P (ku) = kuP
i ki
.
• Repeat the process t time steps. The result is a random network with t+ n0 vertices
andmt edges.
The degree distribution follows power law with exponent  = 3, which is independent of
the model’s parameters (e.g. time steps and size of the system). Since real networks have
different exponent values, the model needs to be modified to yield other exponents. In
[Albert and Barabasi, 2000], Albert and Barabási proposed a model that incorporates the
addition of new edges between existing vertices and the movement of edges. In the model,
at each time step, one of three event can occur:
• With probability p, m new edges are added, whose one end is connected to a ver-
tex selected uniformly at random and the other end is connected to vertex chosen
according to preferential attachment.
• With probability q, m edges are rewired, meaning that a vertex is chosen at random
and one of its edges is selected at random and rewired (the other end of this edge is
reconnected to a vertex chosen according to preferential attachment).
• With probability 1  p  q, a new vertex is added to the network and is connected to
m existing nodes according to preferential attachment process.
The result of this model is a scale-free network with power law degree distribution where
the exponent  depends on the parameters p; q and m. A number of other variations
of the basic preferential attachment model has been proposed [Dorogovtsev et al., 2000;
Krapivsky et al., 2000], which also produce variable exponents. There are also many other
extensions of Barabási-Albert model. In [Bianconi and Barabási, 2000], the authors pro-
posed a fitness model. The basic idea is that in preferential attachment, the order a node
is, the higher probability it will get new links in the future. That is actually not the case
in many competitive systems such as the Web or citation network, where a new page can
easily get many links or some research papers acquire a large number of citations in very
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short time. The fitness model is based on this observation. It assigns each node u a fitness
parameter u that accounts for the ability to compete the links of the node. At each step,
we add a new node and connect it to a existing node i in the network with the probability
Pi that depends on both the connectivity ki and the fitness i of that node: Pi = ikijjkj .
This mechanism guarantees that young nodes with few edges still can get new edges at
high rate if they have high fitness, while the preferential attachment still holds where high
degree nodes have higher probability to acquire new links than low degree nodes. Other ex-
tensions of preferential attachment include the Winners dont take all [Pennock et al., 2002]
and Geometric Preferential Attachment [Flaxman et al., 2004, 2007]. For further survey
on preferential attachment and its extensions, we point the readers to the reviews of New-
man et al. [Newman et al., 2006], Barrat et al. [Barrat et al., 2008] and Dorogovtsev and
Mendes [Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2003].
Copying Model
The copying model is based on the assumption that new vertices arriving in a system tend to
copy the behavior of existing vertices. This model was first studied in the context of Web
modeling [Kleinberg et al., 1999; Kumar et al., 2000]: new web pages copy hyperlinks
from existing pages with similar content. To model this observation, at each time, a new
vertex is added to the network and a prototype vertex is chosen at random among those
already existing. Each new vertex initials m >= 1 new edges towards vertices pointed
by the prototype vertex. Each new edge is rewired to a vertex chosen at random with
probability  (called copy factor), and is kept with probability 1   . The copying model
yields scale-free networks with exponent 1
1  controlled by copy factor .
Similarly, the copying mechanism was used for modeling genre and protein interaction
networks [Sole et al., 2002; Vázquez et al., 2003; Wagner, 2003], and citation networks
[Krapivsky and Redner, 2005]. In [Krapivsky and Redner, 2001, 2005], Krapivsky and
Redner proposed a model called growing network with redirection (GNR). At each time
step a new node u is added, and an existing node i is selected uniformly at random as a
target. With a probability p the new node u is connected to node i and with probability
1   p the new node u is connected (redirected) to the ancestor of node i. This model also
generates power law graphs with exponent 1 + 1
p
. A slightly different copy mechanism
was proposed by Vazquez [Vazquez, 2001] in recursive search model. This model is based
on the intuition that when a new node u arrives, it may know only one node i. Therefore
the only way to connect this node to other nodes in the network is to follow the links of
node i. The model has two evolution rules: add a new node u and connect it to an existing
node chosen at random; walk through the path in the way that if a new link to a node in
the network is created, with probability p a link also is created to each of its neighbors.
The model produces scale-free networks with different behaviors of degree distribution,
passing from exponential distribution, truncated power laws and robust power laws.
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2.1.5 Clustering and Community Discovery
Community discovery has been a important subject in social network analysis. Intuitively, a
community is a group of entities (e.g. people or organizations) that share common interests
or are involved in an activity or event [Liu, 2007]. Community discovery has many applica-
tions in biology as well as metabolic network of organisms to understand metabolic func-
tions [Ravasz et al., 2002] and to identify the function of genres and proteins [Yook et al.,
2004; Barabási and Oltvai, 2004], in social science, in e-commercial and in the World
Wide Web to group the web clients who have similar interest and are geographically near
each other [Srivastava et al., 2000] or to detect link-farms [Buehrer and Chellapilla, 2008;
Gibson et al., 2005], etc. In this section, we review the basic community discovery tech-
niques, especially the techniques based on the notion of modularity that have been proposed
and studied by researchers in physics.
Definitions
In general, a community is defined as follows [Liu, 2007]: Given a finite set of entities
S = s1; s2; :::; sn of the same type, a community is a pair C = (T;G), where T is the
community theme and G  S is the set of al entities in S that shares the theme T . If
st 2 G, st is a member of the community C. The community theme is usually represented
with a set of topics (keywords).
In graph theory, communities are defined as tightly connected groups, i.e. groups that dis-
play higher density of edges within groups than between them [Clauset et al., 2004]. In this
sense, community discovery can be considered as a graph clustering problem: find the sub-
sets of vertices that are more densely linked, when compare the the rest of the graph. The
problem can be, however, formulated in different ways. In computer science and physics,
community definitions can be classified in three main categories [Fortunato and Castellano,
2007]:
• Local definition: considers the vertices in the subgraphs and their intermediate neigh-
borhood. It focuses on the identification of subgraphs such as cliques, n-cliques or
k-plexes. They are maximum subgraphs, i.e. they cannot be enlarged without vio-
lating the properties that define them. A clique is a maximum subgraph where each
vertex is the neighbor of all other vertices. A n-cliques is a maximum subgraph
where the distance between each pair of vertices is not larger than n. A k-flex is a
maximum subgraph where each vertex is the neighbor of at most k other vertices.
Regarding to these definitions, each vertex can be assigned to multiple communities
(or clusters), thus give us the overlapping community structure. For example, cliques
are the basic elements for the overlapping community detection algorithm proposed
by Palla et al. [Palla et al., 2005].
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• Global definition: considers the properties of a subgraph with respect to the whole
graph. It usually starts with a null model, i.e. a graph with similar properties as orig-
inal graph, but does not expose community structure. Then the linking properties of
the subgraphs of the original graph are compared with the corresponding subgraphs
of the null model. This is the basic idea behind the modularity measure proposed by
Newman [Newman, 2006]. The definition of modularity takes the random graph as
a null model. A group of vertices is defined as a community if the number of edges
inside the group exceeds the number of edges that the group would have in a random
graph. In this definition, each vertex is exclusively assigned to one community, thus
gives us a non-overlapping community structure. Modularity is also the main mea-
sure used to estimate the quality of the clustering: the larger the difference between
real and expected edges (in random graph), the larger the modularity and therefore
the better the clustering. Formally, the modularity Q is defined as
Q = qi=1(eii   a2i ) (2.22)
with
ai = 
q
j=1eji (2.23)
where eji is the fraction of edges between nodes from group j and i, and q is the num-
ber of clusters. The fraction of edges connecting nodes in group i internally is hence
eii and ai denotes the overall fraction of links connecting to nodes in i. a2i then corre-
sponds to the expected fraction of internal edges given a random assignment of nodes
into communities. Thus, if a particular clustering gives no more within-community
edges than expected by random chance, Q will be equal to 0 (because then eii  a2i ).
Values other than 0 indicate deviations from randomness. Empirical observations
indicate that values greater than 0.3 correspond to significant community structures.
• Vertex similarity: considers the groups of vertices that are similar to each other,
regardless connected or not. The similarity between pair of vertices can be estimated
from the linkage, e.g. the shortest path length between them, or from the properties
of vertices.
Depending on the definition of the community, different clustering algorithms have been
proposed. In the next section, we focus on the algorithms that follow the modularity ap-
proach. This approach has been proven to give a good approximation of community struc-
ture and is capable of handling large-scale networks with millions of nodes and edges. It
also does not require input parameters, e.g. the number of the clusters, that sometimes
cannot be determined.
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Modularity-based Algorithms
Based on the modularity, several algorithms have been proposed. There are two basic
approaches using modularity: divisive and agglomerative approaches. In the divisive ap-
proach, the algorithm first detects the edges that connect vertices of different communities
and then removes them so that the communities are disconnected from each other. The
result of this process is a dendrogram representing the community structure at each subse-
quence removal step. Cutting this dendrogram at a certain level gives us a partition of the
graph and the cut that results in greatest modularity would give us the optimal community
structure. The central of this approach is to determine the measure to identify the inter-
community edges to be removed. In [Newman and Girvan, 2004], Newman and Girvan
introduced the concept of edge betweenness. They consider three types of edge between-
ness: shortest path betweenness, random walk betweenness and current-flow betweenness.
The shortest path betweenness of edges is defined analogously as node betweenness, where
we consider the number of shortest paths between pairs of vertices that go along an edge in-
stead of the number of shortest paths that pass through a node. Random walk betweenness
measures the expected number of times that the random walks between pairs of vertices
will pass through an edge. Current flow betweenness measures the absolute value of the
current flowing between pairs of vertices (called sources and sinks) along the edge, given
each edge is assigned a unit resistance. Given the edge betweenness measure, the algorithm
processes as follows:
(a) Calculate the betweenness of all edges in the network.
(b) Find the edge with highest betweenness and remove it.
(c) Recalculate the betweenness for the remaining edges.
(d) Repeat from step (b).
The most expensive computational task of this algorithm is the calculation of edge between-
ness: shortest path, randomwalk and current-flow betweenness require a timeO(mn); O(n3)
and O(n2) on sparse graphs, respectively. Of them, shortest path betweenness is more effi-
cient and also give similar result as two other betweenness measures. Several modifications
of this algorithm have been proposed by Tyler et al. [Tyler et al., 2003], Fortunato et al.
[Fortunato et al., 2004] and Radicchi et al. [Radicchi et al., 2004]. Most of them proposed
new edge betweenness measures or methods to improve the speed of the calculation.
In the agglomerative approach by Newman [Newman, 2004b], the algorithm starts with
a state in which each vertex is the member of n (the number of vertices of the graph)
communities. Then it repeatedly joins pairs of communities together, choosing at each
step the join that results in the greatest increase in modularity Q. This “greedy” strategy
results in a dendrogram and we can select the best cut by looking for the maximal value
of Q, similar to divisive algorithms. The algorithm requires a time O(n2) on sparse graph.
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In an improved version of this algorithm, Clauset et al. [Clauset et al., 2004] show that
the calculation of modularity can be performed much more efficiently using heaps and the
algorithm then requires a time O(md log n, where d is the depth of the dendrogram. That
allows the algorithm scale up to large graphs with 107 vertices. In another improvement,
Wakita and Tsurumi [Wakita and Tsurumi, 2007] introduced three metrics (consolidation
ratio) to control the process of communities analysis and to balance the size of communities
being merged.
Modularity-based algorithms have gained significant attention of the network research com-
munity, especially in the Web and biology study. On the one hand, they can identify good
approximation of the community structure of real-world networks. On the other hand, the
original versions and improved versions can scale up to very large networks, which allow
us to study the evolution and structure of large scale real-world networks, e.g. the Web, the
food network, biological networks and many social networks. Scholarly networks such as
citation or co-authorship networks are also large-scale networks with millions nodes and
edges. Therefore, to handle these large networks, in the design of the recommendation
algorithm and the study of the dynamic of the computer science knowledge we will use the
improved version of the Newman greedy algorithm [Newman, 2004b] proposed by Clauset
et al. [Clauset et al., 2004].
Overlapping Community Detection Algorithms
In many social networks, people usually belong to more than one communities, i.e. the
communities are overlapping. The techniques that we have reviewed so far are capable of
discovering non-overlapping community structure, i.e. each vertex is assigned to only one
community. Recently there is great interest in developing new algorithms for overlapping
community detection since it reflects the community structure of real-world networks and
has many applications. Several approaches have been proposed so far.
The first attempt to discover overlapping communities was the clique percolation algo-
rithm (CPM) proposed by Palla et al. [Palla et al., 2005]. It assumes that a community
consists of overlapping sets of fully connected subgraphs (called k-cliques) and detects
communities by searching for adjacent cliques. Extensions of this algorithm include the
CPMw [Farkas et al., 2007] algorithm which introduce a subgraph intensity threshold for
weighted graphs; and the SCP algorithm which only finds clique communities of a given
size [Kumpula et al., 2008]. Clique-based algorithms relatively slow and often fail to dis-
cover communities in networks where there are not so many fully connected subgraphs
(e.g., in real-world social networks).
In link partitioning, links are clustered instead of nodes. Ahn et al. [Ahn et al., 2010] pro-
posed to partition links via hierarchical clustering using Jaccard link similarity. Evans and
Lambiotte [Evans and Lambiotte, 2009] projected the network into a weighted line graph,
where nodes are the links of the original graph, and applied non-overlapping community
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detection algorithms on this graph to discover link communities. A node is then assigned
to communities based on the links it has in different link communities.
Other approaches include fuzzy detection [Gregory, 2011], local expansion and optimiza-
tion [Lancichinetti et al., 2009; Baumes et al., 2005], agent based and label propagation
[Gregory, 2010; Chen et al., 2010], modularity based algorithms [Gregory, 2007], and
many others. For a comprehensive review of current techniques, we point readers to the
survey and evaluation of Xie et al. [Xie et al., 2011]. We note that, unlike non-overlapping
community detection where modularity is employed as a de faco measure of clustering
quality, there is no such measure for overlapping community detection. Therefore, the
application and performance of the algorithms still needs to be further investigated.
2.2 Recommender Systems
The explosive increase of information that is available in all domains and from many dif-
ferent sources, especially from Internet, has led to the emergence of a new research area:
recommender systems [Resnick and Varian, 1997; Melville and Sindhwani, 2010]. Recom-
mender system is a class of techniques that helps people dealing with information over-
load problem. It is especially important and successfully implemented in e-business ap-
plications [Sarwar et al., 2000; Schafer et al., 1999], where the ability for customers to
quickly and efficiently locate the products/items that meet their own specific requirements
is crucial to improve profit. In other domains, recommender systems also have been ap-
plied to assist people to find the most interesting and valuable information for books in
online book shops, research papers in digital libraries, news and articles in online news-
paper, web pages, movies, music, etc. Examples of such applications include Tapestry
[Goldberg et al., 1992], Ringo [Shardanand and Maes, 1995], Amazon.com [Linden et al.,
2003], MovieLens [Miller et al., 2003], TechLens [Torres et al., 2004; Kapoor et al., 2007]
and REFEREE [Cosley et al., 2002], to name a few.
In this section, we review the basic techniques in recommender systems. In particular, we
focus on collaborative filtering (CF) (or social filtering), the most popular technique. We
discuss in detail the main problems of CF, especially when applied to digital libraries, and
the current research directions to solve those problems. Other approaches such as content-
based filtering and hybrid approach will also be briefly reviewed.
2.2.1 Representation of Recommender Systems
In a recommender system, we consider a set of users (e.g. customers) and a set of items
(e.g. products, books). A recommender system collects user preferences on the items they
know and uses these preferences to make recommendations on the items that users do not
know. User preferences can be either explicitly entered by users (explicit rating) or can
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be implicitly inferred from user activity (e.g. purchase records, web browsing patterns or
article reading list). In the first case, users are required to enter their ratings on some items
in some scales, for example from 1 to 5 stars, to express how they like them or how useful
those items are. In the second case, the ratings are inferred from user behavior and rating
values are usually binary, for example value 1 means a researcher have read a paper and 0
means he did not read the paper. Using user preferences, a recommender system must be
able to suggest to a user the items that he may be interested in.
According to [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005], recommendation problem can be formu-
lated as follows : let the set of users be U (jU j = n) and the set of items be I (jIj = m).
Let f is the utility function that measures the usefulness (or the rating) of item i 2 I to the
user u 2 U : f : U  I ! R. Then for each user u 2 U , we want to find a item i0 2 I that
maximizes the utility function:
8u 2 U; i0u = argmax
i2I
f(u; i) (2.24)
Real-world recommender systems such as Amazon are often very large, where the number
of items and users can be millions. Users and items can also be very complex. Users
can be associated with a profile that includes some demographical information such as
age, gender, country, etc. Items can be defined with a set of meta data that describes their
characteristics, for example, a book can be described by its title, genre, authors, publish
year and publisher.
The most common task of a recommender system is to predict the rating that a user would
give to a unrated item (rating-based recommendation). The predictive ratings are com-
puted for all items and the highest rated items are selected as recommendations. This
type of recommendation is suitable for explicit rating-based recommender systems such as
Amazon. There is also recommender systems that predict the relative preferences of users
on items (preference-based filtering), for instance researchers would be interested in the
relative order of the papers and select the ones from the ordered list of papers returned by
the system. Most of the studies until now have focussed on the first type: rating-based
recommendation.
In a recommender system, user preference data is represented as a matrix called rating
matrix or preference matrix. Formally, let matrix Rnm be the rating matrix, where n
and m are the number of users and items, respectively. The element rij of the matrix R
corresponds to the (explicit/implicit) rating of user i on item j. The user for whom the
recommendations are generated is called active user. The rows of the matrix R are called
user vectors and the columns are called item vectors. Typically, the rating matrix R is very
sparse since users often rate a small number of a large database of items.
Recommender systems can be classified into three categories, based on the techniques
being used to generate recommendations [Burke, 2002; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005]:
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• Collaborative filtering [Breese et al., 1998; Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009]: the recom-
mendations for a particular user are generated based on the preferences and tastes
of the similar users (user-based algorithms), or based on similar items (item-based
algorithms).
• Content-based recommendation [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005]: items that are
similar to the one the active user liked in the past will be recommended. Features of
the items are used to determine similar ones.
• Hybrid approaches [Burke, 2002]: combination of collaborative filtering and content-
based recommendation to improve the quality of recommendations.
Collaborative filtering has an advantage over content-based filtering: it accounts for the
opinion of the community, while content-based recommendation does not. Many items
may have common features, but their quality (or utility to users) can only be justified by
user community. Therefore, collaborative filtering can give more precise recommendations
that meet user requirements than content-based approach. However, content-based filter-
ing does not have problems such as cold-start and sparsity of user preference matrix that
collaborative filtering has. Hybrid approaches are hence a promising direction to avoid the
limitations of both methods.
2.2.2 Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative filtering (CF) is a technique that automates the "Word of Mouth" process
[Shardanand and Maes, 1995]: people rely on the recommendations from other people by
spoken words or other media. The term “collaborative filtering” was first introduced in
Tapestry recommender systems [Goldberg et al., 1992]. This technique predicts the ratings
of a particular user on the items based on the opinions of the other similar users, i.e. the
opinion of the community. More precisely, the predictive rating f(a; i) of active user a on
item i is computed from the ratings f(u; i) that other similar users u 2 U assigned to item
i.
According to [Breese et al., 1998; Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009], collaborative filtering algo-
rithms can be divided into two classes: memory-based algorithms operate on the entire or
a sample of user-item rating matrix to generate recommendations, and model-based algo-
rithms first build a model that learns user behaviors or patterns from training data, using
techniques from machine learning or data mining, then use the model to make predictions.
Although memory-based techniques are simple, easy to implement and work well in some
real situations, they also have some problems such as the sparsity of user preference matrix,
the scale of the system and the diversity in user preference, that reduce the performance
and quality of recommendations. Many model-based algorithms such as probabilistic la-
tent semantic indexing (pLSA) [Hofmann, 2004], Bayesian models [Miyahara and Pazzani,
2002; Chen and George, 1999], matrix factorization [Koren et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2009a],
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clustering [Kohrs and Merialdo, 1999; Ungar and Foster, 1998; Sarwar et al., 2002], graph-
based approaches [Aggarwal et al., 1999; Fouss et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2007; Zhou et al.,
2008], etc. have been proposed to solve those problems of memory-based algorithms.
Memory-based Techniques
Memory-based CF algorithms can be either user-based or item-based [Sarwar et al., 2001;
Deshpande and Karypis, 2004]. User-based algorithms make prediction based on the opin-
ion of the similar users, while item-based algorithms generate recommendations based on
the opinion of the active user on similar items. Item-based algorithms have shown con-
siderable improvements in performance over the user-based algorithms and is capable of
handling the data sparsity problem of user-based CF. In both cases, the CF algorithm pro-
cesses in the following steps: compute the similarity between two users or items and select
k most similar ones (called neighborhood set K; jKj = k); generate a predictive rating of
the active user on a certain target item by aggregate the ratings of k similar users on that
item or the ratings of the active user on items similar to the target item. Top N highest
ranked items will be returned to the active user as recommendations (we refer to this as
top-N recommendation).
Similarity calculation. There are different methods to compute similarity between users
or items, including Pearson correlation, vector Cosine and some other variations such as
constrained Pearson correlation, Spearman rank correlation [Shardanand and Maes, 1995;
Herlocker et al., 2002], adjusted Cosine similarity [Sarwar et al., 2001] and conditional
probability-based similarity [Karypis, 2001]. For item-based CF, similarity between two
items is computed based on the users who have rated both items. For user-based CF, simi-
larity between two users is computed based on the items they have rated. Formally, Pearson
correlation between user u and v is computed as:
simu;v =
P
i2I(ru;i   ru)(rv;i   rv)pP
i2I(ru;i   ru)2
pP
i2I(rv;i   rv)2
(2.25)
where ru;i is the rating of user u on item i, ru is the average rating of user u. Similarly,
Pearson correlation between item i and j is defined as:
simi;j =
P
u2U(ru;i   ri)(ru;j   rj)pP
u2U(ru;i   ri)2
pP
u2U(ru;j   rj)2
(2.26)
where u 2 U is the user who have rated both items i and j, ri is the average rating of item i.
Cosine similarity between two users u and v is computed as the cosine of the angle formed
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by two user vectors  !u and  !v :
simu;v = cos(
 !u ; !v ) =
 !u   !v
k !u k  k !v k (2.27)
where  denotes the dot product of the two vectors. Cosine similarity of two items is
defined analogously.
Neighborhood selection. After the similarity computation, CF algorithms have to select the
most similar users for the active user. This is the important step since the recommendations
are generated using the ratings of neighbors and therefore neighborhood has an impact on
the recommendation quality. According to [Zhang and Pu, 2007], there are five strategies
for neighbors selection:
(a) Baseline strategy: select the top k nearest-neighbors who have rated the given item.
(b) Baseline strategy with overlap threshold: select the top k nearest-neighbors who have
rated the given item and who have rated at least ' items as the active user has rated
(overlapped with the active user).
(c) Similarity strategy: select the top nearest-neighbors purely according to their simi-
larities with the active user.
(d) Combination strategy: a combination of the strategy 1 and strategy 3.
(e) Combination strategy with overlap threshold: a combination of strategies 1, 2 and 3.
A neighborhood selection strategy is chosen depending on the similarity measures and the
application domains. In the actual situations, users may use different rating scales, which
Cosine similarity cannot take into account. However, using Pearson we also have problems,
where some of the neighbors might have only few common rating with the active user. But
they could have high similarity value with the active user by chance. The reason is that
Pearson correlation does not take into account the degree of overlaps between users. If
we use, for example, the first strategy then it could exclude many high similar neighbors
just because they have not rated the given items. The combination of these strategies is
preferable, but it could decrease the performance of the algorithms.
Generating recommendations. When k most similar users or items are selected, CF algo-
rithm generates recommendations for the active user by combining/aggregating the ratings
of the neighborhood. In particular, it calculates the predictive ratings of the active user
on items and then selects top N rated items to return to the user. Several aggregating
methods can be used here, including simple weighted average, weighted sum or regression
[Sarwar et al., 2001]. In user-based CF, the predictive rating of the active user u on item i
computed by simple weighted average is:
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Pu;i =
P
v2K rv;isim(v; u)P
v2K jsim(v; u)j
(2.28)
where K is the neighborhood of the active user u. One can use weighted sum to compute
the prediction as follows:
Pu;i = ru +
P
v2K(rv;i   rv)sim(v; u)P
v2K jsim(v; u)j
(2.29)
where ru is the average rating of user u. Similarly for item-based CF, prediction can be
computed using simple weighted average as:
Pu;i =
P
j2K ru;jsim(i; j)P
j2K jsim(i; j)j
(2.30)
whereK is the neighborhood set of target item i.
Problems of memory-based CF. The first problem of memory-based CF is the data spar-
sity: most of the commercial recommender systems contain very large product databases.
Users often rated or bought only a small set from such large database and the user-item
rating matrix is therefore very sparse. If the number of users’ rating is very small, a rec-
ommender system may be not able to generate recommendations for them. Moreover, if
the rating matrix is very sparse, it could be very hard to identify users who are similar
since the overlapping ratings between them are very few, even if they have similar tastes
(neighbor transitivity problem). A trivial situation of data sparsity is the cold start problem
[Schein et al., 2002]: for a new user, it is difficult or impossible to find the neighborhood
and therefore the system cannot make recommendations to him; a new item will never be
recommended until some users rate it. Those issues reduce the performance and effective-
ness of a recommender system.
The second problem is the scalability: when the number of users and items increase
tremendously, CF algorithms require very high computational resources. The complex-
ity of memory-based CF is O(MN) in the worst case. But because the rating matrix is
very sparse, it tends to be closer to O(M + N) [Linden et al., 2003]. Even so, memory-
based CF algorithms encounter serious performance and scaling problems for large-scale
online recommender systems such as Amazon.com which contains millions of users and
items. Several techniques have been proposed to account for scalability problem, including
sampling [Sarwar et al., 2000], dimensionality reduction such as clustering and principal
component analysis [Goldberg et al., 2001; Nathanson et al., 2007]. However, these meth-
ods also reduce the quality of recommendations.
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The third problems is diversity (also referred as topic diversification). On the one hand,
user preferences are usually very broad, for example a user may like action as well as hor-
ror movies, or a researcher may work on different topics. On the other hand, items can
be also very heterogeneous: a movie can be classified as horror as well as action, or a
research paper may cover several topics. Standard memory-based algorithms measure the
aggregate similarity by all items in the user profile, regardless how diverse the user taste
is. Therefore, a user may always get recommendations on the similar items to the items
that he already purchased most in the past and novel items are often absent in the recom-
mendation list. For example, if a user purchased more horror than action movies, then CF
will recommend to him many horror movies, but few or no action movies. This problem
has been addressed in several studies in the context of sales [Fleder and Hosanagar, 2007],
novel item recommendation such as movies [Zhang and Hurley, 2008, 2009], TV show
recommendation [Ali and van Stam, 2004] and books [Ziegler et al., 2005]. The objective
is to improve the recommendation list, given the novelty of items and the diversity of user
interests, and recommend novel items that users likes. Most of proposed solutions defined
metrics to measure the novelty of items, the diversity of user profiles and the recommenda-
tion list and then used some techniques such as intra-set similarity or clustering to combine
several recommendation lists into the final recommendations.
Other problems of memory-based CF algorithms include [Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009] syn-
onymy, a term refering to probability that a number of the same or very similar have differ-
ent names which cannot be identified by CF; gray sheep refers to users whose preferences
do not agree or disagree with any other users and thus do not benefit from CF; shilling
attacks is the case when an user (probably product owner) gives a lot of positive ratings
on his own items and negative ratings on his competitors items. Many solutions have
been proposed to solve those problems such as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) (e.g. SVD -
Singular Value Decomposition) [Koren et al., 2009], hybrid approaches combining content-
based and collaborative recommendations [Burke, 2002], and some other model-based al-
gorithms. However, there is always a tradeoff between the quality of recommendations, the
performance and the scalability of the system.
Model-based Techniques
As we have seen, memory-based CF algorithm encounters some serious problems which
prevent the use of this technique in many real-world recommender systems. Consequently,
many model-based algorithms for recommendation task have been proposed. These al-
gorithms are based on techniques from machine learning, data mining and artificial in-
telligent to build models that learn complex patterns of user behavior from training data
and then use the models to make recommendations. Different approaches have been pro-
posed to build the models, including Bayesian inference, clustering models, latent semantic
models, regression-based models [Vucetic and Obradovic, 2005], association rule models
[Sarwar et al., 2000], decision tree models, graphical models, etc. Here we review some
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models in Bayesian inference, clustering, latent semantic and graph-based methods, which
are closely related to our approach presented in Chapter 5.
Bayesian inference. In data mining and machine learning, Bayesian inference is usually
used for classification [Liu, 2007]. In recommender systems, Bayesian classifier is used
to estimate the probability that an item belongs to a particular class and the class to which
the item has highest probability will be used to make recommendations. Formally, given
the rating matrix Rnm, where rows are user vectors, columns are item vectors and rating
values rij 2 C are discrete, set C is called set of classes. In this setting, each item is
represented in n   dimensional space. With the “naive” assumption that features are
independent, the posterior probability that an item belongs to class j given its n feature
values is [Miyahara and Pazzani, 2000, 2002]:
p(classjjf1; f2; :::; fn) = p(classj)
nY
i
p(fijclassj) (2.31)
To determine the most likely class of the target item, we calculate:
Class = arg max
classj2C
p(classj)
nY
i
p(fijclassj) (2.32)
where the prior probabilities p(classj) and the conditional probabilities p(fijclassj) can be
estimated from training data. To avoid a conditional probability 0, the Laplace Estimator
is used to smooth the probability calculation:
p(fijclassj) = nij + 1
nj +mi
(2.33)
where nij is the number of items that have feature fi and belong to class classj , nj is the
number of items that belong to class classj , andmi is the number of discrete values that a
rating can be.
Bayesian inference has been shown to perform better than traditional CF algorithms in
movie recommendation [Miyahara and Pazzani, 2000, 2002]. However, Bayesian infer-
ence performs worse than traditional user-based and item-based CF algorithms in the con-
text of citation recommendation [McNee et al., 2002, 2006]. Several extensions of this
model have been proposed, including Bayesian for multi-class data - the extended logistic
regression on naive Bayes (NB-ELR), tree augmented naive Bayes (TAN-ELR) models
[Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2006] and baseline Bayesian model [Heckerman et al., 2001], etc.
Clustering models. The general idea of clustering based CF algorithms is to cluster users
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or items into small groups such that users/items in the same group are similar and are less
similar or dissimilar to other users/items in other groups. Clustering can be considered
as a dimensional reduction technique that reduces the feature space where users/items are
represented. Clusters represent users/items in subspaces where the rating matrix is denser,
thus can lead to improvement of the prediction performance of CF algorithms.
The main challenge of clustering model for CF task is the ability of clustering algorithms
to discover the useful clusters from data. Currently, most of clustering approaches clusters
users or items based on the rating data. Clustering methods can be classified into three cate-
gories: partitioning methods, density-based methods and hierarchical methods [Liu, 2007;
Han and Kamber, 2006; Jain et al., 1999; Berkhin, 2002]. Density-based algorithms find
dense clusters of data objects, while hierarchical algorithms create a hierarchical decompo-
sition of the data objects. Some well-known clustering algorithms are k-means [Macqueen,
1967] (partitioning), DBSCAN [Ester et al., 1996], OPTICS [Ankerst et al., 1999] (density-
based) and BIRCH [Zhang et al., 1996] (hierarchical method).
To discover the clusters of users/items, clustering algorithms can be applied directly on the
rating matrix or on other additional data such as content of the items, information about
users or (social) relations between users/items. When discovered, clusters can be applied
to CF in different ways. Sarwar et al. [Sarwar et al., 2002] and O’Connor and Herlocker
[OŠConnor and Herlocker, 1999] used k-means and some other clustering algorithms to
group users and items into clusters and then performed traditional CF algorithms within
each cluster to make predictions. Other similar approaches include users clustering using
genetic algorithm [Georgiou and Tsapatsoulis, 2010], ClustKNN algorithm [Rashid et al.,
2006] and items clustering [Truong et al., 2007]. In a slightly different approach, Ungar
and Foster [Ungar and Foster, 1998] proposed a repeated K-means andGibb sampling clus-
tering technique that group users who rated similar items into clusters and group items
into clusters which tend to be liked by the same users. Users and items can be recur-
sively re-clustered based on the number of items that the user rated and the number of
users that rated the item. Kohrs [Kohrs and Merialdo, 1999] used a hierarchical cluster-
ing algorithm to independently cluster users and items into two cluster hierarchies. The
recommendation is made by the weighted sum of the defined centers of all nodes in the
cluster hierarchies on the path from the roots to the particular leaves. Similarly, Chee et
al. [Chee et al., 2001] proposed RecTree method that recursively clusters rating data into
two clusters using k-means. It builds an unbalanced binary tree whose leaf nodes have
a similarity matrix and internal nodes maintain rating centroids of their sub-trees. The
prediction is made within the leaf node that the active user belongs to. In a more recent
approach [George and Merugu, 2005], George and Merugu proposed a framework based
on Bregman co-clustering [Banerjee et al., 2004] to simultaneously cluster users and items.
The evaluation shows that co-clustering can provide high quality recommendation at lower
cost compared to traditional CF algorithms, SVD and non-negative matrix factorization
(NNFM) [Hofmann, 2004].
To solve the diversity and sparsity problems, several other clustering-based approaches
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have been proposed. Zhang and Hurley [Zhang and Hurley, 2009] clustered items in user
profiles to capture the diversity in user’s tastes. The recommendation is the composed list
of items that match well with each of clusters rather than with the entire user’s profile. They
evaluated different clustering algorithms, including Metis [Karypis and Kumar, 1998,?], k-
means and community finding [Newman, 2006] algorithms together with SVD dimensional
reduction technique and showed that their algorithm can enhance recommendation perfor-
mance on novel items. Xue et al. [Xue et al., 2005] proposed framework that smooth the
unrated data for individual users. The algorithm first clusters users using k-means, then
uses clusters to smooth unseen rating data. The prediction is computed as weighted aver-
age of deviations from the neighbor’s means. To address cold-start problem, Eigentaste
[Goldberg et al., 2001; Nathanson et al., 2007] uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
on the rating matrix to cluster users. The diversity (or portfolio effect) and the dynamic in
user rating behavior are handled by clustering items using k-means. With user and items
clusters, items are recommended to user based on user preferences for certain classes of
items, instead of moving users to different user clusters as their preferences change.
Another direction for clustering-based CF is to discover user communities using social re-
lationship information such as friendship, trust, etc. In this approach, social relationship
between users creates a complex network and user communities are identified using some
graph clustering algorithms [Schaeffer, 2007; Aggarwal and Wang, 2010]. User commu-
nities then can be used together with other classical CF algorithms to improve the per-
formance of recommendation. Note that this approach is only suitable for applications
where the additional information of users or items is available, which allows to create
the networks and discover the communities. Our approach for recommendation in digital
libraries follows this direction in which we elaborate the relationship between informa-
tion objects (citation between publications, conferences or journals) and between scientists
(e.g., collaboration, friendship, etc.) to discover communities and then use them to make
recommendations.
Latent semantic models. Latent semantic algorithms for CF rely on a statistical modeling
technique that introduces latent class variables in a mixture model setting to discover user
communities and prototypical interest profiles. Basically, this class of algorithms can be
considered as a (soft) clustering techniques where user preferences are decomposed into
overlapping user communities. The main advantages of this technique are higher accuracy
and scalability [Hofmann, 2004].
The aspect model introduced by Hofmann and Puzicha [Hofmann and Puzicha, 1999],
a generalization of a statistical technique called probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing
(pLSA) originally developed in the context of information retrieval [Hofmann, 1999], in-
troduced latent variables to explain the observed preferences (the ratings) by some small
number of preference patterns. This is to overcome the problem of data sparseness in
user rating data. The model with a reduced number of parameters will require less data to
achieve a given accuracy. In the aspect model, the latent class variable is associated with
each observed pair of (user, item), with the assumption that users and items are independent,
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given the latent class variable. The latent class variables can be used to explain the user rat-
ing behavior: user may have different interests, some of which they may share with some
people, some with others. The users and items therefore can belong to multiple communi-
ties or groups. The model uses the standard procedure for the maximum likelihood estima-
tion by the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977] to estimate
model parameters. The evaluations on EachMovie data set showed that the performance
of the aspect model is significant better than the clustering model [Hofmann and Puzicha,
1999] as well as traditional collaborative filtering algorithms [Hofmann, 2004], including
Pearson correlation, Bayesian clustering and Bayesian network [Breese et al., 1998].
Other latent semantic models include the multinomial model that assumes there is only one
type of user [Marlin, 2004b], the multinomial mixture model with the assumption that there
are multiple types of users, and that the rating variables are independent with each other
[Marlin, 2004a]. Marlin [Marlin, 2004b] proposed a user rating profile (URP) model that
combines the multinomial mixture model and aspect model [Hofmann and Puzicha, 1999],
with the semantics of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al., 2003].
In summary, CF is one of the most successful approach to build recommender systems. It
uses the preferences of users to make recommendations. Memory-based techniques use
the entire or sample of user-item rating data to generate recommendations. Memory-based
CF suffers from the data sparsity as well as the scalability. Several model-based tech-
niques, which focus on the development of models that can learn the user behavior and
make intelligent predictions, have been proposed to solve the problems of memory-based
approaches. These model-based techniques have been proved to give better recommenda-
tions than memory-based techniques do. This research direction has attracted many studies
in machine learning and data mining. In the next sections, we will review some other ap-
proach for prediction problem, including content-based approaches and the combination of
CF and content-based techniques.
2.2.3 Content-based Recommendation
Content-based recommendation is a technique that uses the features of users and items to
make recommendation. For example, user information such as demographical information,
or item information such as genre or director of the movies, can be used to recommend
items that interest a particular user. This class of recommendation techniques tries to rec-
ommend similar items to those the target user liked in the past. Basically, content-based
techniques learn user profiles and match the preferences of users to the features of items.
Since the recommendations are based on the features of the items, content-based approach
does not suffer from the data sparsity problem. However, it also less personalized then
collaborative filtering since it does not take into account the ratings of users on the items.
The key challenges of content-based recommendation is to extract the features of items, i.e
to represent items by a set of features, and to learn user profiles.
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Feature Extraction Techniques
Feature extraction techniques are mostly developed in the context of Information Retrieval
(IR). Items are represented by a set of attributes or properties. For example, a movie
can be represented by some features such as directors, actors, genres, etc. However,
in many real-wold recommendation problems items are associated with textual content,
such as web pages, articles, books or news with the content like the web pages them-
selves, descriptions or user reviews [Melville and Sindhwani, 2010]. There are many stud-
ies that employ the techniques from IR for features extraction and items representation,
especially for text processing [Balabanovic´ and Shoham, 1997]. In this sense, the con-
tent (or document) of the rated items can be converted into tf-idf word vectors and then
averaged to get a prototype vector of each item for a given user. To recommend new
items, their prototype vectors are compared with each prototype vector of the rated items
and the prediction is computed based on the cosine similarity to each rated item [Lang,
1995]. This keyword-based approach has been implemented in several recommendation do-
mains, including web recommendation (Letizia [Lieberman, 1995], Personal WebWatcher
[Mladenic, 1999a,b], Syskill & Webert [Pazzani et al., 1996,?], ifWeb [Asnicar and Tasso,
1997], Amalthea [Moukas, 1996; Moukas and Maes, 1998], WebMate [Chen and Sycara,
1998]), news filtering (NewT [Sheth and Maes, 1993], PSUN [Sorensen and McElligott,
1995], INFOrmer [Sorensen et al., 1997], NewsDude [Billsus and Pazzani, 1999], Daily
Learner [Billsus and Pazzani, 2000], YourNews [Ahn et al., 2007]), book and article rec-
ommendation (CiteSeer [Bollacker et al., 1998], LIBRA [Mooney and Roy, 2000]), email
filtering (Re:Agent [Boone, 1998]), music recommendation (INTIMATE [Mak et al., 2003],
MOVIES2GO [Mukherjee et al., 2001], Foafing theMusic [Celma and Serra, 2008]). These
running systems show that keyword-based representation of items and user profiles can
give high accurate recommendations.
Besides keyword-based approach to analyze the content of items, semantic analysis was
also proposed. This approach aims at providing to the content-based recommender systems
more semantic intelligence that goes beyond the keyword-based approach [Ricci et al.,
2010]. There are two ways to infuse knowledge: by using ontologies, mainly for linguistic
knowledge analysis, and by encyclopedic knowledge sources. These methods are applied
not only for recommender systems, but also in knowledge sharing applications.
User Profile Learning Techniques
Techniques for learning user profiles mostly borrowed from Machine Learning research.
The problem of learning user profiles can be considered as the text classification where
items are describes by text and the classifier needs to classified the documents (and there-
fore items) into interesting or not interesting classes based on the user preferences. Naive
Bayes inference is the most common technique used. This technique generates a proba-
bilistic model based on previously observed data, that is the representation of the items
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and the user preferences. The Bayes theorem is applied to estimate the probability that
a document belongs to a particular class. Systems use naive Bayes inference include
Syskill & Webert [Pazzani et al., 1996,?], NewsDude [Billsus and Pazzani, 1999], LIBRA
[Mooney and Roy, 2000] and Daily Learner [Billsus and Pazzani, 2000], to name a few.
Another well-known technique is relevance feedback employed from IR. This technique
is based on the user feedback about previous search results to refine the query. Rocchio’s
algorithm [Rich, 1998] is commonly used in the context of content-based recommendation.
This algorithm allows users to rate documents returned by the recommender with respect
to their information needs. This feedback then can be used to refine the user profile or to
train the learning algorithm. For details of this technique and other methods, we point the
readers to the review of Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005], and
Lops et al. [Ricci et al., 2010].
2.2.4 Hybrid Approaches
In order to overcome the problems that collaborative filtering and content-based tech-
niques have, hybrid approaches have been proposed. Basically, hybrid recommenders
combine several recommendation techniques in some ways to improve the performance.
In [Burke, 2002], Burke has described several combination methods that have been em-
ployed by hybrid recommenders (Table 2.1). Those techniques can be used to combine
content-based techniques with collaborative filtering techniques and some other recom-
mendation approaches such as demographic-based recommendation, which use user pro-
file information such as gender, postcode, occupation, etc., utility-based recommendation
and knowledge-based recommendation [Burke, 2002]. There are also techniques that com-
bine collaborative memory-based recommendation with model-based approaches. For
the detail of those hybrid techniques, we point readers to the surveys of Burke [Burke,
2002], Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005], Su and Khoshgof-
taar [Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009].
2.2.5 Evaluating Recommender Systems
According to Herlocker et al. [Herlocker et al., 2004], there are a number of user tasks the
evaluation needs to determine. They include annotation in context where the order and con-
text of structured information are retained to help users decide; find good items where the
system predicts and suggests users the items that they might like, together with the ranked
list of items; find all good items which refers to the coverage of the recommendations, i.e.,
whether it can find all items that a user might like; recommend sequence which recom-
mends a sequence of items as a whole instead of individual items; just browsing where
the interface is important to help users browse the item set; find incredible items which
is important to convince users to use the system by showing them good recommendations
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Table 2.1: Hybrid recommendation methods (adapted from [Burke, 2002])
Method Description
Weighted Predictions of several recommendations techniques are
combined together to produce a single recommendation
[Claypool et al., 1999; Pazzani, 1999]
Switching The recommender switches between different recommen-
dation techniques depending on the current context (Daily
Learner [Billsus and Pazzani, 2000], [Tran and Cohen,
2000])
Mixed Recommendations from different recommenders are pre-
sented to the user as the same time (PTV [Smyth and Cotter,
2000], ProfBuilder [Ahmad Wasfi, 1999], PickAFlick
[Burke et al., 1997])
Feature combination Features from different recommendation data sources are
put together into a single recommendation algorithm (Rip-
per [Basu et al., 1998])
Cascade On recommender refines the recommendations given by an-
other (EntreeC [Burke, 2002])
Feature augmentation Output from one technique is used as an input of another
recommender (LIBRA [Mooney and Roy, 2000], Usenet
[Sarwar et al., 1998])
Meta-level The model learned by one recommender is used as input to
another (Fab [Balabanovic´ and Shoham, 1997])
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without any bias. Other user tasks are related to the goals of user activities in recommender
systems, including improve profile where users provide rating to improve the quality of rec-
ommendations that they will receive; express self where users simply want to express their
opinions on items; help others where users want to contribute their rating to the recommen-
dations for other users; influence others where users try to influence others into viewing or
purchasing particular items. Depending on the tasks we want to evaluate, different methods
can be used, e.g., offline evaluation or online user study.
To evaluate a recommendation algorithm, we often rely on the offline evaluation method.
When the user tasks for the evaluation are identified, we select a dataset (real-world data or
simulation data). The algorithm is then applied on this dataset to predict certain withheld
ratings, and the results are analyzed using one or more of the metrics. This method is
sometimes called leave-one-out evaluation: some ratings are withheld from the dataset and
the algorithm is used to predict those ratings based on the remaining data. If the dataset
contains the time of the ratings, we can also replay the series of recommendations in offline
evaluation.
To analyze the results from offline evaluation, several metrics can be used. Those met-
rics are classified into three categories: predictive accuracy metrics, classification accu-
racy metrics and rank accuracy metrics [Herlocker et al., 2004]. In the followings, we
review commonly-used metrics in two categories, the predictive accuracy and classifica-
tion accuracy metrics. For other metrics, we point readers to the review of Herlocker
[Herlocker et al., 2004].
Predictive accuracy measures
Predictive accuracy metrics measure how close the predicted ratings are to the true user
ratings. They are important for the evaluation of user tasks where the predictive ratings are
presented to users, such as annotation in context. The metrics are:
Mean absolute error (MAE): measures the average absolute deviation between a predicted
rating and the userŠs true rating.
MAE =
PN
i=1 pi   ri
N
(2.34)
where pi is the predictive rating and ri is the real rating of item i, N is the total number of
rating over all users. The lower the MAE, the better the prediction.
Normalized mean absolute error (NMAE)
NMAE =
MAE
rmax   rmin (2.35)
where rmax and rmin are the upper and lower bounds of the ratings.
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Table 2.2: Confusion matrix
Selected Not selected Total
Relevant True Positive (Nrs) False Negative (Nrn) Nr
Irrelevant False Positive (Nis) True Negative (Nin) Ni
Total Ns Nn
Root mean squared error (RMSE)
RMSE =
vuut 1
N
NX
i=1
(pi   ri)2 (2.36)
Classification accuracy metrics
Metrics in this category measure the frequency with which a algorithm makes correct or
incorrect prediction about whether an item is good. Those metrics are suitable to evaluation
user tasks such as find good items where user’s preferences are binary. Most common
measures are:
Precision: measures the the ratio of relevant items selected to number of items selected.
P =
Nrs
Ns
(2.37)
where Nrs is the number of recommended relevant items and Ns is the total number of
recommended items, as defined in table 2.2.
Recall: is defined as the ratio of relevant items selected to total number of relevant items
available.
R =
Nrs
Nr
(2.38)
F1 measure: combines precision and recall into one single measure.
F1 =
2PR
P +R
(2.39)
In summary, selection of a accuracy measure depends on the user’s tasks that we want to
evaluate. One measure that is suitable to evaluate and compare the accuracy of recommen-
dation algorithms on one task may not be appropriate for another task. Furthermore, the
above metrics measure the accuracy, but in recommender systems, there are some aspects
that go beyond the accuracy, i.e., the usefulness of the recommendations. A recommender
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can achieve a high accuracy by simply recommending very popular items to users. Cur-
rent research is focusing on measures of recommendation usefulness. Those metrics are
coverage, which measures the percentage of a dataset that the recommender system is able
to provide predictions for; confidence metrics that can help users make more effective de-
cisions; the learning rate, which measures how quickly an algorithm can produce good
recommendations; and novelty/serendipity, which measure whether a recommendation is
a novel possibility for a user. Although many metrics have been proposed so far, more
studies on the applications and standardization of these metrics need to be carried out in
order to provide research community a guideline on how to use them in the evaluation of
the algorithms.
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Chapter 3
Analyzing Knowledge Domains - A
General Framework
Digital libraries (DL) have achieved an important role in the knowledge society. With the
advances in computer science and communication systems, DLs allow to deal with digital
representation of documents and artifacts to capture, to share, to re-use human knowledge
and to cultivate the scientific collaboration at global scale. Building and maintaining a
digital library involve the integration of complex systems, including metadata extraction
and transformation from collections of documents, data storage, indexing and tools for
knowledge retrieval and discovery. By the extraction of metadata of documents and store
it digitally, digital libraries consist of not only physical objects (e.g. books, papers, etc.)
but also the relationship among them (e.g. references between articles).
Knowledge discovery in digital libraries has attracted attention from data mining and sci-
entometrics research. Knowledge discovery is defined as "the process of transforming
data into previously unknown or unsuspected relationships" [Trybula, 1997]. Knowledge
discovery is different from standard information retrieval as it aims to generate new infor-
mation based on the analysis of data and to identify high-level, more abstract relationships
in the data [Dumouchel and Demaine, 2006]. In digital libraries, knowledge discovery is
a essential tool that lies at the interface between researchers and published literatures. A
researcher’s interactions with the scientific literature are limited by its overwhelming size
and their knowledge domain. In this sense, knowledge discovery can enhance the scholarly
process by enabling researchers to mine the literature, bringing the structure to information
and making that information accessible. Knowledge discovery from digital libraries also
has many other important applications, e.g., research assessment and evaluation, science
policy and funding decision making support.
This chapter presents a general framework for analyzing the knowledge domains. We
designed a data model that serves as a basic for storage of digital objects (authors, publi-
cations and venues, i.e., journals, conferences, workshops, etc.) and relationship between
them. We particularly focus on the social aspect of research activities and the applications
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of social network analysis to scientific knowledge discovery and research community anal-
ysis. We proposed a model to analyze scientific communities in order to understand the
social structure that shapes the organization of scientific knowledge, the development of
communities as well as the collaborative behavior within and between them. This chap-
ter is organized as follows. First we survey the existing digital libraries with the focus
on online accessible ones and Web 2.0 systems in section 3.1. We then review the tech-
niques used in knowledge mapping and the current applications of social network analysis
to knowledge discovery in DLs (section 3.2). In section 3.3, an overview of the proposed
framework for analyzing knowledge domains is presented, which provides another view of
the traditional knowledge mapping process and possible extensions. Sections 3.4 presents
a general model for research community analysis with the focus on the interaction between
community members. The concept of social capital in research communities is discussed
in section 3.5. The chapter finishes with some conclusions and remarks in section 3.6.
3.1 The Web and Digital Libraries
Digital library has a long history of development. Original, the term "digital libraries" indi-
cated the digital counterpart of traditional libraries. However, digital libraries have greatly
evolved and become complex networked systems that are able to support communica-
tion and collaboration among different worldwide distributed communities [Candela et al.,
2011]. Today, digital libraries comprise of not only the digital counterpart of printed doc-
uments, but also images, video, resources and any other kind of digital objects that a com-
munity may need for collaboration and communication. Every university and institution
has digital libraries with search and indexing mechanisms, besides physical libraries.
The evolution of digital libraries involves the contribution of different disciplines, includ-
ing information science, database, networking and Internet technology, and knowledge
management, and can be divided into two phases. The early times witnessed the birth of
the digital library research domain with many proof-of-concept systems resulting mainly
from US funded projects in the Digital Library Initiative (DLI) and EU funded projects
in the Network of Excellence DELOS (under the Fifth Framework Programm - FP5).
The focus of these funding programs was mainly technical issues for a new digital in-
formation space with very little attention to its sociotechnical aspect. Systems devel-
oped in this period include E-print archive (arXiv, 1991) [Ginsparg, 1994], the Electronic
Theses and Dissertations repositories (ETDs, 1996) [Fox et al., 1996], archives of cogni-
tive sciences (CogPrints, 1997) and of research papers in economics (RePEc, 1997), the
California Environmental Digital Library (1995) [Wilensky, 1995], the Alexandria Digi-
tal Library (1995) [Smith and Frew, 1995], the Informedia Digital Video Library (1995)
[Christel et al., 1995], the Interspace (1995) [Schatz, 1995], the University of Michigan
Digital Library (1995) [Crum, 1995], [The Stanford Digital Libraries Group, 1995], the
European Chronicles On-Line (ECHO, 2004) [Savino and Peters, 2004], An Integrated Art
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Analysis and Navigation Environment (ARTISTE, 2000) [Allen et al., 2000], the Collab-
oratory for Annotation, Indexing and Retrieval of Digitized Historical Archive Material
(COLLATE, 2004) [Thiel et al., 2004], to name a few. Each system was dedicated to serve
the need of a specific community, and designed and implemented over a specific kind of
information. Therefore they were lacking of reusability, customization and configuration.
The second phase of the digital libraries evolution dedicated to the development of the
standards, protocols, techniques and services for the interoperability of electronic reposito-
ries, content sharing, management systems, virtual research environments and knowledge
discovery. Previous systems were built from scratch and very resource-consuming. There-
fore, developing an open architecture and services that can share and reuse the content
already collected in existing independent repositories attracted much attention of digital
library research community at that time. The first attempts to build an open architecture
for digital libraries were the Networked Computer Science Technical Research Library
(NCSTRL, 2000) [Davis and Lagoze, 2000] and its technology Dienst [Lagoze and Davis,
1995]. According to the principles of Dienst, digital library systems were compositions
of distinct functional units that can be accessed through an open protocol. These sys-
tems can be extended by adding new functionality interacting with others using established
protocols. In 1995, the European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics
joined the NCSTRL and created the European Technical Report Digital Library (ETRDL)
[Biagioni et al., 1998], dealing with the reliability and performance issues due to the con-
nectivity characteristics of the Internet. The technical prototype of ETRDL allowed users
to search cross different repositories in US and Europe as well as provided the online doc-
ument submission.
In 1999, a meeting was organized in Santa Fe, New Mexico, resulting in the formation
of an important standard for digital library interoperability: the Open Archives Initiative
(OAI) [Van De Sompel and Lagoze, 2000]. It identified two key roles: data providers and
service providers. Data providers managed the resources in a repository and provided the
metadata to harvesters. Service provides were in charge of harvesting the data from data
providers and provided the services to users (e.g. search). The cooperation between data
and service providers was controlled by the Open Archive Protocol for Metadata Harvest-
ing (OAI-PMH) [Lagoze and Van De Sompel, 2001]. This simple and efficient protocol
was used in the implementation of several large-scale digital library search services across
multiple data providers, such as The European Library Project (TEL, 2001) [Woldering,
2003] and the Digital Academic Repositories (DARE, 2004) [Kuil and Feijen, 2004] by
Dutch Universities and National Library of Netherland. Two other recent initiatives, Eu-
ropeana and DRIVER, are also using OAI-PMH as the basic protocol for content sharing.
Although OAI-PMH works well for metadata exchange, it has some limitations when it
is used to exchange information objects that are complex, for example the compound ob-
jects with the content associated with metadata. To overcome this problem, Open Archives
Initiative currently releases the OAI-ORE standard. It is based on Web standards to han-
dle aggregations of Web resources, for example the combination of distributed resources
having multiple media types such as text, images, and video.
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Results from digital library research through the development of the field, especially re-
search on interoperability architectures, protocols and standards, have been significant. The
notable results include the PageRank algorithm [Brin and Page, 1998a], OAI-PMH, Dublin
Core, OpenURL, DSpace, Fedora and many others. The results are also evident in the de-
ployment of recently widely-used repositories and systems such as arXiv, the Computing
Research Repository, ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore and other institutional reposito-
ries. These results and deployments go beyond the level of digital library research and the
community has envisioned the creation of a global network of librarial information, similar
to the Web.
Digital libraries and the Web have been co-existing for a long time. However, despite of
the fact that they have similar motivation and vision of a global information network, many
fundamental assumptions in digital libraries about how information is organized, controlled
and managed are different. The basic model for digital libraries is institutionally-based in-
formation model, i.e. the global information network consists of distributed, interoperating
institutional repositories, which focuses on professional management and control. In con-
trast, theWeb is a resource-based information space where resources are identified as nodes
and connections between nodes are hyperlinks. Due to the strong influence of traditional li-
brary information paradigm, digital library research has mainly focused on technical issues,
i.e. the development of new technical foundations for the existing institutionally-based in-
formation model. On the other hand, the evolution of the Web results from the efforts of
a decentralized community of entrepreneurs and open source advocates, with the guidance
from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). The Web have evolved from Web 1.0 (a collection of static web documents) to
Web 2.0 - a dynamic and participatory information environment. This evolution has not
only increased the technical incompatibilities between digital libraries and the Web, but
also has led to a fundamental conceptual difference in their information model.
Although digital libraries has relied on the core web technologies, for example HTTP for
network interaction, HTML and XML for document markup, and URLs for resource iden-
tification, they has considered the web as a technical phenomenon and ignored its social
aspects. Digital library research community has not considered the web as a serious infor-
mation space [Griffiths, 1998] until the emergence and transition of the Web 2.0 applica-
tions such as Twitter, FriendFeed, to serious information practices. The Web has changed
dramatically the way we do the research today. It gives the scientists the online access
to large collections of scientific resources. Web 2.0 applications for scientific communi-
cation such as Mendeley, ResearchGate, Academia as well as thousands of personalized
research blogs and wikis have also changed the way we collaborate. In the highly interac-
tive and participatory information space in Web 2.0, users are acting as both authors and
information consumers. They are writing and updating articles in Wikipedia, tagging and
bookmarking papers and resources in Delicious, publishing observations and research re-
sults in blogs, and mashing up online content into new content. The benefit that the Web
brings to the research communities is in two folds. On the one hand, it allows researchers
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to easily find the information and resources needed for their research, as well as to ease the
collaboration. On the other hand, the dissemination and distribution of the research results
are much quicker with the support of the Web, especially online social networking tools.
The advantages of the Web 2.0 participatory information model have been demonstrated
not only in digital libraries, but in many other domains. Several recent studies examine
the implications of Web 2.0 for digital libraries [Miller, 2006; Maness, 2006], focusing on
how to reinvent the library and adopt the information principles derived fromWeb 2.0. The
application of Web 2.0 model and technologies to library services has been widely called
Library 2.0, or Science 2.0.
In the following sections, we will review some digital libraries categorized in two classes:
Web-based institutional andWeb 2.0 digital libraries. We focus on several large and widely-
used digital libraries in the field of computer science, though some of them serve users from
different domains.
3.1.1 Online Accessible Digital Libraries
As mentioned earlier, digital libraries have been strongly influenced by the traditional li-
brary community. Librarians, who have been collecting, curating and preserving books
and other materials for a long time, considered digital libraries more institutional-focused
[Lagoze, 2010]. In their view, digital library would be just another library and the Web is
just a new technology that can be used to enhance digital libraries. The basic information
model of the digital library should follow the traditional library model, that is the institu-
tional and repository-centric architecture. The repository act as the container for storage of
and access to digital objects [Kahn and Wilensky, 2006] in the library.
A large number of online accessible digital libraries follow the institutional model. Rep-
resentative systems include DBLP, CiteSeerX, ACM Portal, IEEE Xplorer and Microsoft
Academic Search (Libra) in computer science, and JSTOR, arXiv, Google Scholar, Citation
Index by Thomson Reuters, ScienceDirect, Medline, PubMed, Scopus and SpringerLink
that are multi-discipline libraries (Table 3.1). These systems are operated and managed by
institutions or academic organizations. They provide the index of large collections and an
(Web) interface (also called portal) that allows users to search, browse and retrieve digital
objects (e.g., publications, conferences, journals, books, etc.). The Web portal is consid-
ered as the front door of the digital library. Metadata such as conference/journal, author,
tittle and subject is stored and indexed in the repository. The Web portal then offers a field-
based search (mostly by keywords) on specific bibliographic fields. In most systems, the
metadata of the digital objects are presented to users. Some systems such as CiteSeerX,
ACM Portal and IEEE Xplorer allow users to retrieve the digital documents (publications).
Browsing functionality is an important feature of digital libraries. Most of the systems
allow users to browse the publications by different bibliographic metadata, for example
by authors, conferences/journals, topics or domains. Some systems such as ACM Portal
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or CiteSeerX also allow users to browse the publications by the references. That is when
users found a interesting publication, they can further browse other publications that cited
or are cited by that publication, thus explore the whole bunch of related work. Advanced
network visualization can be used to support users to visually browse the citation graph.
For example, in Microsoft Academic Search, users can travel the co-authorship of a partic-
ular author or the citation graph of a particular publication. Although the reference-based
browsing mechanism is more precise in finding related work, it is a time consuming task
since from a particular publication, users can only have a local view and sometimes, the
citation network is too big that users would get lost while following the links between
publications. Therefore, several digital libraries provide ranking for the search results that
allows users to look for the most important publications in a certain topic. The ranking
can be based on pure citation count, usage information such as reading/dowload counts or
some advanced bibliometrics measures such as impact factor [Garfield, 2006] (for journals
and conference proceedings), H-index [Hirsch, 2005] (for authors), etc.
Another mechanism that helps users easily find the related content is the recommendation.
Given a publication that a user is looking at, the system recommends other publications
that are similar. Since most of the digital libraries offer a simple Web-based interface, the
user aspects are not taken into account. The recommendations are thus non-personalized.
Usually, recommendations are generated based on the content of the recent publication, e.g
keywords and topics (example is IEEE Xplorer), or the citations between publications (bib-
liographical and co-citation metrics are used in CiteSeerX to generate recommendations).
Other advanced recommendation techniques, e.g. collaborative filtering, are also applica-
ble to digital libraries but they require the user preferences and therefore can provide more
personalized recommendations. These techniques will be reviewed in the next sections.
3.1.2 The Web 2.0 and Digital Libraries
In contrast to the institutionally-based information model of the digital libraries, the Web
2.0 offers an open, interactive and participatory information space. In this information
space, users are acting as both the information consumer and the information provider. The
principle of the Web 2.0 information model eases the knowledge and information sharing
as well as the research collaboration.
Web 2.0 tools have been developed to serve scientific collaboration, which has led to the
emergence of the “Science 2.0” defined by Ben Shneiderman [Shneiderman, 2008]. Sci-
ence 2.0 focuses on the scientific collaboration and dissemination of research discovery.
In the traditional way of doing science, called Science 1.0, research was done in private
and submitted to scientific publications (journals, conferences or magazines). It was then
reviewed by editors or other scientists in the field. Finally, it was published. Science 2.0
advocators argued that this process is rather slow and the results are justified by a group
of selected scientists, thus limits the spread of scientific knowledge. In Science 2.0, the
research is opened from the beginning. First scientists form the hypotheses, then share
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Table 3.2: Web 2.0 tools for scientist
Name Access Features
Digital library related
Mendeley Free Tagging, social networking, recommendation, refer-
ence management
CiteULike Free Tagging, social networking, recommendation, refer-
ence management
ResearchGate Free Tagging, social networking, recommendation
Academia Free Tagging, social networking, recommendation
BibSonomy Free Tagging, reference management
Scientific social networking
Delicious Free Tagging, bookmarking
LinkedIn Free Professional social networking
EventSeer Free Call for papers repository, tracking for upcoming con-
ferences
FriendFeed Free A set of tools to share information among friends
across multiple social networking systems
ideas, methods and data with other scientists online via Web 2.0 tools such as blogs, wikis,
social networking sites, etc. The experiments are performed and the results are published
online as well as in journals/conferences. Information and data are then available to the
public and to other scientists. In this process, research community participates in all steps,
while in Science 1.0, the involvement of the community is limited.
Recently, a number of social networking tools have been developed for research commu-
nities (Table 3.2). Together with thousands of scientific blogs and wikis, these systems
support scientists doing research in the new Web 2.0 information paradigm. They of-
fer all kind of Web 2.0 tools, including tagging, book-marking, social networking, blogs,
wikis, RSS feed, personalized search and recommendation for online scientific collabora-
tion. Unlike general purpose social network sites, these systems also integrate with the
legacy institution-based digital libraries to facilitate the dissemination of research findings.
For example, ResearchGate allows users access to the publication metadata of more than
40 millions publications over several repositories in different research fields. Mendeley, a
reference management system, lets users import bibliographic information of publications
from over 30 repositories. In CiteULike, a social tagging reference management system,
users can also import publications from other publication repositories and the metadata
is automatically extracted and stored in the system, ready for sharing. These representa-
tive systems demonstrate the embedment of digital libraries into the Web 2.0 environment.
Besides the standard Web portal, digital libraries are now also equipped with Web 2.0
mechanisms which enable quicker research information sharing operations.
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In summary, digital libraries and the Web have been developing along each other for a long
time. The Web has brought many benefits to scientific communication and has changed
the way in which research is done. On the one hand, it gives researchers access to large
collections of scientific literature. On the other hand, information sharing, exchange and
the dissemination of results is much quicker than before, with the support of online acces-
sible digital libraries and social networking systems. Those benefits give opportunities for
the understanding of scientific knowledge at large scale, but also raise challenges, mainly
due to the social aspects that the Web brings to scientific community. In the next sections,
we will discus about techniques that help us study the structure of scientific knowledge,
following by our proposed framework that takes into account the social aspect of scientific
interaction in knowledge discovery process.
3.2 Review of Knowledge Mapping Techniques
Knowledge mapping is a research field in scientometrics and bibliometrics. It is concerned
with techniques that analyze and generate the maps of scientific knowledge with the aim to
understand its development, the growth and evolution of research disciplines, the diffusion
of research topics, individual authors or institutions, etc. In this section, we review the
basic techniques that have been developed so far in this area. Basically, there are two direc-
tions for knowledge mapping and discovery. The first direction is based on the relationship
between publications (e.g., citation data). The second direction analyzes the co-word data,
that is the co-occurrence of terms in publications. Each of them has advantages and disad-
vantages that need to be considered when using to analyze the knowledge domains.
3.2.1 Citation Analysis
Citation analysis has been used to map scientific fronts for long time, originated in the
1950s with the pioneering paper by Eugene Garfield in Science [Garfield, 1955]. The
idea of citation analysis is fundamentally simple. The quality and influence of informa-
tion is determined by those who use it. By tracking the references that publications made
to one another, we can measure the impact of the idea and its originator. Therefore, ci-
tation analysis has been used as the main tool for research assessment, scientific knowl-
edge diffusion, discovery and retrieval. The concept of citation analysis forms the basic
of what is known as scientometrics, bibliometrics, informetrics, cybermetrics and webo-
metrics [White and Mccain, 1998]. The first work on knowledge mapping using citation
analysis was the map of research in DNA in early 1960s [Garfield et al., 1964]. Soon there-
after, Price studied the map of scientific networks using the same data [de Solla Price, 1975,
1963, 1965]. Since then, citation analysis is considered as the main method for scientific
knowledge mapping and analysis of bibliographic databases. Many studies used citation
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analysis to analyze knowledge domains, for example chemistry [Boyack et al., 2007], med-
ical informatics [Morris and McCain, 1998], neural network [McCain, 1998], information
retrieval [Ding et al., 2000], and semiconductor research [Tsay et al., 2003]; or the whole
science [Boyack et al., 2005]. The Institute for Scientific Information1 (ISI, now Thomson
Reuters) has been publishing Science Citation Index (SCI) since 1963. Together with other
citation indexes such as CiteSeerX and ACM DL, they provide information and data for
citation analysis.
In citation analysis, the most important step is to measure the similarity between the units
(publications, authors or journals). The similarity between units can be computed using
one of the following methods:
• Direct citation (or intercitation): counts the number of references that a unit made to
another.
• Co-citation[Small, 1973]: measures the number of times that two units are cited
together.
• Bibliographic coupling [Kessler, 1963]: counts the number of references that two
units have in common.
Although co-citation and bibliographic coupling both trace their roots back several decades,
co-citation analysis has been adopted as the de facto standard since 1970s. Several studied
have been done to compare those methods, regarding to their accuracy and performance
in generating knowledge maps [Shibata et al., 2009; Jarneving, 2005; Boyack and Klavans,
2010]. Results suggest that for cluster analysis, bibliographic coupling outperforms other
two methods. Recently, there are studies that employ bibliographic coupling in knowl-
edge mapping challenging the historical preference for co-citation analysis [Boyack et al.,
2007; Boyack and Klavans, 2010; Jarneving, 2005, 2007a,b]. Direct citation analysis is not
widely used because it requires a long time window to collect significant citation counts
for clustering.
After having frequency counts (direct citation, co-citation or bibliographic coupling counts),
normalization measures can be applied to compute the relatedness (or similarity) between
units. Several similarity measures have been proposed so far, including cosine index, Pear-
son correlation, Jaccard coefficient and their variations [Klavans and Boyack, 2006]. In the
following, we discuss about those measures. They are mostly used for journals, but can
also be used to measure the similarity between authors and publications.
Intercitation similarity measures
There are seven intercitation measures, including raw frequency, three vector-based mea-
sures (Pearson, Cosine and its variation), and three index measures (Jaccard, average relat-
1http://thomsonreuters.com/
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edness factor RFavg [Pudovkin and Garfield, 2002], a normalized frequency measure K50
[Klavans and Boyack, 2006]).
Raw frequency (IC-RAW):
RAWi;j = RAWj;i = Ci;j + Cj;i (3.1)
where Ci;j is the number of times unit i cites unit j. Raw frequency counts the total num-
ber of times that two units cite each other. When the units are journals or authors, time
dimension is taken into account and Ci;j is the number of times unit i in the current year
cites unit j in all years.
Pearson (IC-Pearson):
Pi;j =
Pn
k=1(RAWi;k  RAWi)(RAWj;k  RAWj)qPn
k=1(RAWi;k  RAWi)2(RAWj;k  RAWj)2
(3.2)
where RAW i = 1n
Pn
k=1RAWi;k; k 6= i.
Cosine (IC-Cosine):
COSi;j = COSj;i =
Pn
k=1(RAWi;k)(RAWj;k)pPn
k=1(RAWi;k)
2
Pn
k=1(RAWj;k)
2
(3.3)
Cosine variation (IC-VCosine):
V COSi;j = V COSj;i =
RAWi;jp
SiSj
(3.4)
where Si =
Pn
k=1(RAWi;k).
Jaccard coefficient (IC-Jaccard):
JACi;j = JACj;i =
RAWi;j
Si + Sj  RAWi;j (3.5)
Average relatedness (IC-RFavg): is only used for journals
RFAi;j = RFAj;i =
RFi;jRFj;i
2
(3.6)
where RFi;j = 106  Ci;jNjSi , Nj is the number of papers published in journal j in current
year.
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Normalized frequency measure (IC-K50):
K50i;j = K50j;i = max[
RAWi;j   Ei;jp
SiSj
;
RAWi;j   Ej;ip
SiSj
] (3.7)
where Ei;j =
SiSj
SS Si is the expected value of cosine and SS =
Pn
i=1 Si.
Co-citation similarity measures
Five measures are commonly used for co-citation similarity, including raw frequency, co-
sine and its variation, Pearson and K50. Similarly, when using them for journals, the
frequency of co-occurrences of two journals in the reference publications in current year is
considered.
Raw frequency (CC-RAW): Fi;j is the number of times that two units i and j are cited
together.
Pearson (CC-Pearson):
Pi;j =
Pn
k=1(Fi;k   Fi)(Fj;k   Fj)qPn
k=1(Fi;k   Fi)2(Fj;k   Fj)2
(3.8)
where F i = 1n
Pn
k=1 Fi;k; k 6= i.
Cosine (CC-Cosine):
COSi;j = COSj;i =
Pn
k=1(Fi;k)(Fj;k)pPn
k=1(Fi;k)
2
Pn
k=1(Fj;k)
2
(3.9)
Cosine variation (CC-VCosine):
V COSi;j = V COSj;i =
Fi;jp
SiSj
(3.10)
where Si =
Pn
k=1(Fi;k).
Normalized frequency measure (CC-K50):
K50i;j = K50j;i = max[
Fi;j   Ei;jp
SiSj
;
Fi;j   Ej;ip
SiSj
] (3.11)
where Ei;j =
SiSj
SS Si is the expected value of cosine and SS =
Pn
i=1 Si.
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Bibliographic coupling similarity measures
Analogously, there are five measures for bibliographic coupling. Bibliographic coupling is
slightly different to intercitation where it takes only the out-going references from one unit
to others. The five measures are defined as follows.
Raw frequency (BC-RAW): Bi;j is the number of distinguished references that two units i
and j have in common.
Pearson (BC-Pearson):
Pi;j =
Pn
k=1(Bi;k  Bi)(Bj;k  Bj)qPn
k=1(Bi;k  Bi)2(Bj;k  Bj)2
(3.12)
where Bi = 1n
Pn
k=1Bi;k; k 6= i.
Cosine (BC-Cosine):
COSi;j = COSj;i =
Pn
k=1(Bi;k)(Bj;k)pPn
k=1(Bi;k)
2
Pn
k=1(Bj;k)
2
(3.13)
Cosine variation (BC-VCosine):
V COSi;j = V COSj;i =
Bi;jp
SiSj
(3.14)
where Si =
Pn
k=1(Bi;k).
Normalized frequency measure (BC-K50):
K50i;j = K50j;i = max[
Bi;j   Ei;jp
SiSj
;
Bi;j   Ej;ip
SiSj
] (3.15)
where Ei;j =
SiSj
SS Si is the expected value of cosine and SS =
Pn
i=1 Si.
There are studies that compare the performance of the above relatedness measures, regard-
ing to accuracy, coverage, scalability and robustness [Klavans and Boyack, 2006]. Results
show that Cosine and the like (cosine variation and K50) outperform other measures in all
methods (intercitation, co-citation and bibliographic coupling) in both accuracy and cover-
age. They also can scale up large data sets and are more robust to dimensional reduction
methods. However, in practice, choosing the right measure depends much on the charac-
teristics of the data set. For example, when we consider only the citations within a data set
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(e.g., a domain), Pearson is more accurate and computation of Pearson is feasible due to
the small size of the data.
3.2.2 Co-word Analysis
In another direction for knowledge discovery, the co-word (or keyword co-occurrence) net-
works are the subject of the analysis. Based on the co-occurrence frequency of pairs of
words or phrases, co-word analysis is used to discover linkages among subjects in a re-
search field and thus to trace the development of science [He, 1999]. Co-word analysis
seeks to extract the themes of science and detect the linkages among these themes directly
from the subject content of texts. Co-word analysis can be used also to determine similar
units (journals, conferences, authors and publications) and group them together to form
clusters, which can be considered as research areas or research communities. In this sense,
co-word analysis is similar to citation analysis. Co-word analysis has been used as a knowl-
edge discovery method in many studies, including scientometrics [Courtial, 1994], biol-
ogy [Cambrosio et al., 1993], patient adherence [Zhang et al., 2012], technology foresight
[Su and Lee, 2010], stem cells field [An and Wu, 2011], information retrieval [Ding et al.,
2001], chemical engineering [Peters and Van Raan, 1993] and environmental acidification
[Law et al., 1988]. In the following, we discus about the basic techniques and measures
that are commonly used to create co-word networks and to compute the similarity between
units.
Co-word network
A co-word network is created by first extracting the keywords from publications (titles
and/or abstracts) and computing their co-occurrence frequency counts. Then the high fre-
quency keywords are selected to generated keyword co-occurrence matrix. Finally, the
coefficient or the similarity between keywords is computed using inclusion index, proxim-
ity index, equivalence coefficient, or other similarity measures such as Cosine or Pearson
correlation, depending on the analysis needed to perform in the next steps (e.g., detect
the hierarchies among the areas or to detect the minor but potentially growing areas) [He,
1999; Callon et al., 1986]. Similar keywords are the grouped into clusters and displayed in
the network map. By comparing the network maps for different time periods, the dynamic
of science can be detected [He, 1999]. Let V = ft1; t2; :::; tng be the set of distinctive
keywords and D = fd1; d2; :::; dmg be the set of documents.
Raw frequency (Cij): is the number of documents in which the keyword pair (ti; tj) ap-
pears.
Inclusive index (Iij): is used to detect the hierarchies of subject areas and is given by
Ii;j =
Cij
minfCi; Cjg (3.16)
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where Ci is the occurrence frequency of keyword ti in the the document corpus. Iij can
be interpreted as a conditional probability. For example, when Ci > Cj , then ti is more
general than tj and includes tj sometimes. Then Iij is the probability that keyword tj
appears in a document given that keyword ti appears in it.
Proximity index (Pij): is used to detect the minor but potentially growing areas. It pulls
out the mediator keywords, which have a low occurrence frequency but significant relation-
ships with some of peripheral keywords.
Pi;j = (
Cij
CiCj
) m (3.17)
wherem is the total number of documents.
Equivalence coefficient (Eij): proposed by Turner [Turner et al., 1988]. It measures the
probability of word ti appearing simultaneously in a document set indexed by word tj
and, inversely, the probability of word tj if word ti appears, given the respective collection
frequencies of the two words.
Ei;j =
C2ij
CiCj
(3.18)
Detecting similar units
To detect the similarity between units, the keywords are extracted from documents. When
we have keywords, units can be represented using Vector SpaceModel (VSM) [Salton et al.,
1975], a model for document indexing based on term frequency, widely used in information
retrieval. The model contains three steps:
Document indexing: each document is represented as a vector in high dimensional space,
determined by the number of unique terms in the database. Normally, stops words and
non-significant words are removed.
Term weighting: Terms are weighted to indicate their importance for document represen-
tation. Let V = ft1; t2; :::; tng be the set of distinctive terms and D = fd1; d2; :::; dmg be
the set of documents. Each document dj is represented as a vector di = (w1j; w2j; :::; wnj),
where each weight wij corresponds to the term ti 2 V , and qualifies the importance of ti
in the document dj . The weight of terms is computed based on some variation of TF (term
frequency) or TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) scheme.
TF scheme: wij = fij , where fij is the number of times that term ti appears in document
dj . The normalization of TF can be computed as:
tfi;j =
fij
maxff1j; f2j; :::; fnjg (3.19)
where the maximum is computed over all terms that appear in document dj .
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TF-IDF scheme: the inverse document frequency (IDF) of term ti is computed as follow.
idfi = log
m
dfi
(3.20)
wherem is the total number of documents and dfi is the number of documents where term
ti appears. The TF-IDF term weight is given by:
wij = tfij  idfi (3.21)
Similarity computation: the similarity between two documents is determined by the dis-
tance of their corresponding vectors. Standard similarity measures can be applied, for
example Cosine index, Jaccard index and Pearson correlation.
3.2.3 Usage Data Analysis
Since most scientific literature is now published and accessed online, the usage log data can
be obtained and analyzed by web portals of scientific publishers, open access repositories
and institutional library services. Usage log data records the current scientific activities via
tracking the user activities on the web portals, e.g., download times of articles, requesting
bibliographic data, accessing a service pertaining to a particular document and clickstream
data (i.e, the sequence of user requests). This new kind of data has three advantages over
the classical citation data [Bollen et al., 2009b]. First, the large number of activities logged
by web portals allows analyses at very large scale. Second, log data records the activities
of a larger community, including scholarly authors, practitioners, industry and the public,
while citation data only reflects the activities of scientific authors. Third, log data reflects
scholarly activities in real time, which allows the analysis to gain insights in the present
landscape of the science. In contrast, citations are normally delayed for sometime before
they appear in the citation data. Therefore, citation analysis would reveal the image of the
science in the past, not present.
Several studies have attempted to analyze and map scientific knowledge through usage data
[Bollen and van de Sompel, 2006,?; Bollen et al., 2009b]. The idea is that, instead of using
citation data, usage data is used to derive the relationships between units (journals, con-
ferences, authors and publications). The method proposed by Bollen et al. [Bollen et al.,
2005] infers the relationships between publications and then aggregates to journals. The ba-
sic assumption of this method is that if users frequently access a pair of articles in a given se-
quence, this indicates the degree to which the articles are related [Bollen and van de Sompel,
2006]. The log data records user accesses to articles in triplets with three information - user
id, document id and access time. From this log data, a set of clickstreams is constructed,
where each stream consists of a set of triplets with identical user id, ordered by their access
time. A directed network of articles is created where nodes are articles and an adjacency of
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a node is the article which appears right after that node in a certain number of clickstreams.
Aggregation techniques can be applied to generate data at journal, conference or author
level. Then traditional citation analytical methods (relatedness computation, dimensional-
ity reduction, cluster analysis and visualization) are performed on this data.
Knowledge mapping by usage data reveals some interesting features, mainly about the abil-
ity of explaining the cluster structure and overlapping of highly focused domains. Besides
the advantages over citation analysis, usage analysis also faces some challenges. First, user
access pattern can be shaped by various features of web portal interface and the services
that it offers, e.g., users can follow citation links, results of search on fulltext or recom-
mendation service. More research is necessary to determine the influence of the interface
and services that affects the resulting maps. Second, there is no established framework for
the aggregation of dataset across web portals, no standard for recording log data as well as
how to express exactly user interest in a particular article. Those challenges make it hard
to perform usage analysis and to validate the results.
3.2.4 General Process
Borner et al. [Börner et al., 2003] provide an overview of techniques and variations used
in the process of mapping and visualizing knowledge domains. Basically, the process
consists of six steps: data extraction, choosing the unit of analysis, selection of measures,
computation of the similarity between units, assignment of the coordinates to each unit, and
visualization for analysis and interpretation. This is a general process for both analytical
methods, citation and co-word analysis.
Step 1 - Data Extraction: Data is extracted by querying and search in bibliographic
databases such as ISI, Medline ,CiteSeerX, DBLP, etc. Depending on the objective of
the study, a sub-set of the database can be extracted and then expanded by citations or
terms (e.g., to analyze a domain or discipline); or the whole database can be downloaded
and processed (e.g., to study the whole science, ISI Science Citation Index can be used).
Step 2 - Unit of Analysis Selection: Selection of a unit of analysis depends much on the
questions and problems that we want to study. The most common units are journals, confer-
ences, authors, publications and descriptive terms or words. Journals and conferences can
be used to map the whole science [Boyack et al., 2005] to reveal the structure of science
and the relationships between disciplines. They can also be used to study the organization
of a particular discipline, e.g., the interconnectedness of sub-disciplines. Authors are cho-
sen when we need to infer the intellectual structure of a field (by author citation analysis)
or to show the social structure of a discipline or a sub-domain (by co-authorship analysis)
[Börner et al., 2003]. Documents are used to visualize knowledge domain for document re-
trieval, domain analysis, policy decision support and research evaluation. Terms or words
are usually used to generate semantic maps by co-word analysis.
Step 3 - Measures Selection: Depending on the goal of the study, researchers can select
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the appropriate methods (citation analysis or co-word analysis) to perform the analysis.
When the method is chosen, normally raw data is aggregated at this step, e.g., citation
counts, co-citations counts, and bibliographic coupling counts between units; TF-IDF term
weight representation of the units; or the co-occurrence of terms/words.
Step 4 - Similarity Computation: When the raw data is aggregated, relatedness measures
can be applied to compute the similarity between units.
Step 5 - Ordination: The objective of this step is to display multivariate and large data
on the two-dimensional and limited space. To deal with high dimensional data, dimen-
sionality reduction techniques such as multi-dimensional scaling (MDS), factor analysis
(FA), principle component analysis (PCA), pathfinder networks, self-organizing maps or
spectral solutions (eigenvector/eigenvalue) can be applied. Cluster analysis can also be
applied. The purpose of these techniques is to place units that are similar to one another
in n-dimensions close to each other and place dissimilar objects far apart. For the more
detail survey on ordination techniques, we point the readers to the review of Borner et al.
[Börner et al., 2003].
Step 6 - Visualization and Interpretation: In the last step, units are display with some
interactive visualization features, e.g., zooming, browsing, filtering, detail on demand, etc.,
that help experts and non-experts interpret and analyze the results.
The process can be applied to analyze and answer a set of particular questions, with the
selection of a appropriate unit. The selected units are analyzed separately and the results
are interpreted independently. The integration of the analytical results would help to an-
swer more related and general questions about the causalities of the findings. For example,
the knowledge map of computer science generated using journals and conferences as the
unit of analysis can reveal the interdisciplinary nature of this area. Further analysis at
author and publication level would show the citation and collaborative behaviors of the
communities of conferences and journals, which help to understand the interdisciplinar-
ity of computer science as a whole. The process is also quite practical and mainly deals
with the technical issues of knowledge mapping and visualization. As pointed out by Hjor-
land and Albrechtsen [Hjørland and Albrechtsen, 1995], information science in general
and knowledge mapping in particular should be seen as a social rather than purely mental
research area. Methods for analysis of social behavior and patterns of communication in
scientific communities are needed and supplemented with other methods in bibliometrics
and scientometric.
3.2.5 Scientific Impact Measures
Measuring the impact of scientific outputs is an important but controversial problem. In
fact, we still do not have a clear and universally accepted definition of the notion of sci-
entific impact itself. Research is a incremental work where a research performs a study
based on the findings, results, observations and methodologies that were reported and de-
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veloped by others before, to compare and evaluate new findings, results, observations and
methods. Informally, scientific impact is defined as the degree to which one’s ideas have
freely contributed to knowledge and impacted the thinking of others [Bollen et al., 2009a].
Originally, research quality assessment is performed by the peer review system where re-
sults are evaluated by the experts in the field. However, this system has been criticized on
many aspects, which were pointed out in the literature [King, 1987]. Thus, the community
has turned to quantitative analysis using bibliometric and other science indicators. In this
direction, citation data has been used to measure the scientific impact since decades, start-
ing with the impact factor in 1955 [Garfield, 1955]. Since then, a plethora of the measures
derived from citation data has been developed.
Research evaluation by citation analysis has some limitations, mainly due to the coverage
of the citation databases, the delay of the citation, the citing behavior of researchers and the
limited space of the papers that prevents authors to list all the related work. Citation-based
evaluation also does not consider other factors of scientific activities, such as research grant,
funding, the impact on industry and public, and the “esteem” (e.g., invitation to speak at
international conferences, research visits, etc.). A first attempt to tackle these problems is
to use usage data for measuring the impact of journals [Bollen et al., 2005].
Citation-based measures
Measures are derived from citation data, mostly based on citation counts that a unit has
received. Since the impact of the units can change over time, most of the measures take
into account the time of the citations, that is they aggregate and normalized the number
of citations that a unit got over a certain time period. Most of the impact measures were
proposed for journals, but they can also be extended and modified to measure the impact
of other publications, authors and institutions.
Citation count: the total number of times that articles published in a journal were cited
during a particular time period (usually three years). To measure the impact of authors,
groups or departments, the total number of citations over all time can be used.
Immediacy index: the average number of times that the articles published in a journal
were cited in the same year.
Citation half-life: the median age of the articles cited in a journal in the current year.
Journal cite probability: the number of citations that a journal got divided by total number
of citations in the database.
Impact factor: Journal impact factor was first mentioned in 1955 [Garfield, 1955]. It
is published yearly as part of the Journal Citation Reports by Thomson Reuters. Journal
impact factor simply measures the frequency with which the articles in a journal have been
cited in a particular year or period (two years) [Garfield, 2006]. For example, let A be the
number of times that the articles published in the given journal in 2009 and 2010 were cited
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by other journals during 2011; B be the total number of articles published by that journal
in 2009 and 2010. The impact factor of the given journal is A
B
. Journal impact factor was
criticized by numerous researchers. The weak points of impact factor were summarized
by Seglen [Seglen, 1997], following by some other studies in different fields [Dong et al.,
2005]. It turns out that impact factor should be used together with other measures in order
to precisely evaluate the impact of journals.
H-index: was proposed to measure the impact of scholarly authors, but it can also be
applied to measure the impact of scientific groups, departments, universities, countries as
well as journals. Hirsch [Hirsch, 2005] defined the H-index as follows: a scientist has
index h if h of his or her Np papers have at least h citations each and the other (Np   h)
papers have lesser than h citations each. H-index reflects both the number of publications
and the number of citations per publication, thus have an advantage over simple measures
such as number of citations or number of publications. H-index was extended to measure
the impact of journals by Braun [Braun et al., 2006].
Y-index: was proposed by [Bollen et al., 2006] and is defined as the multiplication of
journal impact factor and PageRank.
Usage-based measures
Similar to citation-based measures, usage-based measures rely on the usage count of each
unit. Here, usage count can be the number of fulltext downloads, number of accesses to
metadata of an article, or the number of requests to the related services (e.g., requests to
the bibliographic data).
Number of downloads: similar to citation count, number of downloads measures the num-
ber of times an article is downloaded by users in a web portal. It can be aggregated to
journal, conference and author level.
Journal use probability: the number of times that articles in a journal were downloaded
over total number of downloads in the web portal.
Usage impact factor: same definition as journal impact factor. It is the frequency with
which the articles in a journal have been downloaded in a particular year or period (two
years).
Social network measures
The success of Google’s ranking methods in the context of web pages ranking has inspired
the application of social network analysis measures for assessment of the impact of jour-
nals, conferences, authors and publications. Those measures are applied on the citation and
usage-based networks. Bolen [Bollen et al., 2006] and Dellavalle et al. [Dellavalle et al.,
2007] proposed to use PageRank on citation network to rank journals. PageRank was also
proposed to rank publications [Chen et al., 2007]. Leydesdorff [Leydesdorff, 2007] used
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betweenness centrality to measure a journal’s interdisciplinarity. Bollen et al. [Bollen et al.,
2006, 2005] described methods to rank journals based on different social network mea-
sures, including degree, closeness and bewteenness. In [Bollen et al., 2009a], the authors
performed a principle component analysis of totally 39 impact measures, including social
network analysis metrics. Social network measures were also applied on co-word analysis
to identify core and important topics of a domain [Zhang et al., 2012; Lee, 2008; Liu et al.,
2012]. Here, we review some SNA measures that are frequently used.
Degree centrality: the number of out-going or in-coming links from/to a unit in citation,
usage or co-word networks.
Betweenness centrality: Betweenness of a unit measures the number of shortest paths
from all units to all other units that pass through the given unit. It can be used as an
indicator of the interdisciplinary nature of the unit, since hight betweenness implies that
the unit lies at the interface of different clusters of units (which are considered as research
areas).
Closeness centrality: Closeness of a unit is defined as the sum of the shortest path lengths
from this unit to all other unit in the network. It can be used to assess the impact of a unit
since it measures how quickly the information from a unit spreads over the network.
PageRank: is based on the idea that the impact of a unit depends on the impact of the units
that reference to it. The impact of a unit is higher if it was referenced by high impact units.
PageRank score of a unit is computed by an iterative algorithm proposed by Brin and Page
[Brin and Page, 1998a].
Hub and authority scores: The notions of hub and authority were proposed by Kleinberg
[Kleinberg, 1999] and naturally can be applied to measure the impact of units in digital li-
braries, since they are based on the concept of co-citation and bibliographic coupling. Hubs
are defined as units that point to many other units with high authority score. Authorities
are defined as units that are pointed from many units with high hub score. Hubs can be
used to identify high quality review publications or journals, while authorities can be used
to determine high impact publication or journals in a field. Hub and authority scores of a
unit are computed using an iterative algorithm.
3.2.6 Social Network and Domain Analysis in Digital Libraries
The shift from purely mental to more social research in information science in general and
in bibliometrics [Hjørland and Albrechtsen, 1995] has led to new direction in which the
domains are analyzed with focus not only on the organization of intellectual knowledge,
but also on the social aspects of research activities. In computer science, especially in arti-
ficial intelligent and expert systems, scientific (or intellectual) knowledge is discovered in
order to make knowledge-based programm that can automatically solve or assist to solve
problems in specific domains. For example, methods and theories in medicine can be an-
alyzed from publications and textbooks in order to make a programm that can perform a
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diagnosis as well as a medical analysis. Moving towards another direction in domain anal-
ysis, research focuses more on the communication between actors (knowledge producers
and users of knowledge) in knowledge creation and consumption process. The commu-
nication structure in many different disciplines can be investigated: what communication
channels exist in the domain? Can patterns in development be recognized? What are the
differences in communication patterns between different domains? How does information
flow between disciplines? How are domains influenced by one another? This is an in-
terdisciplinary research area with the involvement of information science, social science
and computer science, where computer science contributes methods and tools for automat-
ically qualifying the growth, organization and publication patterns of scientific domains
from large collections of literature.
Research in domain analysis has considered that the unit of study is the specialty, disci-
pline or domain, not individual [Wilson, 1993]. The communication was studied as one
of communication among groups rather than among individuals. For example, to analyze
a domain or science as a whole, journals are chosen as the unit of analysis [Boyack et al.,
2005; Börner et al., 2003; Small, 1999; Leydesdorff, 1987]. The resulting knowledge maps
are useful for observing the organization of domains and science at global level, e.g., how
disciplines are connected to each other, the interdisciplinarity of domains and the overlap-
ping between them. However, the causality of the observed behaviors and characteristics
of a domain at global level remains unknown and needs to be analyzed by looking at the
communication between individuals.
Social network analysis (SNA) can be naturally applied to knowledge domain analysis to
study the social and communication patterns in scientific communities. Many systems from
different domains can be modeled and studied as complex networks, including biological
systems, phone call, email, the Web, the Internet, social systems and scientific communi-
cation. Data obtained from these domains helps researchers in physics, social science and
computer science develop models and methods to observe and discover new phenomena.
These models and methods, in turn, can be applied to specific domains to validate hypothe-
ses, to discover interesting patterns and behaviors, as well as to provide an insight into
specific problems addressed by domain experts. Though scientific communication (e.g.,
citation and collaboration networks) has been the subject of studies in complex network
research [de Solla Price, 1965; Newman, 2001a; Barabasi et al., 2002; Newman, 2004a],
the application of complex network to domain analysis is still limited.
Here, we seek a SNA-based framework for knowledge domain analysis with the focus on
the interaction and communication pattern between scholarly entities. In this sense, analy-
ses based on citation and collaborative activities are of special interest. Co-word analysis
reveals the semantic evolution of knowledge by analyzing the keyword network and there-
fore is useful for analyzing intellectual knowledge. However it does not tell us much about
the knowledge transfer process and the interaction within research communities. As it
will be discussed in Chapter 4, citation and collaboration analysis is useful for building
the knowledge maps of computer science as well as for studying the evolution and the
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behavior of research communities. The framework can also be applied to analyze scien-
tific activities in Web 2.0, where the interaction between scientists is captured not only via
the standard citation and co-authorship, but also via activities on Web 2.0 sites such as
friendship, document sharing and bookmaking, research blog comments and posts, etc.
3.3 Overview of the Multi-level Model for Domain Analy-
sis in DLs
We propose a multi-level framework to analyze the communication in scientific domains in
digital libraries. The framework integrates techniques developed for knowledge mapping
and SNA methods, with the focus on sociological perspectives of scientific interaction. In
the previous process proposed by Borner et al. [Börner et al., 2003], each unit is analyzed
independently to answer particular questions. Since the process focuses on knowledge
mapping, the communication pattern of research communities and domains are ignored.
Typical units of analysis in this process are journals and conferences. Even when we take
individuals as unit of analysis, the process builds the map of units under consideration
based on citation analysis (i.e., the similarities between units are computed and visualized).
The map reveals the characteristics of a domain. We address a different question: given the
observed characteristics and behavior of a domain or sub-discipline, how can we explain
them? To answer this question, we look at the behavior of individuals and the research
environment surrounding them, i.e., the research communities. The characteristics of a
domain then can be explained by the characteristics of communities in the domain. And
the characteristics of a community can be explained by the behavior of its members. We
seek a framework that integrates the data and analysis of different units in one process, with
the assumption that there is a relationship between the analytical results of different units.
For example, the analysis of authors’ interaction gives useful information for the studies
the behavior of a community (e.g., a conference or journal) or a domain.
The proposed framework provides a functional view of domain analysis and defines the
way in which data is processed, transformed and stored. It consists of three levels, as
depicted in figure 3.1, namely the individual level, the community level and the domain
level. Depending on the objectives, the analysis can be performed at one level or in a
combination of different levels. However, from data perspective, individual level provides
data for community level and community level, in turn, provides data for domain level
analysis. Data analysis techniques such as aggregation or summarization can be used to
generate data from one level to another.
The central of the framework is the networks formulated via scholarly activities. Differ-
ent networks can be formulated. Social networks such as co-authorship or conference co-
participation networks are created where nodes are scholars. Information networks such as
citation networks of publications or conferences/journals consist of artifacts as nodes and
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Figure 3.1: Multi-level model for knowledge discovery
references as links. Another network type is similarity networks where nodes can be schol-
ars or artifacts (publications, journals and conferences) and links denotes the similarity
between them. The similarities are computed using the methods described in section 3.2,
which are based on collaboration, citation, usage and co-word analysis. Those networks
allow us to study the communication in a scientific domain on many aspects, including col-
laborative behavior, information diffusion, evolution of topics and research communities.
In the following, we examine each level to clarify their goals, the data that they contain and
analyses that they perform.
3.3.1 Individual level
Individual level consists of basic elements (publications and scientists) and the interaction
between them. The interaction between basic elements is reflected via scholarly activities,
such as referencing to other work (citation), or collaborative activities such as paper co-
writing (co-authoring), research projects co-participation, academic events co-organization
and co-participation. In Web 2.0, the interaction between scientists can be friendship, co-
tagging, co-bookmarking, sharing or reading similar information objects. The interaction
can be either explicit or implicit. For instance, citation information is explicitly expressed
in the reference list of a publication or co-authoring relation is stated in the list of authors of
a publication. However, “reading similar publications” need to be inferred from the history
of the activities and the interactions between individuals.
The interaction between individuals is crucial for studying and discovery of knowledge at
higher level. It can be used to identify communities which are considered as research areas
or subdisciplines. When it is aggregated to the community level, it reveals the intercon-
nectedness between communities. The interaction between individuals is also important
for community analysis. Analyses in this level focus on the following problems:
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• Knowledge transfer process: the process by which scientific knowledge is shared,
exchanged and transferred between individuals. Citation, usage data and research
activities in Web 2.0 systems (e.g., tagging, bookmarking, blogging, etc.) can be
used to study this process.
• Collaborative behavior: the process by which scholars collaborate with each other.
Main data for this analysis is collaborative activities (e.g., co-authorship, academic
event participation and organization, project collaboration).
• Knowledge mapping: the knowledge mapping that takes publication or author as
unit of analysis. Citation and usage analysis are the main methods to perform the
knowledge mapping.
• Identifying influent ideas and authors: is not only about ranking publications and au-
thors, but also about tracking the development of the ideas. Ranking methods based
on citation and usage data as well as social networking data are used to measure the
impact of publications and authors. Social capital, a concept about the benefit that
an individual gets from the relationship with others, can also be studied.
The above problems can be researched by mean of social network analysis on the complex
system formed by elementary elements and their interaction in knowledge creation process.
Citation and co-authorship networks of publications and researchers have been the subject
of many studies in social sciences and network science [de Solla Price, 1965; Newman,
2001b,a; Moody, 2004; Leicht et al., 2007]. These studies mainly focused on node (sci-
entists and publications) ranking, research communities discovery [Wallace et al., 2009],
structure and evolution patterns of research communities [Newman, 2001b,a; Zhao et al.,
2008; Leicht et al., 2007] and information diffusion in scientific networks [Shi et al., 2009].
With the recent development of online social networking systems for science (referred to
as Science 2.0) such as tagging, book-marking, blogging and wiki, as well as online acces-
sible digital libraries, the dynamics and diffusion of scientific knowledge can be studied in
more detail and at very large scale.
3.3.2 Community level
At this level, communities are considered as the basic elements for the analysis. A commu-
nity is defined as a group of entities (people or organizations) that shares common interest
or is involved in an activity or event [Liu, 2007]. In science, community members can be
scholars who are working on the same or similar topics. Community members can also
be publications on similar or related topics. In this sense, a scientific community can be
modeled using Actor Network Theory (ANT) . ANT was proposed by Bruno Latour and
Michael Callon [Law and Hassard, 1999; Latour, 2005] with the aim to understand pro-
cesses of technological innovation and scientific knowledge-creation. ANT considers sci-
ence as a process of heterogeneous engineering in which social, technical, conceptual and
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textual are integrated together and transformed. Networks in ANT consist of nonhuman or
human actors (called actants). ANT is interested in the ways in which networks overcome
resistance and strengthen internally, gaining coherence and consistence; how they organize
and convert network elements; how they enlist others to invest in or follow the programm;
how they bestow qualities and motivations to actors [Ritzer, 2004]. ANT is the theoretical
foundation for co-word analysis Callon et al. [1986] to map the dynamics of science.
Taking ANT view, we are interested in how scientific communities develop over time, how
they engage members working together on the community’s theme and how members de-
rive benefits from the communication and interaction with each other. Depending on pub-
lishing culture of the discipline, research communities can be detected by analyzing the
scholarly data in digital libraries. In general, there are two kinds of community:
• Explicit community: communities are explicitly defined with their interests and
themes. For example, an institution, a faculty, or a research group is a explicit com-
munity. A journal or a conference series can be considered as a explicit community.
Normally, a journal or conference focusses on a set of core topics that describe its
main theme. Here, community members can be the publications published in the
journal/conference, or they can be the authors that have published their work in
the journal/conference. Authors publish their work that fits the theme of the jour-
nal/conference, so they are working on similar topics. In some sub-disciplines such
as computer science, conferences also play an important role for research collabora-
tion. Through the communication at the conference venues, new collaborations are
established and the community become more and more cohesive. Therefore, besides
the fact that members of explicit communities are working on the same topics, they
are also collaborating with each other.
• Implicit community: a community is identified based on the activities and interac-
tions of its members. Scholarly activities such as citation and collaboration can be
used to create networks. Then social network analysis techniques, e.g. clustering
and link prediction, are applied to discover the communities. Although implicit com-
munities are detected purely based on the linkage between members, the theme of a
community can be additionally assigned using topics extracted from the publications
published by community members (if the community members are authors) or from
the publications themselves (if the community members are publications). Implicit
communities may be considered as research groups, e.g., research departments or
universities; or sub-topics in a research area.
Viewing the communities as basic elements, the analysis on this level focuses on two as-
pects:
• The development of a research community: is concerned with the questions such
as how does a community emerge, how does it develop over time and what is its
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development pattern? Research communities are very heterogeneous and dynamic.
A community emerges, develops and dies out after sometime. Members join the
community, stay and leave after sometime. The more interesting issue that needs to
be addressed here is the activity and the interaction of community members within
the course of its life. In section 3.4 we will present in detail the proposed devel-
opment model and the techniques that we use to track the development of research
communities.
• The interconnectedness between communities: while analysis of the development of
a community is about the internal interaction within the community, the analysis of
the interconnectedness between communities focuses on the external interaction, i.e
how the communities interact with each other. When explicit communities, e.g., the
communities of journals/conferences, are considered as the unit of the analysis, the
study of the interconnectedness leads to the knowledge mapping, a term that is com-
monly used in bibliometrics and scientometrics. Techniques we have discussed in
section 3.2 can be used to build the knowledge maps based on the raw citation data,
to show and identify the knowledge domains. When we take implicit community as
unit of analysis, the interconnectedness between communities reveals the interaction
between research groups, e.g., research departments and universities; or the relation-
ship between sub-topics. In both cases, communities and their interaction form a
complex network that can be analyzed using SNA methods.
Data for the analysis at community level is extracted from the individual level. Metadata
such as the authors of publications, journals and conferences, citations and topics (key-
words) is stored in digital libraries and can be used to extract research communities. The
usage data from digital library web portals such as reading history or click-stream can also
be used to mine the communities. This data is aggregated from the individual level to com-
munity level by some techniques, for example citations between journals or communities
are counted by the references made by their members, or the similarity between journals
can be computed based on the citations they have made to the common publications (called
bibliographic coupling) or based on the publications that listed them in the reference list
(called co-citation), as discussed in section 3.2.
3.3.3 Domain level
The interconnectedness between communities creates a complex network and by grouping
the communities of the same discipline together, we can observe and analyze the knowl-
edge map at higher level. At the domain level, we consider the interconnectedness between
subdisciplines. For example, we can see how the data mining research area is connected to
other research fields such as machine learning, database, artificial intelligence and software
engineering in computer science. At a higher level, one also can see the interconnected-
ness between disciplines of the whole science, e.g. what are the major areas of science and
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how they are placed in the scientific landscape [Boyack et al., 2005]. Analysis at this level
focuses on the following issues:
• Identification of research domains: usually the assignment of publications, journals
and conferences to domains is based on the classification system of the digital li-
braries. However, dues to the limitation of domain knowledge and expert in the fields
as well as the heterogeneity of publication and the interdisciplinarity of academic
venues, this classification is imprecise. Here we focus on cluster analysis methods
that can identify the domains based on the interconnectedness between communities,
which is the result from the community level.
• Visualization: when communities are clustered and grouped into domains, the in-
terconnedtedness between them is determined by the aggregation of the data from
community level. Together with the identification of domains, a complex network is
formed and visualized to reveal the structure of a particular discipline or the whole
science.
3.4 Research Community Analysis
Research community analysis is one of the aspects we would like to address at community
level (section 3.3.2). As mentioned earlier, research community analysis is concerned with
the internal interaction between community members. The problem that we try to under-
stand is the development of research communities: how does a community emerge and
develop over time? We have developed a model that is capable of capturing and tracking
the development pattern of a research community. The model is based on statistical SNA
measures to identify the current stage of a community and to predict the stage to which it
is developing towards.
3.4.1 A Development Model
The proposed development model is described in figure 3.2. The model reflects the life cir-
cle of a research community. We define each community as a network G = (V;E), where
V is the set of community members and E is the set of interactions between members.
Here, we also consider time dimension: a community at time t is a network Gt = (Vt; Et),
where Vt is the set of community members at time t and Et is the set of interactions that
have happened till time t. The network properties change when new members come in
and are connected to existing members, or when existing members connect to each other.
To analyze the development of communities, we follow the macroscopic approach, that is
we analyze and characterize the growth of the community as a whole. By observing the
development of a community, we will try to find the behavior of the community members
that reproduce or result from the observations of the whole community.
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Figure 3.2: Development pattern of research communities
The proposed model includes six stages. Initially there are few connections between mem-
bers (born phase). After some events, member groups become apparent in the network
(bonding phase), which are gradually integrated through activities that involve members
from more than one group (emergence phase). Over time, a community then typically
produces a strongly connected core group of members that is connected to other smaller
groups (focused phase). Alternatively, the community can develop to interdisciplinary
phase where several groups are connected via some gate-keepers, but there is no core
group. It can also develop towards hierarchical topology where there exist some super
gate-keepers that connect a hierarchy of groups together.
To demonstrate, we take SIGMOD conference (The ACM Conference on Management of
Data) community as a real-world example. The SIGMOD conference started in 1975 in
San Jose. Since then it has been organized every year. SIGMOD was held mainly in USA,
but since 2004, it starts moving to Europe (Paris, France, 2004; Athen, Greece, 2011) and
Asia (Beijing, China, 2007). Figure 3.3 illustrates the development of the co-authorship
network of SIGMOD. As it started in 1975, the network was clustered in disconnected
small components that were the co-authorship of the papers. After ten years, in 1985,
small components started to connect with each other. In 1990, the core of the community
was visible with a large connected component and many small clusters were connected
to this component via gatekeepers. The community continues to develop toward focus
stage in which sub-communities continuously join the core and a lot of collaborations
happened within the core that makes it more cohesive. Till now, SIGMOD maintains a
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large and cohesive core which consists of the authors who contribute to the main theme of
the conference.
To qualitatively characterize and describe the network structure changes over time, we
observe a set of structural network measures. The five network metrics defined in Chapter
2, allow us to qualify the development of the networks as depicted in Fig. 3.2.
• Average clustering coefficient measures the probability that two nodes are connected
if they already have a common neighbor. Intuitively, at the first phase of development,
clustering coefficient of the network is very low, since nodes are disconnected. In
the second phase, clustering coefficient tends to be very high as nodes are clustered
into very dense disconnected components. When the disconnected components start
to connect to each other, clustering coefficient drops and stays stable after sometime.
• Maximum betweenness. Betweenness measures the extent to which a particular node
lies between the other nodes in the network. Nodes with high betweenness have
more power to control the information flow in the network and are normally the gate-
keepers who connect several dense groups. Maximum betweenness of a network is
defined as the maximum value of the betweenness over all the nodes in the network.
At the first two phases of the development process, maximum betweenness is very
low since nodes are disconnected or clustered in very dense disconnected groups (i.e.
no controllers in the network). It increases when more components are connected
(emergence stage) and continue to increase when the network develops towards hier-
archical and interdisciplinary stages. However maximum betweenness is stable at a
certain value when the network is at focused stage.
• Largest connected component measures the fraction of nodes in largest connected
component. As observed in the Fig. 3.2, this fraction is small in the first two phases
and starts to increase as the network develops. It is stable when the fraction of nodes
that connect to the largest component is equal to the fraction of new nodes that stay
disconnected to the largest component.
• Diameter is the length of the greatest geodesic distance between any two nodes. In-
tuitively, at the beginning diameter is small and then it increases. After sometime,
diameter starts to shrink as edges continue to be added. Note that, shrinking diame-
ter is not caused by the emergency of giant component [Leskovec et al., 2005]. How-
ever, in our model, if the network develops towards a tree-like topology (hierarchical
stage), the diameter is larger than focused and interdisciplinary stages.
• Average path length is the average of shortest paths between any nodes in the net-
work. Clearly, at the first two phases, average path length is small and it increases
when the network grows. Although, communities of conferences and journals are
not random network and therefore the average path length should be rather small
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(around 6), there is a slightly differences between focused, interdisciplinary and hier-
archical topologies. In general, average path length of hierarchical network is larger
than that of the other two topologies, which gives us more evident to differentiate
those topologies.
To summarize, with five metrics as described above, we are able to identify the current
stage of a community. The emergence of the giant component (largest connected compo-
nent) indicates the cohesiveness of networks, while the betweenness shows the existence
of the gatekeepers and their importance. The clustering coefficient measures the extent to
which the network is clustered into sub-communities. Other parameters like diameter and
average shortest path length show whether the community is still developing or whether
it is stable. By the time series analysis of those parameters over time, we can also detect
the development patterns of the communities and predict the stage that a community is
developing towards. In the next section, we will discus in detail the techniques that we use
to address those issues.
3.4.2 Community Time Series Analysis and Pattern Detection
Different community might expose different development patterns. The natural question
is that can we detect these patterns and automatically make the comparison of different
communities? Can we predict the stage that a particular community is developing to, given
its current stage and development history? In the development model presented in Section
3.4.1, each stage is characterized by a set of network parameters. Now we are seeking a
method that can automatically detect the patterns characterized by these parameters. Over
time, the values of these parameters and their correlation decide the topology that a commu-
nity is developing toward. For example, if the decrease of clustering coefficient results in
decrease of betweenness, diameter and average shortest path, the community is developing
to focused stage. On the other hand, if clustering coefficient is decreasing, but between-
ness, diameter and average shortest path are increasing, the community tends to move to
hierarchical or interdisciplinary topology, depending on the values of the these parameters.
The data we are dealing with is time series data, i.e. a sequence of data points computed at
successive time intervals. Naturally, time series analysis methods can be applied to detect
the patterns and predict trends. There is a great interest in time series data analysis in data
mining [Fu, 2011]. Time series analysis is applied on data from signal processing, chem-
ical reaction, financial and economics data to extract meaningful information and charac-
teristics of the data as well as to forecast future events. In time series analysis, pattern
(or motif) detection (identification of the frequently appearing patterns and abnormal pat-
terns) has received much attention of research community [Syed et al., 2010; Jiang et al.,
2008; Patel et al., 2002; Keogh et al., 2001; pong Chan and Fu, 1999; Agrawal et al., 1993].
Besides pattern matching, that is to locate the previously defined patterns in a time se-
ries databases [Patel et al., 2002; Jiang et al., 2008; Keogh et al., 2001; Mueen and Keogh,
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2010; Mueen et al., 2011], clustering is a common technique that is employed in many pat-
tern detection tasks [Warren Liao, 2005]. Research in this area can be classified into two
categories: whole clustering clusters the set of individual time series to group similar time
series into the same cluster; subsequence clustering clusters the subsequence time series
extracted from a single time series with a sliding window. Clustering algorithms operate
on two kind of time series data: univariate [Lin et al., 2004] and multivariate time series
[Singhal and Seborg, 2002a]. In univariate time series, each time series contains exactly
one observation at each time point, while in multivariate time series, there are several ob-
servations at each time point.
To identify the development patterns of communities, we consider whole clustering on
multivariate time series. Since each stage of the development process is characterized
by five network parameters, at each time point we have five observations for each series.
Furthermore, since conferences and journals are at different ages, the time series have
different lengths. That needs to be considered in the design of clustering algorithm. We
formulate the problem as follows.
Definition 3.4.1 Univariate time series: a univariate time series T = ft1; t2; :::; tng is an
order set of m real values, where ti is the observation at time point i. Time series T is
represented as a vector ofm real values.
Definition 3.4.2 Multivariate time series: a univariate time series T with n time series
variables is a matrix Tmn, where the element tij is the observation of the time series vari-
able j at time point i.
Normally, time series is continuous data. Before starting clustering process, time series
data needs to be discretized by some segmentation techniques [Fu, 2011]. In our case, the
data is discrete since we measure the network parameters of each conference/journal by
year time unit. Also the lengthm of our time series can vary from one to another.
Given the database of various sizes time series fT1; T2; :::; Tqg, the task is to group time
series which expose similar pattern into the same cluster. There are different approaches to
multivariate time series clustering, including probabilistic approach [Smyth, 1999], Hidden-
Markov models [Owsley et al., 1997], Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Huang et al.,
2000]. However these approaches cannot handle the situation where time series are of dif-
ferent lengths. Here we focus on distance-based clustering [Singhal and Seborg, 2002a].
The central of distance-based clustering is the similarity function to measure the similar-
ity between data points. Then the clustering algorithms such as K-means and K-medoids
try to group similar data points into clusters. For univariate time series clustering, clas-
sical similarity measures such as Euclidean distance, Cosine similarity or Pearson cor-
relation can be used. For multivariate time series clustering, similarity factors are used
[Singhal and Seborg, 2002a]. In [Krzanowski, 1979], Krzanowski proposed a method to
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compute the similarity between two datasets using PCA. The PCA similarity factor be-
tween two datasets X1 and X2 is defined as:
SPCA =
1
k
kX
i=1
kX
j=1
cos2 ij (3.22)
where k is the number of selected principal components in both datasets, ij is the angle
between the ith and jth principal component of X1 and X2 respectively. k principal com-
ponents are selected so that they cover at least 95% variance in each dataset. The weighted
PCA similarity factor is a modification of the above definition so that it takes into account
the explained variance of each principal component:
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where (1)i and 
(2)
j are the ith eigenvalues of the first and second datasets. A slightly
different of PCA similarity factor called Eros (Extended Frobenius norm) is proposed by
[Yang and Shahabi, 2004; Yang, 2007] that uses principal components and eigenvalues.
Another similarity measure is the distance similarity factor [Singhal and Seborg, 2002b]
that considers the spatial difference between datasets. The distance similarity factor, Sdist
is defined as
Sdist = 2 1p
2
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where:
 =
q
(x2   x1) 11 (x2   x1)T (3.25)
where x1 and x2 are sample mean row vector, 1 is the covariance matrix of X1 and  11
is the pseudo-inverse of 1 computed using singular value decomposition.
Given the similarity measure, traditional distance-based clustering algorithms such as K-
means or K-medoids can be applied to cluster the communities. Here we proposed a
slightly different approach. Instead of using a distance-based clustering algorithm, we em-
ploy a link-based (or density-based) clustering algorithm which uses the linkage between
communities to perform grouping. The algorithm proceeds in the following steps:
(a) Compute the network parameters of community member networks.
(b) Each community is represented as a multi-variable time series Tmn, where m is the
number of observations and n is the number of variables (parameters).
(c) Compute the similarity between each pair of communities using the PCA similarity
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factor 3.22 and formulate a network G = (V;E), where V is the set of communities
and E is the set of links between communities weighted by their similarity.
(d) Threshold the similarities to keep only significant links between communities.
(e) Applied a link-based clustering algorithm on the network G.
3.5 Social Capital
Social capital [Coleman, 1988] has been extensively studied and become a core concept in
sociology and political science. Barry Wellman and Sherry Bartram [Borgatti, 1998] have
suggested that there seem to be at least two fundamentally different usages of the term
social capital. One usage conceives of social capital as a quality of groups (usually whole
societies). It is partly cultural, partly socio-structural. It includes such things as rule of
law, social integration, and trust. Another usage [Burt, 2002] conceives of social capital
as the value of an individual’s social relationships. In this vein, social capital stands for
the ability of actors to derive benefits from the membership in social networks or other
social structures. Burt [Burt, 2002] suggests that certain configurations of relationships
with others confer significant information and control benefits.
Social capital can be viewed as a property of a group, where some groups are more effec-
tive than others because of their social structure. Social capital can also be viewed as a
property of an individual where a person can have more or less social capital depending
on their positions in the network [Borgatti et al., 1998]. In both cases, there are two dif-
ferent views of the social capital. The internal view [Putnam, 1995] considers the internal
relationships, norms and systems, but nothing outside is considered. Taking individual as
the unit of analysis, this view refers to the term “human capital” which denotes the human
abilities and characteristics such as sex, age, talent, education, etc. This concept is not
related to social capital because it is not about the social relationships. If the group is the
unit of analysis, the internal view refers to the relationships and norms within the group.
For example, considering a research department as the unit of analysis, we should look
for the relationship among members of the department, the structure of ties, the working
environment, etc. The external view [Burt, 2002] considers social capital as the value of
the relationships that units have with the outside. Social capital of individual is therefore
related to their position in the network, while social capital of the group is the benefit of the
relationship with other groups. For example, social capital of a department can be deter-
mined through the the relations it has with other departments through research and project
collaboration, its reputation in the eyes of the other departments, etc.
In social network research, studies are concerned with the identification of network struc-
tures that are the most effective factor for creating social capital. Two types are identified.
Coleman [Coleman, 1988] emphasizes the benefits of being embedded into densely con-
nected groups, as regards to the confidence, trust and secured relationship in the community.
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Figure 3.4: Network structure of social capital
This form of social capital is referred to as closure (e.g., nodeA in figure 3.4). On the other
hand, Burt [Burt, 2001] discusses social capital as a tension between being embedded into
communities and brokerage - the benefits arising from the ability to “broker” interactions
at the interface between different groups (e.g., node B in figure 3.4). We refer to the form
of brokerage as structural hole.
To measure the social capital of a node in the network, a set of centrality measures can be
applied. In the followings, we summarize the centrality measures that have positive effects
on the social capital of individuals and groups.
3.5.1 Individual’s social capital measures
Taking the network formed by individuals and their relationships, the following centrality
measures have positive effects:
• Degree: the number of peers that an individual is connected to. The more people an
individual has relationships with, the greater chance he/she gets the needed resource.
• Betweenness: the number of time an individual lies on the shortest path between two
other individuals. That measures the extend by which an individual in the network
becomes a structure hole. Individuals with high betweenness links together individ-
uals who are otherwise disconnected, creating informational advantages and control
benefit.
• Inverse closeness: the reciprocal of the sum of geodesic distances from an individ-
ual to all others. The greater the inverse closeness, the bigger chance of receiving
information in a timely way.
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• Local clustering coefficient: the fraction of the individual’s neighbors that are con-
nected. It measures the extend by which an individual is clustered into a densely
connected group (the closure). Depending on the system investigated, local cluster-
ing can have negative or positive effects. For example, in closed communities such
as diamond trading network, local clustering coefficient has an positive effect, since
in this network, trust and security are most important to ensure the business. In other
information networks, the connected neighbors are considered as redundancies while
the individual still need to pay energy to maintain the relations.
The degree only needs the local information (i.e., the connection that an individual has),
while other measures require the entire network in order to be computed. Sociologists also
consider no-structural measures such as the characteristics of the neighbors (sex, age, race,
occupation, talents, etc), and the properties of the relationships.
3.5.2 Group’s social capital measures
Assessment of group’s social capital can be done by both internal and external view. In
the internal view, we consider the network formed by group members and their relation-
ships. In the external approach, the network is created by groups and the relationships that
members in each group have with members in other groups.
Internal group social capital: centrality measures are computed on the entire network of
group members.
• Density: the fraction of group members who are connected.
• Average path length: the average geodesic distance between all pairs of group mem-
bers.
• Global clustering coefficient: measures the extend by which the member network is
clustered into sub-groups that have few connections between them.
External group social capital: There are two types of external measures for social capital.
If we consider a group as single entity and the relationships are the interaction between
the groups (e.g., they have collaborated with each other, or they have jointly organized a
conference), group social capital measures are the same as of individual social capital. The
other type of group social capital is when we want to investigate the position of the groups
in the network of individuals. A group is not considered as a single entity but a collection
of members and its position is determined by the relationships between its members and
the outsiders. Measures for this kind of external group social capital include:
• Group degree: number of outsiders that have connection to at least one member.
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• Group inverse closeness: the reciprocal of the sum of geodesic distances from a
group to all outsiders.
• Group betweenness: the number of times that the group members lie on the shortest
path between any two outsiders.
Sociologists also consider to combine the two types of external group social capital. In
this case, a 2-mode network is formed, where nodes are either groups (as single entities)
or individuals, and connections between nodes are the relationship between individuals,
groups as single entities, and between individuals and groups. Measures for this combined
group social capital include inverse closeness and betweenness that take into account the
shortest paths between any two entities (groups or individuals).
3.5.3 Measuring social capital of scholars and research communities
With the above definition and measures of social capital, we turn to the question: how
can we measure and evaluate social capital in a research community? We seek for the
measures that help to identify the position of individuals (scholars and publications) and
communities (conferences, journals, research groups), as well as to identify the structure
of a communities. Based on that, we evaluate the benefits and advantages that those factors
bring to individuals and communities in performing research. The benefits that individual
can obtain from their position in the network include:
• Informational benefit: keeps scholars informed about latest developments and results
in a particular research area.
• Dissemination: the ability that a scholar can quickly and effectively disseminate her
findings, results and ideas over the community.
• Diversity of choices in partner finding and collaboration: the ability that a scholar
can choose partners for collaboration (e.g., for a research project, finding reviewers
for a conference or journal, seeking for PhD students, etc.) from divers sources.
Besides the position of a scholar in the network, several other factors can have a positive
effect on the benefits that he can get:
• The characteristics of the conferences and journals that a scholar has published, or-
ganized, invited to give talk, participated (as a reviewer or participant). Those char-
acteristics include: the internationality, the interdisciplinarity and the prestige of the
conferences and journals, as well as the role of the scholar in the venues.
• The characteristics of the communities that a scholar participated in, including the
internationality and the impact of community members.
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• The characteristics of the research domain that a scholar is working in, mainly focus-
ing on its interdisciplinarity.
• Research grants, funding, awards and projects that a scholar obtained.
The above factors cannot be measured at the individual level, but at the community level by
the analyses of the conferences, journals and communities of a particular scholar. Though
some factors such as research grants, funding and projects may go beyond the scholarly
data (citation, collaboration, and usage data), by using the framework and development
model proposed in section 3.3 and section 3.4.1 to reveal the social structure of research
communities from both internal and external views, we can assess the social capital of
individuals with a regard to the social capital of their communities. In particular, we focus
on:
• Assessment of the impact of communities: social network impact measures (such
as PageRank, hub, authority scores) are applied on the network of conferences and
journals to measure their impact.
• Assessment of the interdisciplinarity of a community as a single entity: taking the
network created by communities and their interaction with others, centrality mea-
sures such as betweenness and local clustering coefficient are used to measure their
interdisciplinarity.
• Internal social structure of a community: community member network is considered
and the development model proposed in section 3.4.1 is applied to analyze its struc-
ture.
In summary, analysis at the community level helps identify and measure group social capi-
tal from both internal and external views. Individual social capital can be assessed together
with group social capital, that is the internal structure of a community as well as its con-
nections to other communities and outsiders contribute to the social capital of its members.
Here, we focus on the features of the networks formed by scholars and research commu-
nities, while ignoring the non-structural properties that go beyond scholarly data stored in
digital libraries.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our framework to analyze knowledge domains and the
dynamics of research communities. We particularly emphasize on the social aspects of
research activities. Viewing knowledge domains as social systems, complex network meth-
ods are integrated in a knowledge discovery process to identify the social structure and the
organization of the knowledge domains. We proposed a model to analyze the development
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of research communities based on social network analysis. This model helps us understand
and identify the development pattern of communities in term of the dynamic network prop-
erties changing over time. Base on this model, social capital of individuals and groups
can be assessed and evaluated. In next chapter, we applied proposed model to study the
dynamics of a particular domain, the computer science.
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Chapter 4
The Dynamics of Computer Science
Computer science is a fast-changing research area. Computer science (CS) history can be
traced back to 1936, with the invention of Turing machine. From that time to recent, it
has grown up as an important discipline besides other established scientific areas such as
physics, mathematics, chemistry, social science or medicine. In Communication of the
ACM [Fortnow, 2009], Lance Fortnow wrote: “Computer science has grown to become a
mature field where no major university can survive without a strong CS department”. In
global scientific landscape, computer science stands as an applied and inter-disciplinary
research area which has relations with almost all other areas. Algorithms and computer
aided computing methods proposed in computer science have been applied in many sub-
disciplines in natural and social sciences. Computer science also strongly bases itself on
mathematical methodologies from mathematics as well as physics.
This chapter presents a study on computer science research as a scientific discipline. We
propose a framework based on knowledge mapping and qualitative statistics of social net-
work analysis measures, which allows us to observe and gain an insight into computer sci-
ence knowledge and its dynamic. In particular, we are concerned with research questions:
what disciplines exist in computer science and how are they interconnected? How do the
disciplines develop over time? What are the development patterns of research communi-
ties and their collaborative behavior? The answers of these question help us understand the
knowledge creation and diffusion process in computer science and are the basics for the
design of community-based recommendation algorithms presented in the next chapter.
4.1 Introduction
Recent studies on knowledge mapping in scientometrics are concerned with building, vi-
sualizing and qualitatively analyzing the knowledge networks of sciences [Boyack et al.,
2005, 2007; Leydesdorff, 2004a; Moya-Anegón et al., 2004]. Similar to the geographical
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map, the knowledge network of sciences, or the map of sciences is used to provide us an in-
sight into the structure of science. It can be used to visually identify major areas of science,
their similarity and interconnectedness. Methods developed in bibliometrics and sciento-
metrics such as citation analysis, content analysis and recently proposed method based on
clickstream data [Bollen et al., 2009b] are commonly used in this domain.
In contrast to many other scientific disciplines where academic standard of publishing is
to publish in journals, computer science considers conference publication as the primary
means of publishing research results. Tracking back to early 1970s, the main publication
outlet is journal. The Journal of Symbolic Logic (born in 1936), IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory (1953), Journal of the ACM (1954), Information and Computation
(1957) and Communications of the ACM (CACM) (1959) are probably the oldest jour-
nals in computer science. In late 1960s and early 1970s, some conferences emerged. IFIP
Congress (1962), SYMSAC(Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation) (1966),
the ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP) (1966), Symposium on
Operating Systems Principles (SOSP) (1967), International Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (IJCAI) (1969), Architecture of Computing Systems (ARCS) (1970), Inter-
national Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming (ICALP) (1972), Sym-
posium on Principles of Programming Languages (POPL) (1973) are some examples of
the earliest conference series. Since early 1980s, conference has had a dominant present in
computer science. According to DBLP digital library, as of 2010 there are 2716 conference
series and 774 journals.
In 2009 and 2010, a dozen articles, letters and blog entries in Communication of the ACM
discussed the role of conferences [Vardi, 2009; Meyer et al., 2009; Fortnow, 2009]. In
[Staff, 2009], Menczer supports the abolition of conference proceedings altogether and
submissions should instead go to journals, which would receive more and more better
ones. The impact and quality of conference publications are also questioned, mainly dues
to the review process. Every conference has a desire to be “competitive” and reducing
the acceptance rate is an easy way. The great papers always are accepted and the worst
papers mostly get rejected, but the problem here is for the vast majority of papers landing
in the middle. That leads to an emphasis on safe papers (incremental and technical) versus
those that explore new models and research directions outside the established core areas
of the conferences [Fortnow, 2009]. Nevertheless, recent study by J. Chen and J. Kostan
[Chen and Konstan, 2009] shows that within ACM, papers in highly selective conferences
are cited at a rate comparable to or greater than ACM transactions and journals. Freyne et
al. [Freyne et al., 2010] demonstrates that papers in leading conferences match the impact
of papers in mid-ranking journals and surpass the impact of papers in journals in the bottom
half of the Thompson Reuters rankings.
Why conference becomes an important outlet in computer science? The fundamental rea-
son is that the quick development of the field requires a rapid review and distribution of
results [Fortnow, 2009]. A complete journal publishing decision takes at least one year,
comparing to 6 months for publishing in a conference. That delay is unacceptable for such
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a fast-changing field. Secondly, conferences bring the community together to disseminate
new research and results, to network and discuss about the issues. That rarely happens
in journals, where the only possible communication is between reviewers, editorial board
and authors in review process. Lastly, with the tremendous continual growth in computer
science, there are too many papers to publish and archival journals alone can not handle.
The analysis in this chapter is based on the above intuitions. Previous work on knowl-
edge mapping typically focused on single disciplines [Tsay et al., 2003; Ding et al., 2000;
McCain, 1998; Boyack et al., 2007] or on the whole science [Klavans and Boyack, 2006;
Boyack et al., 2005; Bollen et al., 2009b] based on the analysis of massive citation data
such as Journal Citation Report (JCR), Science Citation Index (SCI), Science Citation In-
dex Expanded (SCIE) and Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), published by Thompson
Scientific (TS, formally ISI). Those datasets cover most of important journals of science,
but they do not contain computer science conference and workshop proceedings. That
makes any attempt to analyze computer science knowledge either imprecise or limited to
small sub-fields.
With the recent availability of large-scale citation index from digital libraries in computer
science such as ACM Portal1, IEEE Xplore2, DBLP3 and CiteSeerX4, it is possible to study
the relationship between publication venues and provide a more precise and complete view
of today’s computer science research landscape at both local and global scale. We are con-
cerned with studying the structure of computer science knowledge network and its dynamic.
Using the combination of two large important digital libraries in computer science, DBLP
and CiteSeerX, we build a so-called knowledge map of the computer science and provide a
comprehensive visualization which allows us to explore its macro structure and its develop-
ment over time. We show that analysis on journal only can not fully capture the character-
istics and development of computer science research since focusing exclusively on journal
papers misses many significant papers published by conferences. To get an insight into
the collaborative and citation behavior as well as the development patterns, we investigate
the graphical features of the citation and collaboration subgraphs of journals/conferences,
and show that conferences facilitate the communication and build a community between
participants. The analysis and results presented in this chapter demonstrate a case study of
the framework that are described in chapter 3. The followings summarize our findings:
• Conferences constitute social structures that shape the computer science knowledge.
By analyzing the combined knowledge network of journal and conference publica-
tions, we are able to identify clusters (or sub-disciplines) and trace their development,
which is not possible by the analysis of journals only.
• Computer science publications are very heterogeneous and the field is becoming
1http://portal.acm.org/portal.cfm
2http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/dynhome.jsp
3http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
4http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
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more interdisciplinary as each sub-disciplines tends to connect to many other sub-
disciplines.
• There is a connection between the local structure of the citation and collaboration
subgraphs of journals/conferences and their impact. On the one hand, high impact
journals/conferences successfully build the core topic and attract the contributions
from research community. On the other hand, experts are the key success factor for
maintaining and cultivating the community of journals/conferences
• Life-long and high impact journals and conferences have similar collaborative de-
velopment pattern. However we found that citation behavior is different in various
sub-disciplines, which implies that any impact measures in scientometrics should
take into account the knowledge domain when applied to computer science.
4.2 Related Work
In scientometrics, the knowledge maps have been generated from citation data to visual-
ize the relationship between scholarly publications, journals or disciplines. Early work
on mapping journals focused on single disciplines. Morris [Morris and McCain, 1998] ex-
plored the interdisciplinary nature of medical informatics and its internal structure using
inter-citation and co-citation analysis. Combination of the SCI and SSCI data was used
in this study. McCain [McCain, 1998] performed the co-citation analysis for journals in
neural network research. Cluster analysis, principal component analysis and multidimen-
sional scaling (MDS) maps were used to identify the main research areas. Regarding to
computer science, Ding [Ding et al., 2000] studied the relationship between journals in
information retrieval area using the same techniques. Based on the ScieSearch database,
Tsay [Tsay et al., 2003] mapped semiconductor literature using co-citation analysis. The
datasets used in these studies were rather small, ranging from tens to several hundred jour-
nals. In more recent work, Boyack [Boyack et al., 2007] mapped the structure and evolu-
tion of chemistry research over a 30-year time frame. Based on a general map generated
from the combined SCIE and SSCI from 2002, he assigned journals to clusters using inter-
citation counts. Journals were assigned to the chemistry domains using JCR categories.
Then, the maps of chemistry at different time periods and at domain level were generated.
Maps showmany changes that have taken place over the 30 years development of chemistry
research.
Recently, several maps based on large-scale digital libraries have been published. ISI has
published journal citation reports for many years. This dataset allows for generating the
map of all of sciences. Leydesdorff used the 2001 JCR dataset to map 5,748 journals
from the SCI [Leydesdorff, 2004a] and 1,682 journals from the SSCI [Leydesdorff, 2004b]
in two separate studies. In those studies, Leydesdorff used Pearson correlation on cita-
tion counts as the edge weight and progressive lowering threshold to find the clusters.
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These clusters can be considered as disciplines or sub-disciplines. Moya-Anegón et al.
[Moya-Anegón et al., 2004] created category maps using documents with a Spanish ad-
dress and ISI categories. The high level map shows the relative positions, sizes and rela-
tionships between 25 broad categories of science in Spain. Boyack [Boyack et al., 2005]
combined SCIE and SSCI from 2000 and generated maps of 7,121 journals. The main ob-
jective of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of maps using eight different inter-citation
and co-citation similarity measures.
There are several studies which applied SNA measures to derive useful information from
knowledge maps. Leydesdorff [Leydesdorff, 2007] used the combination of SCIE and
SSCI, and generated centrality measures (betweenness, closeness and degree centrality).
These measures were analyzed in both global (the entire digital library) and local (small
set of journals where citing is above a certain threshold) environments. Bollen et al.
[Bollen et al., 2009b] generated the maps of science based on clickstream data logged by
six web portals (Thomson Scientific, Elsevier, JSTOR, Ingenta, University of Texas and
California State University). They validated the structure of the maps by two SNA mea-
sures: betweenness centrality [Wasserman and Faust, 1995] and PageRank [Brin and Page,
1998a]. In another study, Bollen [Bollen et al., 2009a] performed a principal component
analysis on 39 scientific impact factors, including four SNA factors (degree centrality,
closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and PageRank).
Regarding to the research on the performance of individuals and their local social network
structures, Shi et al. [Shi et al., 2010] studied the citation projection graphs of publications
in different disciplines, including natural science, social science and computer science, to
understand their citation behaviors. Using several social network analysis measures, they
identified the idiosyncratic citers, within-community citers and brokerage citers. They
found that there are significant differences in how high, low and medium impact papers
position their citation. There are also other studies on the optimal network structure for
the individuals’ performance [Lambiotte and Panzarasa, 2009], the benefits of the commu-
nities in fostering trust, facilitating the enforcement of social norm and common culture
[Coleman, 1988], and the benefits of structural holes and weak ties in accessing new infor-
mation and ideas [Granovetter, 1983].
4.3 Analysis Procedure
To analyze the dynamics of computer science, we follow the procedure depicted in Figure
4.1. Here, we take conferences and journals as the unit for the analysis at domain and com-
munity levels in the model described in chapter 3. The procedure consists of three steps.
In step 1, we combine bibliographic data from two large digital libraries, the DBLP and
CiteSeerX. In step 2, the networks are created for different analytical purposes. Data from
publication level (authorship and citations) is aggregated to conferences and journals. To
build the knowledge map of computer science and it’s development over time, we create
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Figure 4.1: Analysis procedure
the similarity network of conferences and journals. For conferences and journals ranking,
we formulate a inter-citation network. To analyze the development of communities, we
extract the co-authorship and citation sub-networks from the global co-authorship and ci-
tation network. For all networks, we record time information (year) in order to perform
time series analysis. When networks are created, we execute analytical procedures (step
3), including visualization, cluster analysis, SNA ranking measures computation and time
series analysis to reveal the development of the field as a whole as well as development
patterns of communities. In the following sections, each step will be described in detail.
4.4 Data Sets - DBLP and CiteSeerX
The data set used in our study is the combination of DBLP and CiteSeerX digital libraries.
We note that other data sets such as ACM Portal, Microsoft Academic Search and IEEE
Xplore could be added, but we do not expect major change in the findings. We choose
DBLP and CiteSeerX because they cover most sub-disciplines, while IEEE Xplore and
ACM Portal cover only IEEE and ACM journals and conference proceedings. From DBLP
we can retrieve the publication list of journals/conferences. Unfortunately, DBLP does
not record citations. We can also retrieve publications with citation information from Cite-
SeerX, but conferences and journals are not indexed as an object in CiteSeerX. Therefore,
we match publications in CiteSeerX with publications in DBLP to fill in the citations.
The data is offered in different formats. DBLP data can be downloaded in a XML file with
a XML schema. CiteSeerX data is OAI 5 (Open Archives Initiative) compliant and can be
downloaded via the OAI service interface in Dublin Core6 format. We first extract neces-
5http://www.openarchives.org/
6http://dublincore.org/
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Table 4.1: DBLP and CiteSeerX Data Summary (October 2010)
DBLP CiteSeerX Combined data
Number of author names 881,730 6,395,430 423,927
Number of publication 1,486,411 9,121,166 864,097
Number of citations n.a 21,971,734 2,903,014
Number of conferences 2,868 n.a 2,764
Number of journals 839 n.a 826
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Figure 4.2: Citation distribution
sary data (author names, publications and conferences/journals from DBLP; author names,
publications and citations from CiteSeerX) from XML files. Then the data is imported into
a relational schema in Oracle database.
4.4.1 DBLP and CiteSeerX Data Integration
DBLP data was downloaded in July, 2010. At the same time, we obtained CiteSeerX data
by first download the OAI data using the OAIHavester API. Since the OAI data contains
only references between publications which are stored in CiteSeerX (with PDF documents),
we continued to crawl XML documents from CiteSeerX site to obtain full citation list for
each publication.
One issue we need to consider is naming problem. Many digital libraries are faced with
that problem because one author may have several names (synonyms) or there are several
authors with the same name (homonyms). For example, in DBLP we found seven au-
thors with the name Chen Li. Consequently, several techniques have been developed for
naming problem in digital libraries [Han et al., 2004; Pereira et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2005;
Treeratpituk and Giles, 2009]. In our analysis, we rely on the approaches that are imple-
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mented in CiteSeerX [Huang et al., 2006] and DBLP [Ley, 2009] and consider that the
authors in these databases are identical.
We combined DBLP and CiteSeerX using a simple technique called canopy clustering
[McCallum et al., 2000]. The basic idea is to use a cheap comparison metric grouping
records into overlapping clusters called canopies. After that, records in the same cluster
are compared using more expensive (and more accurate) similarity measures. We em-
ployed this idea to solve our problem. Firstly, publications in DBLP and CiteSeerX are
clustered using the last name of authors and the publishing year. It can be argued as to
whether the last name of authors give us the correct clusters, since one name can be ex-
pressed differently (e.g. Michael Ley vs. Ley Michael). However, in most cases author
names of the same papers are presented in the same way in both digital libraries. In the
second step, we used two similarity metrics to compare paper titles in each cluster: one
less expensive Jaccard similarity[Elmagarmid et al., 2007] to filter out papers which are
clearly un-matched, another more expensive Smith-Waterman distance[Elmagarmid et al.,
2007] to correctly identify pair of matched papers. The process was implemented in Java
using the SecondString7 library and an Oracle database.
Overall, the matching algorithm gave us 864,097 pairs of matched publications, mean-
ing about 70% publications in DBLP were matched to publications in CiteSeerX. A sum-
marization of original data and combined data is given in Table 4.1. On average, each
conference/journal cites 2306 times and is cited 2037 times (that includes citations from
publications in conferences/journals which are not indexed by DBLP). The distribution of
the citations over years is given in Figure 4.2, where the number of citations in 2009 and
2010 are low, simply because new publications are not crawled by CiteSeerX yet. It is not
known whether this result reflects the real coverage of DBLP and CiteSeerX. However, in
our experience lots of publications in CiteSeerX are not indexed in DBLP. The reason is
that DBLP does not index some publication types such as pre-prints, in-prints, technical
reports and letters, and it covers a limited number of PhD theses, master theses and books.
That does not affect our analysis since we focuss on journal and conference publications.
On the other hand, not all publications in DBLP are indexed by CiteSeerX. If a publication
is not online and public, it will not be crawled by CiteSeerX.
4.4.2 Network Creation
In order to study the collaborative and citation behavior as well as the organization and evo-
lution of computer science knowledge, we created four networks using the data described
in previous section:
• Co-authorship network A: a network of authors where nodes are authors and the
exists a connection between two authors if they co-author a least one paper. The
connection is weighted by the number of papers that two authors co-authored.
7http://secondstring.sourceforge.net/
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• Citation network C: a network of publications where nodes are publication and there
is a directed edge from the source node to the target node if the source node cited the
target node.
• Knowledge network K: a network of conferences/journals where nodes are con-
ferences/journals and there is an edge between two conferences/journals if the sim-
ilarity between them exceeds a certain threshold. Similarity between two confer-
ences/journals can be computer based on bibliography coupling or co-citation pat-
tern, using some similarity measures such as Cosine or Pearson correlation.
• Conference/journal citation network F : a network of conferences/journals where
nodes are conferences/journals and the directed edge between two conferences/journals
is weighted by bibliography coupling or co-citation count.
To create the above networks, we processed as follows. The creation of co-authorship A
and citation network C is trivial: A was formulated from publications in DBLP and C was
created from publications in CiteSeerX. To create knowledge and venue citation network,
we used the combined DBLP and CiteSeerX data. Bibliography coupling counts were cal-
culated at the publication level on the whole digital libraries. These counts were aggregated
at the conference/journal level, giving us the bibliography coupling counts between pairs
of conferences/journals. Conferences/journals which have no citations were excluded. The
result is the venue citation network F , represented as a symmetric bibliography coupling
frequency matrix V with conferences/journals as columns and rows. We created the knowl-
edge networkK by using cosine similarity as suggested in [Klavans and Boyack, 2006], in
which the full version of cosine index was used. Concretely, cosine similarity between pair
of conferences/journals is computed as:
Ci;j =
 !
Bi   !Bj
k  !Bi k  k  !Bj k
=
nX
k=1
Bi;kBj;kvuut nX
k=1
B2i;k
vuut nX
k=1
B2j;k
(4.1)
where Ci;j is the cosine similarity between conferences/journals Vi and Vj , Bi is the vec-
tor representation of the list of citations from conferences/journals Vi to all publications,
n is number of publications in the database, and Bi;k is the number of times confer-
ences/journals Vi cites publication k. The resulting network consists of 1,930,471 un-
directed weighted edges. Conferences/journals whose cosine similarity to others equal
to zero were not included in the network.
To prevent noise in the visualization and analysis, we consider the most relevant connec-
tions between conferences/journals. For the knowledge network K, we eliminated all con-
nections which have cosine similarity smaller than 0:1, obtaining the reduced network K 0
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Table 4.2: Networks Summary
Property F F’ K K’ A C
Number of nodes 3,187 1,060 3,067 1,739 830,792 8,123,732
Number of edges 351,756 9,964 1,930,471 9,637 2,875,031 21,971,734
Number of components 1 6 1 71 39,000 47,328
Density 3.5% 0.89% 20% 0.3% 0.0008 0.00007%
Clustering coef. 0.569 0.764 0.786 0.629 0.745 0.0812
whose connection cosine similarity is in the range [0:1, 1:0]. Although this threshold is ar-
bitrary, the network K 0 retains 1,739 nodes and 9,637 connections, corresponding to 57%
of the nodes and 0.5% of the edges of the original network. For the citation network F ,
the same procedure was performed in which we only keep the connections whose citation
counts were greater than 50. The remaining network F 0 contains 1,060 nodes and 9,964
connections, corresponding to 33% of the nodes and 2.8% of the edges of the original
network. A summary of network properties is given in Table 4.2.
The reason for creating two networks is as follows. Because of the diversity of publication
types and interdisciplinary nature of computer science, publications often refer to the publi-
cations (e.g. preprints, letters) which may not be published by any journals, conferences or
workshops. The references also point to the publications in other disciplines. For example,
lots of papers on SNA cite the work done by Newman and Barabasi which are published
in science journals (Phy. Rev. Letters or Nature). That should be considered when calcu-
lating the similarity between venues. Therefore, we computed the cosine similarity on the
complete list of references at the paper level, then aggregated at the venue level to create
the knowledge network. However, to study the information diffusion and the impact of
venues in the domain, we need only the citation counts between themselves. The citation
network was created based on the inter-citation counts between venues, accordingly.
4.5 The Knowledge Network of Computer Science
We visualize the knowledge network K 0 using smart organic layout implemented in the
yFiles8 library, based on the force-directed paradigm [Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991].
The visualization is given in Figure 4.3, where conferences/journals are represented as cir-
cles with diameter denoting the number of publications and the thickness of connections
denotes the cosine similarity. Nodes are colored according to their assignment to domain
categories in Microsoft Academic Search9(Libra). White color nodes are un-categorized
conferences/journals. Libra assigns 2637 conferences/journals to 23 domains, so 430 con-
ferences/journals in our database remain un-categorized. We also accounted that some
8http://www.yworks.com/
9http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
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conferences/journals are assigned to multiple domains. For those, we randomly chose one
of the assigned domains. Figure 4.4 gives the visualization of the knowledge network using
journals only, which allow us to compare the visual structures of the two networks.
Any interpretation of the visual structure of the knowledge network in Figure 4.3 has to take
into account the following considerations. Firstly, different iterations of force-directed al-
gorithm can converge on different visualizations of the knowledge network. Figure 4.3
is not the only or best possible visualization. It is selected because it represents a clear
visualization of connections between conferences/journals in the knowledge network and
its main structural features were stable across many iterations of the visualization algo-
rithm. Secondly, the force-directed algorithm groups together conferences/journals that
are strongly connected in the knowledge network. The appearance of clusters is thus de-
pends on the weight of the connections in the knowledge network and is not the artifact
of the visualization. Finally, the exact geometric coordinates of journals/conferences and
clusters vary depending on the visualization algorithm and are thus considered artifacts of
the visualization.
Figure 4.3 shows us a clear cluster structure in which conferences/journals in the same
domain are placed in clusters. In contrast, the network of journals only (Figure 4.4) is
little “un-ordered” and one can not identify sub-disciplines from this network. In Figure
4.3, large and coherent clusters are algorithms and theory, artificial intelligence, software
engineering, security and privacy, distributed and parallel computing, networks and com-
munications, computer graphics, computer vision, databases, data mining and machine
learning. They cover most of the core topics of computer science. Some domains do not
have their own clusters. Conferences/journals in those domains are placed in the same
clusters with conferences/journals from closely related domains. For example, data mining
and machine learning are combined in one cluster; information retrieval sticks to databases;
natural language and speech processing is a sub-group of the artificial intelligence cluster
etc. That result reflects the hierarchical structure of domain classification.
Connections between conferences/journals in the network cross multiple domains. Dom-
inating in the middle of the network are conferences/journals in algorithms and theory.
This domain are connected to many other domains in the border of the map. The second
dominator at the center is databases. In clockwise order, starting at 12AM, databases is
tightly connected to information retrieval, data mining and machine learning (1PM), artifi-
cial intelligence (2PM), as well as software engineering (the green color, at 3PM to 4 PM).
Computer graphics connects to computer vision, multimedia and human-computer interac-
tion studies. We can also easily identify the cluster of bioinformatics conferences/journals
which has connections to artificial intelligence, data mining and machine learning. At the
bottom of the wheel, there is a mixed cluster of conferences/journals from hardware and
architecture, real-time and embedded systems, security and privacy. This cluster connects
strongly to software engineering and distributed computing.
Although the visualization of the knowledge network at conference/journal level shows us
a clear cluster structure, it would be more pleasant to see the visualization at the cluster
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Figure 4.3: The combined knowledge network (giant component)
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Figure 4.4: The knowledge network using journals only
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level. During the network reduction process, lots of conferences/journals were excluded.
To make the visualization at cluster level more precise, we process as follows:
• The knowledge network K 0 is clustered using a density-based clustering algorithm
proposed by Newman and Clauset [Newman, 2004b; Clauset et al., 2004]. The basic
idea of the algorithm is to find a division of the network into clusters within which
the network connections are dense, but between which they are sparser. To measure
the quality of a division, the modularity Q [Newman, 2006; Newman and Girvan,
2004] is used. In our case, the algorithm gives us 92 clusters with the modularity
Q = 0:771, meaning that we obtain a good clustering structure.
• Using the bibliography coupling frequency matrix V where columns and rows are
conferences/journals, the counts were aggregated to cluster level for the conferences/journals
which were assigned to clusters, thus give us the bibliography coupling counts be-
tween un-clustered conferences/journals and clusters. That results in a bibliogra-
phy coupling frequency matrix V 0 with conferences/journals and clusters in both
columns and rows. We calculate the cosine index between 1328 un-clustered con-
ferences/journals and 92 clusters, and assign un-clustered conferences/journals to
clusters with which they have highest cosine values.
• After that, cosine index is re-computed for pairs of clusters in the same way as we
did for conferences/journals.
Figure 4.5 shows a visualization at cluster level where clusters are squares with the size
denoting the number of conferences/journals and the weight of the connection between
clusters is the cosine similarity. Clusters are colored using the same color scheme as in
Figure 4.3. The colors show the fraction of domain venues in clusters. To prevent clutter,
for each cluster we retain only the 2 strongest outbound relationships. The network is
manually labeled based on the assignment of clusters to particular domains.
The network in Figure 4.5 can be interpreted as follows. In general, the appearance of the
network is similar to the network in Figure 4.3. Most of domains are assigned to more
than one clusters in which they dominate or share the “power” with other related fields.
The exceptions are graphics and bioinformatics which are uniquely assigned to one cluster.
Large clusters are composed of several closely related domains (except for the large clus-
ters of algorithms and theory, and software engineering, where the conferences/journals of
these fields dominate). For example, one cluster in the upper half of the diagram contains
machine learning, AI, databases, data mining, information retrieval and the world wide
web. These fields seem to be very exciting research areas with one large cluster and many
small ones closely connected to each other. AI is the most interdisciplinary area. Confer-
ences/journals in this field are distributed in multiple clusters which have many connec-
tions to other areas such as databases, data mining, information retrieval, machine learning,
WWW, software engineering, algorithms and theory, bioinformatics and HCI. Computer
vision, multimedia and graphics have relationships only to machine learning.
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4.6 Development of Computer Science Sub-Disciplines
The visualization given in Figure 4.3 is useful for observing the recent organization of the
computer science knowledge. Now the interesting question is that how the computer sci-
ence knowledge came to this stage. In particular, we would like to see the development
of the research areas - how the new fields emerge and develop over time, how confer-
ences/journals come together to form clusters (sub-disciplines) and how they split into
sub-clusters, how new conferences/journals connect to the existing conferences/journals
and clusters, and how the strength of the connections between clusters increases to form
the "shape" of the computer science knowledge.
To answer these questions, we visualize the knowledge network at different time points,
from 1990 to 2005, with 5-year intervals using the same technique as presented in Section
3 and Section 4. To compute the similarity between conferences/journals at a certain time,
we consider only the papers published from this time point backwards. The scales for co-
sine similarities (the thickness of connections) and conferences/journals size (nodes’ size)
have been kept constant to enable easy inspection of the changes. Note that the assign-
ment of conferences/journals to sub-disciplines by Libra is not perfect, so there are some
misclassifications. To interpret the visualization, we have to base on both the clusters of
conferences/journals grouped by the visualization algorithm and the sub-discipline labels,
where in each cluster, if a sub-discipline has a dominant number of conferences/journals
then this cluster represents that sub-discipline.
The visualizations of the knowledge network in 1990, 1995, 2000 and 2005 are given in
Figure 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. A close inspection of these figures and Figure 4.3 reveals
many changes. In 1990, the knowledge network is not clearly clustered. Although we can
identify the groups of venues in some sub-disciplines such as database, artificial intelligent,
algorithms and theory, software engineering and programming languages, privacy and se-
curity, the venues in these domains are distributed in several groups and the connection
in these groups is very sparse (low density). Some sub-disciplines even are separated into
disconnected components (e.g. a group of software engineering venues at the bottom left
corner). In 1995 there are still some disconnected groups, but venues start to come closer
to form the core of sub-disciplines. We can also observe the early connections between
fields. At the center, there is a large body of algorithms and theory which has many con-
nections to other large clusters such as software and programming languages, database,
artificial intelligence, distributed and parallel computing. Computer graphics (on the right
hand) starts a cluster and has connections to human-computer interaction. Some other
sub-disciplines emerge, such as machine learning and data mining emerge from artificial
intelligence, networking separates from operating system and distributed and parallel com-
puting. Well established venues (shown in Figure 4.6) continue to play the central role in
the domains, such as VLDB, SIGMOD and TKDE in database, TSE and ICSE in software
and programming languages, SIGCOMM and INFORCOM in networking, AAAI, AI and
IJCAI in artificial intelligence.
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Figure 4.6: The knowledge network in 1990
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Figure 4.7: The knowledge network in 1995
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Figure 4.8: The knowledge network in 2000
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Figure 4.9: The knowledge network in 2005
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We observe these trends also in 2000 and 2005 where sub-disciplines become more or-
ganized and mature. The connections between sub-disciplines are also become clearer,
reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of computer science research. Sub-disciplines are
also starting to separate, as we see in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 where artificial intelligence
is divided into several clusters, or bioinformatics emerge from database research. However,
merging seems to dominate the development trend, where disconnected components of the
network join to the giant component. For example, in 1990 there are several disconnected
components of software engineering, privacy and security as well as other domains. In
1995, a big disconnected component of software engineering joins the giant component.
The component of privacy and security stays disconnected, but becomes bigger. Then in
2000, that component finally joins the giant component. It is interesting to connect these
observations to what actually happened at that time. For example, in 1996, HTML 2.0
specification was maintained as a standard and in 1997, it became an international stan-
dard (RFC 207010). That is the reason for the blow of the Internet with many commercial
software vendors and platforms, especially Internet Explorer developed in the Windows
95 system. Before that time, privacy and security was quite an isolated research domain
in computer science. However, with the increasing use of the Internet where people can
exchange information quickly and freely, security becomes one of the main concerns and
attracts a lot of attention from both industry and research community. That could be the
reason why in 1995, security and privacy research stays as a disconnected component, but
in 2000 it connects to the giant component and is one of the large clusters.
The visualizations in Figure 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 reveal a lot of information, more than we
can describe here. Thus, we highlight the main changes and trends. Over time, main
topics in computer science, including algorithms and theory, artificial intelligent, database,
networking, and software engineering, develop consistently. Domains become more and
more interdisciplinary where they connect more or less to other domains or sub-domains.
Fields are starting to split into sub-fields, though merging dominates the development trend.
New fields or sub-fields continuously emerge from the existing sub-disciplines. With the
growth of the Web, data mining and information retrieval, emerging from database and
artificial intelligence, as well as privacy and security are becoming more and more exciting
fields with a lot of conferences and journals.
4.7 A Ranking of Journals and Conferences
There are different metrics to evaluate the performance and prestige of individuals and
journals such as citations count, H-index [Hirsch, 2005], impact factor11 by the Institute
for Scientific Information (ISI), now part of Thomson Reuters. However, these metrics are
controversial Seglen [1997]; Kumar [2009] and it turns out that using one single metric
10http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc2070.txt
11http://thomsonreuters.com/products_services/science/academic/impact_factor/
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cannot judiciously evaluate the impact of a journal or a scientist. A metric should be
used in the combination with other metrics to fully and reliably justify the performance of
scientists, publications and conferences/journals.
We employ two social network measures, betweenness centrality and PageRank, for venue
ranking. These measures do not intend to be a replacement, but a complement to the ex-
isting metrics. Given the assignment of conferences/journals to domains and the citation
network F 0, we calculated node’s betweenness centrality and PageRank to determine inter-
disciplinary and high impact conferences/journals, respectively. Using PageRank has one
advantage over the impact factor: PageRank does highly rank conferences/journals which
are cited by other highly ranked conferences/journals, so new conference/journal have a
higher impact when they are cited by well-known conferences/journals.
Betweenness centrality [Wasserman and Faust, 1995] of a conference/journal Vi is defined
as the number of shortest paths in the network that pass through Vi and it is computed as
follows:
C(Vk) =
X
i6=j 6=k
Pi;j(k)
Pi;j
(4.2)
where Pi;j is the number of (weighted) shortest paths between conferences/journals Vi and
Vj , Pi;j(k) is the number of that shortest paths which go through conference/journal Vk.
Highly value of betweenness centrality indicates a conference/journal as a "gateway" which
connects a large number of conferences/journals and clusters. Conferences/journals with
high betweenness centrality values often are interdisciplinary. Table 4.3 gives the list of top
30 betweenness centrality conferences/journals. They are indeed highly interdisciplinary.
The first position is CORR (Computing Research Repository) with the betweenness 0.185.
DBLP classifies it as a journal, but in fact CORR is a repository to which researchers could
submit technical reports. CORR covers almost every topic of computer science. Papers
published in CORR are not peer reviewed, only the relatedness to the topic area is checked.
That is the reason for the appearance of CORR as a large journal in the visualization (Figure
4.3) and as a top interdisciplinary journal. Among others, AI, machine learning, databases
and the world wide web contribute ten conferences/journals to this list. That confirms their
interdisciplinary nature reflected in Figure 4.5.
The PageRank score of a conference/journal is computed according to the PageRank algo-
rithm [Brin and Page, 1998a]. The algorithm iteratively calculates the PageRank score of
a node based on the score of its predecessors in the network as in the following equation.
P (Vi) = (1  d) + d
X
j
P (Vj)
O(Vj)
(4.3)
where P (Vi) is the PageRank score of node Vi, Vj is the predecessor of Vi and O(Vj) is out-
degree of Vj . Parameter d is the dumping factorwhich usually is set to 0.85 in literature. We
note that the dumping factor d models the random Web surfer. Web surfing behavior is dif-
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ferent to citing behavior, so the value of dmaybe different in our case. We use here the same
value of d and keep this note in mind. The list of 30 highest PageRank conferences/journals
is given in Table 4.3 where column Type denotes type of conferences/journals (J for jour-
nal and C for conference/workshop). PageRank favors conferences/journals that are well-
connected to other well-connected venues. CORR is in sixteenth position though it mostly
consists of technical reports. The list in Table 4.3 contains not only journals, but also the
leading conferences in the fields. From the list, one can see the well-known journals such
as Communication of the ACM (CACM), Journal of the ACM (JACM), Journal of Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI), SIAM Journal on Computing (SIAMCOMP) and ACM Transaction
on Computer Systems (TCS) as well as conferences in different fields such as SIGGRAPH,
AAAI, SOSP, SIGCOMM, POPL, VLDB, NIPS, etc.
4.8 Understanding Collaboration and Citation Behavior
In this section, we apply the model proposed in Chapter 3 to explain the characteristics of
conferences and journals. We address several questions concerning the characteristics of
computer science journals and conferences, and their development pattern. The knowledge
map presented in previous sections provides an overview of the field at domain level, i.e
the interconnectedness of domains and communities, while the observations described in
this section helps us to gain an insight into the internal interaction within each community.
We process the data as follows. We take all the papers published in a conference/journal
and extract its co-authorship network. The resulting network consists of only the collabora-
tions of the authors in the series. Note that two authors might collaborate with each other in
other series, but might not collaborate in the series under consideration. However, since we
investigate the collaborations of authors working on the topics of the series and how it main-
tains and cultivates these collaborations, it is not necessary to consider the collaborations
of these authors in other series. To create citation subgraphs, we take all the publications
cited by papers published in a given series, project them on the underlying citation graph
and extract the subgraph of citations among these publications. Formally, we define the
co-authorship subgraph Ga = (A;E) of a series is a graph where A is the set of authors
who published some papers in this series and there is a connection e 2 E between author
ai and aj 2 A if they wrote a paper published in this series together. Similarly, we define
the citation subgraph of a series Gc = (P;C), where P is the set of publications cited by
papers published in this series and C is the set of citations among these publications.
4.8.1 Characteristics of Computer Science Conferences/Journals
The first question we address is that to what extend the conferences/journals in computer
science are focused and how authors collaborate on that basics. In particular, we compare
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Figure 4.10: Properties of collaboration and citation graphs of conferences/journals
the properties of citation and co-authorship subgraph of journals and conferences to iden-
tify the differences between the two types of publishing. To gain insights in the above
questions, we compute the four network metrics described in Section 3.4.1, including clus-
tering coefficient, maximum betweenness, largest connected component and diameter, for
each co-authorship graph Ga and citation graph Gc. We do not use the average path length
metric since it is useful only for analysis of development pattern. For each metric we cre-
ate a normalized histogram and by observing these histograms we are able to examine the
characteristics of conferences and journals series.
The normalized histograms of the four metrics are given in Figure 4.10. Observing the ci-
tation graph measures, we see that conference/journal series (around 60% of total number
of series) tend to develop towards a focused stage, shown by medium clustering coefficient,
low betweenness, very large connected component and medium diameter. This observa-
tion indicates that conferences and journals have found the main theme which is the main
focused and closely related topics as the core. Network metrics of co-authorship show a
slightly different behavior: most of series are at bonding and emergence stages, meaning
that researchers in the venues are clustered in disconnected working groups and the com-
munities are still developing. The properties of both networks together suggest that though
series tend to develop the main theme, not so many of them successfully stimulate authors
to collaborate on that theme.
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Figure 4.11: A comparison of network properties of citation subgraph of journals and conferences
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Figure 4.12: A comparison of network properties of co-authorship subgraph of journals and conferences
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Now we compare the properties of citation and co-authorship subgraphs of conference and
journal. The question we try to address is that whether conferences expose the same pat-
tern in citation and collaborative behavior as journals. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show
the comparison of network properties of citation and co-authorship subgraphs of journal
and conference. The properties of citation network show the similar behavior of confer-
ences and journals: both develop the main theme as the core and tend to be focused (shown
by medium clustering coefficient, low maximum betweenness and big largest connected
component). The properties of co-authorship graph reveal some differences in collabora-
tive behavior. Although not all conferences and journals successfully build the community
core (large number of conferences and journals has small largest connected component),
there exists more gateways in conferences than in journals and researchers in conferences
tend to collaborate with peers in other working groups. That is shown by higher clustering
coefficient and higher betweenness.
To summarize, while conferences and journals in computer science are relatively focused,
they still connect to other related areas. Citation behavior of journals is similar to that
of conferences, but conferences facilitate the communication between participants whose
collaborations tend to cross different communities.
4.8.2 Subgraph Properties and the PageRank
Now we investigate the relation between the ranking of venues and the properties of col-
laboration and citation subgraphs. Our interest is whether the properties of collaboration
and citation subgraphs reflect the impact of venues. In Figure 4.13, we plot the median of
the network properties for each PageRank value in order to analyze this relation.
Several observations can be made here. On the one hand, citation networks of highly-
ranked conferences/journals series are at focused stage (medium clustering coefficient,
medium betweenness and big largest connected component), meaning that highly-ranked
venues are focused. The co-authorship networks of highly-ranked series are also at focused
stage, characterized by low clustering coefficient, very high maximum betweenness and
very big largest connected component. The vast majority of authors in those series are con-
nected in a large component and that component is connected to many other small groups
via gatekeepers. On the other hand, it is not easy to identify the type of the citation sub-
graph of low-ranked series. They might lay between bonding and emergence stages, with
high/medium clustering coefficient, high/mediummaximum betweenness and low/medium
largest connected component. However, co-authorship subgraph of low-ranked series are
at emergence stage, where authors are clustered in disconnected groups.
To summarize, highly-ranked series are focused as they develop the main topics as the core
and successfully motivate authors to collaborate on these topics. In these series, there exist
key members who connect different subgroups to the core. They serve as a gate to join the
new authors to the main core of the series. This is very important for every community of
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Figure 4.13: Properties of collaboration and citation graphs of venues as a function of PageRank
practice since one of the key success factors is not only to retain the well-developed ideas
but also attract new people to bring new ideas to the community [Kienle and Wessner,
2005b,a, 2006]. Although low ranked series might also develop main theme, but they
mostly do not successfully build up a large community to work on that or they are still in
the early phase of developing their community.
4.9 Development Pattern of Journal/Conference Research
Communities
In this section, we consider a different aspect of research communities of conferences and
journals: the dynamic pattern of development. In previous section, we discussed about
the stages at which conference and journal communities are to characterize the nature of
computer science research. Here we are concerned with the questions: how do the commu-
nities develop to those stages? Can we detect and differentiate the development patterns
of different communities? The answer to those questions has an practical implication for
research communities. For researchers, understanding the community means getting to
know the research environment, which leads to self-adaptation and hopefully improvement
in the field. For conference and journal organizers and stakeholders, an overview of their
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communities is important for maintaining, cultivating and promoting the conferences. New
comers (new conferences, new journals and new researchers) can learn from the successful
ones as role models by identifying what is going wrong with the community and what are
the directions to fix it.
Communities of conferences and journals can be considered as communities of practice
(CoPs) whose members share a common interest and come together to fulfil both individ-
ual and group goals. CoPs are defined as “groups of people who share a concern, a set of
problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this
area by interacting on an ongoing basis” [Wenger et al., 2002]. The main focus of a CoP
is to share the best practices and create new knowledge to advance a domain. In this sense,
scientific communities of conferences and journals are communities of practice since each
conference/journal typically focuses on a set of specific topics that belong to one or more
research domains. Members of conference/journals communities have different specialties
and backgrounds, come from different regions and participate in the communities at dif-
ferent degrees. Conferences and journals serve as a forum to connect researchers, to share
knowledge, to capture and diffuse existing knowledge to help members improve their prac-
tice.
Scientific communities have been studied from the view of CoP. In [Kienle and Wessner,
2005b,a, 2006], Kienle andWessner studied CSCL (Computer Support Collaborative Learn-
ing) community and proposed several design principles for cultivating scientific commu-
nities. They focused on the continuity, geographical distribution, international connec-
tivity of participants using co-authoring and citation information. In a similar study, C.
M Hoadley [Hoadley, 2005] analyzed CSCL with more focus on its interdisciplinarity.
There are other studies on specific conferences, including the work of Reinhardt et al.
[Reinhardt et al., 2011] on EC-TEL community and Ochoa et al. [Ochoa et al., 2009]
on ED-MEDIA conference, which mainly focused on collaboration between authors and
countries as well as topics analysis and authors ranking. Here we are concerned with an-
other aspect of scientific communities: their dynamic. Using SNA methods and the model
proposed in Section 3.4.1, we are able to detect the development pattern of a particular
conference/journal and compare the pattern of different conferences/journals.
We perform time series analysis on network parameters to qualify the development pro-
cess of a particular community according to the model in Section 3.4.1. In particular, we
would like to predict the stage to which the community tends to develop (trend analysis).
Besides five network metrics as defined in Section 3.4.1, we also investigate the densifica-
tion law to qualify the connectivity of the network. In [Leskovec et al., 2005], Leskovec et
al. discovered that complex networks densify over time, with the number of edges growth
super-linearly in the number of nodes, meaning that the average degree increasing. In fact,
the densification follows a power-law pattern: e(t) / n(t), where e and n(t) are the num-
ber of edges and nodes at time t, respectively, and  is an exponent that lies between 1 and
2 ( = 1 corresponds to constant average degree over time, while  = 2 corresponds to
very dense graph where on average each node has edges to a constant fraction of all nodes).
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We use exponent  to differentiate the speed by which networks are densified.
4.9.1 A Case Study on Technology Enhanced Learning and Database
Communities
In this section, we study and compare the development pattern of conferences in Tech-
nology Enhanced Learning (TEL) and database research. TEL is a young and interdisci-
plinary research area in computer science, while database is a established research domain
with well-known conferences like VLDB and SIGMOD. According toMicrosoft Academic
Search, there are 57 conferences, compared to 19 journals in the computer education cate-
gory, and 261 conferences and 42 journals in database. Such domination raises questions
about understanding the communities of conferences and their development pattern in or-
der to have an overview on the current research work of these areas. Using four established
and high reputation conferences in database as role models, we would like to see the dif-
ferences in development pattern of TEL and database communities. The main purpose of
this analysis is to raise the awareness of conference organizers and stakeholders toward
the development dynamics of their community. Consequently, another aim is to provide
information that facilitates the identification of strong and weak indicators within their
community and to provide hints for improvement.
We computed co-authorship and citation network parameters over year and the densifica-
tion law of five conferences in TEL, including IEEE International Conference on Advanced
Learning Technologies (ICALT), Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED), European
Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning (ECTEL), International Conference on In-
telligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), and International Conference on Web-Based Learning
(ICWL), and four conferences in database including VLDB, SIGMOD, PODS and ICDE.
Because of their long history, outstanding reputation and success in the database research
community these conferences can serve as benchmarks or good practices for other confer-
ence communities, including TEL conferences. The detail of the co-authorship and citation
networks of those conferences are given in table 4.4.
Figure 4.14a and 4.14b demonstrate the development of the citation network of five confer-
ences in TEL and four conferences in database. Each network parameter is plotted on the
vertical axis versus the "age" of the conference series on the horizontal axis. The age in this
case refers to a ordered series of conference events without taking the actual time interval
between events or the point in time of any specific event into account. Age 1 therefore
refers to the first event in each series, e.g. ECTEL 2006 and ICWL 2002. Age 2 refers to
the second event (e.g. ECTEL 2007 and ICWL 2007), and so forth. There are some years
missing in the plot of citation network parameters of database conferences since old papers
are probably not indexed by CiteSeerX.
The citation networks of the five TEL conferences are complex networks with a ratio be-
tween number of edges and number of nodes still growing (greater 1 and less than 2 in
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Table 4.4: TEL and database conferences networks summary
Name Series Events Papers
Co-authorship net. Citation net.
Nodes Edges Nodes Edges
ICALT Annually 2001-2010
(except 2002)
2,299 4,021 7,222 905 618
AIED Bi-annually 2005-2009 535 961 2,220 1,055 2,021
ECTEL Annually 2006-2010 450 940 1,988 812 596
ITS Bi-annually 1992-
2010(except 1994)
976 1,627 4,234 1,977 4,239
ICWL Annually 2002-2010 425 945 1,518 325 273
VLDB Annually 1975-2010 2,384 3,645 8,926 12,349 52,050
PODS Annually 1982-2010 933 964 1,988 5,438 23,759
ICDE Annually 1984-2010 3,489 5,600 12,385 12,190 59,109
SIGMOD Annually 1975-2010 2,157 3,507 9,704 7,692 36,510
Figure 4.14aa). The clustering coefficients of all conferences are similar, with ICWL ex-
posing a higher coefficient than the other four conferences (Figure 4.14ab). But Figure
4.14ad shows that the literature of ICWL and ICALT is much less connected than that of
ITS, AIED and ECTEL, which indicates that the two former have a broader, more interdis-
ciplinary scope than the three latter. This is supported by the development of the maximum
betweenness values in Figure 4.14ac, which expose the existence of more common core
references in these scientific communities. The diameters of ECTEL and AIED are begin-
ning to shrink very early indicating that the body of literature of these communities is quite
stable and the themes of the communities are settled. The development of the average path
length is also supporting this indication.
Compared to the citation pattern of database conferences in Figure 4.14b as well as the
development model in Section 3.4.1, we see that TEL conferences (except AIED) are in
the early stage of defining and stabilizing the theme of the community. VLDB, PODS,
ICDE and SIGMOD are very focused conferences in database, as shown by un-clustered
citation network (low clustering coefficient in Figure 4.14bb and very big largest connected
component in Figure 4.14bd). The main themes of these conferences are found and stable
after 10 to 15 years, as indicated by the stable values of clustering coefficient, betweenness,
largest connected component, diameter and average path length.
Figure 4.15a compares the co-authorship networks of five conferences in TEL with respect
to the development of the five network parameters and densification law introduced in the
previous section. The density, i.e. the ratio between the number of edges and the number
of nodes has increased over time with a coefficient larger than 1 and less than 2 for all
five conference series (Figure 4.15aa), whereby the coefficient is largest for ITS (1:38) and
ECTEL (1:24), and smallest for ICWL (1:05). This means that ITS and ECTEL manage
well to match the growing set of authors with a growing web of co-authorship connections.
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ICWL does not perform well in this regard, which is also evident in the plethora of non- or
weakly connected small author groups and the absence of a giant component in the network
even after nine conference events with 425 published papers (table 4.4).
The clustering coefficient (Figure 4.15ab) of all co-authorship networks is quite high (roughly
between 0:87 and 0:92) although it has dropped over the years, but Figure 4.15ad shows
that AIED and ECTEL have quickly growing large connected components (i.e. the core
author group described for the development model above) indicating a faster scientific com-
munity building process than for ICALT and ICWL. ITS has the largest core author group
of all five conferences, but it needed longer to develop since the size remained at an almost
constant low value for the first three ITS events. This might be due to the fact the first three
ITS events indexed on DBLP were held between 1992 and 1998, a time span in which an-
nual conference would have had seven events. While the plots in Figure 4.15a do not align
the actual points in time of different conference series, it seems safe to assume that the time
interval between two consecutive conference events and the overall temporal continuity of
conference events do have an impact on the development of the conference community.
For maximum betweenness ITS also has the highest value at slightly under 0:08 (Figure
4.15ac), which means that the most central author in the ITS network is on almost 8% of
all shortest paths through the co-authorship network. This value indicates that there are
many active key members-i.e. those authors that connect different author communities
through co-authoring of papers-contributing to the conference and community develop-
ment. ICALT and ICWL do not expose such a clear pattern, while AIED and ECTEL are
developing very fast in this regard. Fast development of the community typically indicates
that the conference has a tighter focus and/or the authors publishing at those conferences
have already had strong ties among each other before the conference series started. ECTEL,
for example, is a European conference, so the community is by definition smaller than that
of ICALT or ICWL, which address TEL communities worldwide.
All diameters of the co-authorship networks are still growing (Figure 4.15ae), showing that
the development of the community is not yet finished. Since the diameter represents the
length of the longest shortest path through the network, a peak in diameter growth would
indicate a lack of integrating new author communities into the core conference community.
Also the average path length is still growing for all five conference series (Figure 4.15af),
indicating again that their networks are still growing.
Figure 4.15b shows the development of network parameters of four conferences in database.
All four conferences expose the same development pattern: they developed steadily from
the bonding stage to a focused topology over a timespan of roughly 20 years. After that
age, they reached a stable network, as we see in the very stable values of the clustering
coefficient, maximum betweenness, diameter, average shortest path length and a constant
growth of largest connected component. Compared to the development pattern of TEL con-
ferences in Figure 4.15a, we see that TEL conferences expose a pattern typical of "young"
communities. Some TEL conferences develop faster, e.g. ITS, AIED and ECTEL, where
betweenness and largest connected component increase very fast, while the clustering co-
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efficient drops and tends to be stable very early. The other two conferences, ICALT and
ICWL, develop more slowly, but they still follow the same pattern. A closer look at the
values of network parameters shows that ICWL (and to a certain extent also ICALT) clearly
faces challenges: The ICWL community is highly clustered into many disconnected com-
ponents, thus the giant component (the group of core authors) is missing. In this commu-
nity, we can see the absence of the gatekeepers who connect different groups together as
indicated by the low maximum betweenness value (Figure 4.15ac).
Combined with the analysis of citation pattern in Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14b, we see that
highly specialized and focused conferences in computer science tend to develop a focused
topology with a very large connected set of authors - i.e., a giant component, which for
some conferences may consist of two-thirds or more of all authors in the conference series’
history (e.g., VLDB or ACM SIGMOD). One key feature of TEL, as opposed to highly fo-
cused conferences, is its interdisciplinary nature. In the analysis of conference community
development patterns it became evident that interdisciplinarity comes with pros and cons.
On the one hand, it attracts researchers from different subject areas to a conference. On the
other hand, it slows down the process of building a core group of authors, as we saw e.g.,
in the slower development pattern of ICWL compared to faster developing, more focused
conferences like AIED and ITS, which have a clear artificial intelligence focus, or ECTEL,
which has its geographic and thematic focus in European TEL.
Given the comparison of network structures of TEL and database conference communities,
and in particular the case of ICWL, we strive to understand the strategy by which the
conferences develop their community. In particular, we are interested in the reason behind
the emergence-or the absence-of the giant component. One can imagine two reasons for
the absence of the giant component:
(a) Authors are leaving the conference: if authors publish in the conference once and
never come back, they will leave behind "dead" nodes in the co-authorship network,
which are not active anymore. There will be no further connections from these nodes
to other nodes in the future. Therefore, new nodes have no chance to connect to the
existing nodes.
(b) Authors do return to the conference, but they keep collaborating within their own
group. This behavior strengthens the connections within groups, but makes no new
connections that cross the sub-communities. The whole community is therefore a set
of disconnected groups, which contradicts the very nature of a scientific conference.
The giant component is formed when authors choose to stay with the community and exten-
sively collaborate with other authors. The giant component is also becoming bigger when
new authors are connected to authors who are already in that component. In both cases,
recurring authors play an important role for the development of the community: they en-
sure the connectivity of the community and their interaction makes the community more
cohesive.
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Figure 4.16: Recurring authors and papers in TEL and database conferences
To measure the return of the authors and their contribution to the community, we calculated
the fraction of recurring authors and their publications over the years: a paper is published
by recurring authors if at least one of the authors has published in the conference before.
A high fraction of recurring authors combined with a low fraction of papers by recurring
authors indicate that recurring authors mainly collaborate with each other (one paper has
more recurring authors). On the other hand, a high fraction of recurring authors combined
with a high fraction of papers by recurring authors indicates that recurring authors collabo-
rate mainly with new authors, which contributes to community development.
We compared the two measures of TEL and database research communities (see Figure
4.16). As observed, the basic trend at the early stage of the development process is to
retain the authors: the fraction of recurring authors in all conferences increased in the first
years. The frequency of papers by recurring authors also increased. However, keeping this
strategy would make the community closed and there would be no new ideas coming in
from new authors. Therefore, at a certain time point, conferences retain a healthy fraction
of recurring authors. That is one principal strategy for cultivating scientific community of
practice proposed by Kienle andWessner [Kienle and Wessner, 2005b, 2006]. For database
communities, we observed this trend in the first 15 years and then the two measures became
stable. For TEL conferences, the fraction of recurring authors and their publications in
ICWL stopped increasing over the last five years. Year by year, only a small fraction of
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authors continued to publish in ICWL (less than 25%), while in other TEL conferences,
more than 35% authors keep publishing and this value is still growing. In both TEL and
database areas, some conferences quickly managed to retain their authors, e.g. ECTEL and
AIED for the TEL community, and PODS for the database community. ICALT currently
has the highest fraction of recurring authors, but the fraction of papers by recurring authors
is less than at ECTEL, AIED and ITS, respectively.
Depending on the nature of the conference, there are several reasonable explanations for
the above observations. Extremely focused conferences like AIED can quickly manage
to retain a good fraction of their authors since there are not so many prominent options
to publish in this focused field. In more interdisciplinary conferences like ICWL authors
return to the conference at lower rate. Other practical factors will also have impact, e.g., the
location of the conference venue, the programme committee members, and similar factors.
For example, ECTEL until now has been held exclusively in Europe, while PODS in the
first 22 years was held exclusively in North America. On the other hand, ICALT has been
moving across the globe from the beginning, and still it managed to retain its authors at
a high rate, which suggests that a combination of multiple factors determines how well
conference communities manage to keep their members returning.
In summary, understanding the community helps the members to define strategies to sup-
port the development of the community. One main goal is to move the community toward
a focused topology of connections, which will offer a fertile scientific environment for
research collaborations. Drawing from this analyses, some recommendations to different
conference community stakeholders for contributing toward this goal are summarized in
the following.
For conference organizers, besides managing organizational issues like maintaining stable
and reputable committees or moving the conference to opportune locations to attract and
involve local researchers, their efforts in retaining the key authors of the conference are
very important for the development of the community. Key authors can be rewarded and
attracted in several ways, e.g., through offering them roles in the organizing committees
or through opportunities for plenary addresses (e.g., keynotes) or similar occasions where
they can spark future cooperation by sharing their work and visions.
The key members of the community, i.e., those with a high centrality in the co-authorship
network, can contribute to the community development not only by publishing papers, but
also by cultivating the communication between current and prospective community mem-
bers. With their knowledge of the conference topics and community, they should be active
in finding, suggesting and setting up new collaborations with members in different sub-
communities also from the conference network’s periphery, which will make the whole
community more integrated and cohesive. Normally, key members are positioned at the
interface between sub-communities, so they are aware of the information and emerging
ideas from different sources. Subsequently they can synthesize these sources of informa-
tion to generate ideas and gather authors from different sub-groups to work on these ideas.
Key members also play an important role in engaging new authors and connecting them
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to the core of community. This will also introduce new ideas and research topics to the
conference.
Finally, for all other conference community members, continuing work in their established
co-author sub-community will strengthen existing collaboration ties, but impede the devel-
opment of the whole conference community. Engaging in collaborations that span different
sub-communities helps to generate collaboration ties within the conference community and
also strengthens the reputation of authors who are sparking these collaborations. In terms
of community topology, this also contributes to making the community more cohesive and
focused. Additionally, connecting different sub-communities is an important indicator for
the future reputation of these authors and their status as "gatekeepers" based on their cen-
trality in the network.
4.9.2 Detecting Pattern - Time Series Clustering
Different communities might expose different development patterns, as we have seen in
the analysis of TEL and database research communities. Although the network parameters
reveal a lot of information about the development of a particular community, comparing a
large number of communities requires lot of manual interpretation. Therefore, tools that
can automatically classify communities according to their development pattern is needed.
Here we applied time series clustering presented in Chapter 3 to detect the development
pattern of the computer science research communities. In particular, we focus on the types
of pattern that communities in computer science tend to follow, according to the develop-
ment model in Chapter 3, as well as the effect of the development pattern on the prestige
of the communities.
Time series clustering can be applied on two distinct graphs of a community - the co-
authorship and the citation graphs - to reveal the pattern of collaboration between commu-
nity members and the knowledge flow. Here the co-authorship network is of special interest
because it shows us the interaction between members in doing research in common topics
of a journal/conference, thus reflects the evolution of the community. We applied the time
series clustering algorithm presented in Chapter 3 on co-authorship network of journals
and conferences. For each network, we computed seven network parameters, including
number of nodes, number of edges, clustering coefficient, maximum betweenness, largest
connected component, diameter and average shortest path length over time (year periods).
Each community was then represented as a matrix Cmn where m is the age of the commu-
nity and n = 7 is the number of parameters. We observed only conferences and journals
which are more than 5 years old to make sure that we can see their development trend.
Overall, 1667 conferences and journals were clustered.
The algorithm gave us two clusters. We plotted the distribution of the cluster’s members
over their ranking (according to PageRank) in Figure 4.17a. Cluster 0 includes the ma-
jority of high-ranked journals and conferences such as CACM, JACM, TCS, AI, TSE,
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Figure 4.17: Community development patterns and the PageRank
SIGGRAPH, etc., while cluster 1 contains mostly low-ranked conferences and journals.
We examined the patterns that the community of conferences and journals in each cluster
expose and observed that communities in cluster 0 develop or tend to develop to a cohe-
sive and well connected structure (focussed topology) in the development model presented
in Chapter 3, while communities in cluster 1 are mostly in bonding or emergence topol-
ogy where the whole community is clustered in many disconnected components. To see
whether the age of the communities has an impact on the prestige, we computed the aver-
age age of the cluster members at each PageRank value and found similar pattern (Figure
4.16b). Basically, the age has an impact on the ranking of the conferences and journals.
The older the conference/journal is, the higher probability it is ranked higher. However,
this impact is slightly different in the two clusters. In cluster 0, we clearly observe this
impact in every level of PageRank, while in cluster 1 we can only see it in high level of
PageRank (top 240). That means for the low-ranked conferences and journals in cluster 1,
the age has no impact. This observation allows us to draw an important conclusion: the
development pattern greatly affects the prestige of conferences and journals from the be-
ginning. Communities that develop the community toward a well-connected structure (e.g.
focussed topology) has a big advantage in building the reputation. Connecting this result
to the analysis in section 4.9.1, we see that this trend is not only followed by the commu-
nities in TEL and database research, but also by the communities in all other sub-fields in
computer science. The strategies that members and stakeholders of a particular community
define to develop their community depend on many aspects, e.g., the nature of research
topics, publishing culture, etc. Analyses and comparison on a local level (i.e sub-field)
would reveal and give more useful hints and suggestions to define practical strategies, as
observed in the case study of TEL and database communities.
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4.10 Summary
In this chapter, we presented our study on the dynamic of computer science knowledge.
Based on the combined DBLP and CiteSeerX databases, the knowledge network is gener-
ated using both journal and conference publications. The visualizations show the cluster
structure of computer science knowledge network, which is not possible by the analysis
of journals-only. Conferences and journals of the same fields or related fields are grouped
into clusters which can be defined as disciplines or sub-disciplines. We analyze the devel-
opment of computer science disciplines by visualizing the knowledge network at different
time points. One important conclusion is that conferences constitute the social structures
that shape the computer science knowledge and the field is becoming more interdisciplinary
as sub-disciplines are connected to many others.
We analyze the citation and collaboration subgraphs of conferences and journals by dif-
ferent SNA metrics. We find that conferences and journals are becoming more interdis-
ciplinary though they tend to develop their core topics as the main focus. By compar-
ing the citation, collaboration subgraphs of journal and conference, our study shows that
though conferences are less focused than journals, they facilitate the communication be-
tween community members. We further analyze the relation between the impact and the
properties of citation and collaboration subgraph of venues. One important conclusion is
that highly ranked venues successfully develop their theme as well as their community and
experts are the key success factor for the development of a venue. That confirms one of
the principle for cultivating scientific community of practice studied by several researchers
[Wenger et al., 2002].
Further analysis of the development pattern of communities shows the basic principles that
conferences and journals in computer science are following. High impact conferences and
journals develop their community toward a cohesive and well-connected structure. A case
study and comparison of the TEL and database communities reveal the practical strategies
and hints for conference organizers, stakeholders and members in cultivating their com-
munity. Although communities in computer science may follow the same development
pattern, practical strategies used to implement it depends much on the nature of research
topics as well as communication and publishing culture of the given community.
In the future, more digital libraries need to be integrated to obtain complete citation infor-
mation. Given that the objective of this chapter is to study the macro structure of computer
science knowledge, DBLP and CiteSeerX are quite sufficient. However, to study the struc-
ture of knowledge network at more detail and local level (i.e at the sub-discipline level),
more citation data are needed. Several datasets are possible, e.g ACM, IEEE Xplore, Mi-
crosoft Academic Research, CEUR-WS.org12. Citation information could also be gathered
from search engines like Google Scholar. Furthermore, the ranking studied presented in
this chapter is global ranking. It probably does not reflect the complete impact of a con-
ference or journal in a particular field, especially in some more marginal sub-disciplines
12http://sunsite.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/Publications/CEUR-WS/
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such as computer graphics or bioinformatics. Therefore a deep analysis and ranking at the
sub-discipline level is necessary to gain an insight into a particular domain and to have a
full evaluation of the impact of conferences and journals.
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Chapter 5
Clustering Technique for Recommender
Systems
This chapter describes our proposed recommendation framework for research communities.
From the observation in chapter 4, we see that communities play an important role in scien-
tific communication and their behavior is affected by their members in many ways. Here,
we would like to investigate the effects of the communities on their members’ decision.
We seek for a framework that can assist researchers in finding and suggest them related re-
search information. Our proposed framework is based on the communities discovered from
the interaction between scholars and scientific items (publications, conferences/journals),
with the aim to improve recommendations on both efficiency and quality.
Based on the framework, we have developed applications for two recommendation prob-
lems. The first one aims at supporting researchers to find and join the right research com-
munities. Here journals and conferences are considers as research communities where re-
searchers communicate with each others, exchange ideas and disseminate the results. The
second application helps researchers to get to know about the communities that they have
joined. Academic events (conferences) are of special interest for this task. In Chapter 4, we
have seen that conferences facilitate the communication and dissemination between mem-
bers through various communication mechanisms, e.g. formal and informal face-to-face
meeting, presentations and discussions, etc. To support researchers in making contacts
and maximum the benefit at conferences, we developed a context-aware recommender that
recommends people and talks to the participants. The system combines the social context
extracted from the research activities of users with the dynamic temporal context (loca-
tion and time) of users at the conference to make recommendations. Those applications
demonstrate the effect of the community on the members and its usefulness in improving
recommendation quality.
The chapter is organized as follows. First, we review the techniques that incorporate social
network into recommendation process. Then we present our framework in section 5.2. The
sources for clustering are described in section 5.3, following by a first evaluation of the
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framework using trust network in section 5.4. The chapter finishes with some conclusions
and remarks.
5.1 Social Networks and Recommender Systems
The development of social networking systems such as Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn
has led to a new trend in recommender systems - the social-network based recommen-
dation. Social-network based recommendation gathers and incorporates social relation-
ship between users to make recommendations. The basic idea is that from the user gen-
erated data in social networking systems, such as friendship relationships, event partic-
ipation, interest in a book, a movie or a product, the recommender implicitly creates a
social graph where people, events, movies, etc., are represented as nodes and connec-
tions are relations extracted from user activities. This graph is called social rating net-
work (SRN) where each user expresses ratings on some items and also creates social
relations to other users. Based on this graph, the recommender suggests the items to
the target user using the preferences of the users who have direct or indirect social con-
nections [Jamali and Ester, 2010,?]. There has been much research on social-network
based recommendation, including trust-based recommendation [Massa and Avesani, 2007;
O’Donovan and Smyth, 2005; Ma et al., 2011c,a, 2009a,b], social friends network recom-
mendation [Ma et al., 2011b; Guy et al., 2009; Liu and Lee, 2010; Xin et al., 2009], social
tag recommendation [Ma et al., 2011c]. Social networks have been shown to be very ef-
fective in solving the data sparsity problem of traditional collaborative filtering systems
[Ma et al., 2011c]. With the advent of online social networks, the trust-based approach
to recommendation has emerged. This approach assumes a trust network among users
and makes recommendations based on the rating of the users that are directly or indirectly
trusted by the active user [Jamali and Ester, 2009]. Work has been done on trust-based rec-
ommendation including trust inference on trust networks [Ziegler, 2005; Golbeck, 2005;
O’Donovan and Smyth, 2005], learning to recommend with trust [Ma et al., 2009a,b], etc.
Trust relationship has been proved to be helpful for improving the quality of recommenda-
tions.
A natural way to incorporate trust to recommendation is to use trust relationship to identify
the neighbors in collaborative filtering process. That is, instead of finding similar users
(neighborhood) using rating data, indirected or direct trust value can be used as a similarity
measure. To take the advantage of traditional collaborative filtering and trust, similarity
between users based on rating and trust value can be combined [O’Donovan and Smyth,
2005; Massa and Avesani, 2007]. The evaluations show that trust can improve the per-
formance of collaborative filtering regarding to the cold-start problem and the quality of
recommendation. To infer indirect trust, several algorithms can be used, e.g. MoleTrust
[Ziegler, 2005], FilmTrust and TidalTrust [Golbeck, 2005]. Another way to incorporate
trust is to regularize it into the model-based recommendation such as matrix factorization
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Figure 5.1: Clustering for collaborative filtering
[Ma et al., 2009a,b]. The matrix factorization is then extended with with regularization
terms constraining the trust and distrust relations between users.
5.2 Proposed Framework
The application of clustering techniques reduces the sparsity and improves the scalability
of the systems since the similarity can be calculated only for users in the same clusters.
Different clustering strategies can be performed based on users and items, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.1. In general, clustering users (or items) results in sub-matrices of the entire user-
item rating matrix. Then classical CF algorithms (user-based and item-based) can be used
to generate recommendation based on those sub-matrices. In Fig. 5.1(a), when user-based
CF is applied on user clusters, the neighbors of the active user are users in the same cluster.
If item-based CF is used, the ranking of an item is based on the items which are rated by
users in the same user cluster. Similarly, in Fig. 5.1(b), the neighbors of the active user
are users who have rated items in the same item cluster (in case of user-based CF) and the
ranking of an item is based on the items in the same item cluster (in case of item-based
CF).
Fig. 5.1 depicts the situation where each user and each item are assigned uniquely to one
cluster, though users can be assigned to different user clusters (in item clustering) and items
can belong to different item clusters (in user clustering). In this case, the prediction for the
active user can be made by averaging the opinions of the others in the same user cluster
(user-based) and the ranking of an item is based on the items in the same item cluster
(item-based). However, in a real-world application, users and items can belong to several
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clusters, e.g one user may be interested in the movies of different genres such as horror,
war, comedy or drama; one movie could also be assigned to different categories according
to genre. The prediction is then made by an average over the clusters.
Users can be clustered based on their rating behavior or some other information such as
demographic information (age, sex or occupation). To cluster items, a simple technique is
to classify items based on their content, e.g movies are categorized by genre, director etc.,
and then the prediction for an item is made by an average of the opinions of users in the
clusters that this item belongs to. However, this technique is suitable in the domains where
the features of the items are hidden or hard to extract, as well as where the structure of
the categories is complicated, e.g items are hierarchically classified. Consequently, several
approaches have been proposed ([Quan et al., 2006], [Zhang and Hurley, 2009]) to cluster
items based on user rating.
We argue that social relationship has an impact on user behavior in recommender systems
and propose to use clustering technique on social network of users to identify their neigh-
borhood. We present the first case as depicted in Fig. 5.1(a), where user-based CF is
combined with user-based clustering. It differs from the traditional model-based CF clus-
tering in two folds. On the one hand, it exploits the social relationship of users, while other
techniques cluster users based on the ratings or other information. On the other hand, the
clusters are extracted from the network topology, which are quite different to the explicit
communities studied in [Harper et al., 2007] and [Backstrom et al., 2006].
Traditional CF algorithms proceed in two phases. At the first phase, calculate the sim-
ilarities between pairs of users and identify their neighborhood. Recommendations are
generated to the active user based on the aggregate of the ratings of the neighbors. In
our approach, first we cluster users (offline) to identify user communities. Then we apply
traditional CF process within clusters to generate recommendations. The algorithm is as
follows:
(a) Formulate the social network of users, G = (U;E), where U is the set of users,
U = fu1; u2; :::; ung and E is the set of social relations between users. G might be a
weighted or un-weighted network.
(b) Perform a clustering algorithm on the network G. The set of users U is divided into
clusters U1; U2; :::; Uq, where Vi \ Uj = and U = U1 [ U2::: [ Uq.
(c) Using clusters as the neighborhoods, the prediction rating for the active user u on
item i is computed by either weighted sum or simple weighted average:
Pa;i = ra +
X
u2Ua
(ru;i   ru)wa;uX
u2Ua
k wa;u k
(5.1)
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Pa;i =
X
u2Ua
ru;iwa;uX
u2Ua
k wa;u k
(5.2)
where Pa;i is the prediction rating of user a for item i, ra is the average rating of
user a, Ua is the cluster of user a and w(a; u) is the weight between user a and
user u. The weight w(a; u) could be the similarity between active user a and the
user u in the same cluster, computed using the ratings on the items rated by users
in that cluster. That results in a pure memory-based CF with clustering. The weight
w(a; u) could also be computed based on the social information, for example the (di-
rected/indirected) trust value that user a gives to user u, resulting in a social recom-
mendation with clustering. When w(a; u) is set to 1, we have group recommendation
where every user in a cluster gets the same recommendation for a given item.
The benefits of clustering using social relationship are in follows. First, since clustering
is performed offline, its computation does not harm the performance of recommendation
generation process. Second, since the similarity between pairs of users is computed for
users in the same cluster, it is less computation expensive, due to the small size of the
clusters. Last, communities are identified based on social interaction, not based on the
ratings of users, which has been shown to be worse in term of recommendation quality.
The question here is what kind of social interaction can be used to discover communities.
5.3 Sources of Information for Clustering
Different kinds of additional information can be used identify communities. We classify
them into two categories, with the focus on scholarly information. In the first category,
user features such as research topics, department, university, etc., or item features such as
papers’ topics and keywords, conference/journal topics and committee, etc., can be used
to group users or items. Here, we focus on the second kind of scholarly information, the
interaction between scholars and between publications, conferences and journals. The goal
here is to create the network of scholars, publications and conferences/journals on which
we can mine the communities. We differentiate three types of interaction: citation between
publications, collaboration between scholars and the interaction in social networking sys-
tems.
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5.3.1 Citation Analysis
References that research papers made to one another create a network among them. Based
on this basic network, other networks such as author citation and conference/journal cita-
tion can be created by aggregating publication citation information. Those networks are
then can be used to identify publication, author and conference/journal clusters. As de-
scribed in chapter 3, different citation analysis techniques are employed to create citation
networks. We briefly recall them as follows, where all the numbers in co-citation and
bibliographic coupling can be normalized.
Publication Citation Network
• Pure citation network: Gcp = (P;Ccp), where P is the set of publications and Ccp is
the set of references between them.
• Co-citation network: Gcc = (P;Ccc), where P is the set of publications and Ccc is
the set of links between them, weighted by the number of their co-occurrences in
other publications.
• Bibliographic coupling network: Gcb = (P;Ccb), where P is the set of publications
and Ccb is the set of links between between them, weighted by the number of publi-
cations they have in common in the reference list.
Author Citation Network
• Pure citation network: Gap = (A;Cap), where A is the set of authors and Cap is the
set of (directed) links between them, weighted by the number of times that an author
cited publications of another.
• Co-citation network: Gac = (A;Cac), where A is the set of authors and Cac is the set
of links between them, weighted by the number of co-occurrences of their publica-
tions in other publications.
• Bibliographic coupling network: Gab = (A;Cab), where A is the set of authors and
Cab is the set of links between between them, weighted by the number of publications
they have in common in the reference lists of their papers.
Conference/journal Citation Network
• Pure citation network: Gvp = (V;Cvp), where V is the set of conferences/journals
and Cvp is the set of (directed) links between them, weighted by the number of times
that publications published in a conference/journal cited publications published in
another.
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• Co-citation network: Gvc = (V;Cvc), where A is the set of conferences/journals and
Cvc is the set of links between them, weighted by the number of co-occurrences of
their publications in other publications.
• Bibliographic coupling network: Gvb = (V;Cvb), where V is the set of confer-
ences/journals and Cvb is the set of links between between them, weighted by the
number of publications that they have in common in the reference lists of their pub-
lished papers.
5.3.2 Collaboration Analysis
Co-authorship information can be used to create network among authors. Based on this,
networks of publications and conferences/journals can be created using author information.
The following networks are considered.
• Co-authorship network: Ga = (A;Ea), where A is the set of authors and Ea is the
set of (indirected) links between them, weighted by the number of papers that they
have co-authored.
• Co-authored publication network: Gp = (P;Ep), where P is the set of publications
and Ep is the set of (indirected) links between them, indicating that two papers are
written by at least one common author.
• Co-authored conference/journal network: Gv = (V;Ev), where V is the set of
conferences/journals and Ev is the set of (indirected) links between between them,
weighted by the number of authors who have published in both conferences/journals.
5.3.3 Social Networking Information
Interactions in social networking systems can be extracted to create network among schol-
ars and publications. Web 2.0 systems offer a rich set of tools for research collaboration. In
systems such as Academia, ResearchGate, CiteULike or Mendeley, researchers can share
their publications, make contacts with others, participate in discussion groups, bookmark
interesting publications and even create and manage their personal libraries. Rich data
generated by users and their interaction enable us to create networks and to mine the com-
munities. The following kinds of network can be defined from such data.
• Friendship network: network is formed by users and their explicit friendship (con-
tacts, followers and followings).
• Co-bookmarking network: bookmarking data includes tagging, bookmarking or stor-
ing a publication in user’s personal profile, and can be considered as early citation
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data, where bookmarking a publication indicates the reference of the user to that pub-
lication. Consequently, several networks can be created using the same methods in
citation analysis as we described in section 5.3.1.
• Group participation network: network is formed by users and the links between them
indicate that they participated in some groups together.
To summarize, there is a rich set of information sources available for research community
discovery. Some of them come from traditional digital libraries, some come from social
networking systems. Obviously, combining traditional digital library data and social net-
working data is promising and would give us a more complete view of research activities,
and therefore would give better results for community mining.
5.4 Evaluation - Trust-based Clustering
In this section, we present our experiment with clustering on trust network to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the communities (mined from social trust relationship) on recommen-
dations. We define the trust network T = (U;E)), where U is the set of users and E is the
set of link between users that denotes the trust relations (user a trusts user b). The network
T can be a un-weighted network (binary trust) or a weighted network (links are weighted
by the degree of trust that a user gives to other users). Network clustering can be applied
on this trust network to discover user communities and the recommender can use them to
generate recommendations.
5.4.1 Dataset
We use Epinion as the data source for our experiment. Epinion1 is a well-known knowledge
sharing site and review site, which was established in 1999. In Epinion, users can assign
products or reviews integer ratings from 1 to 5. Users can also maintain their "trust" lists
which present the networks of trust relationships between users. Trust list of a user are
people who the user considers their opinion is relevant or valuable. Epinion uses this trust
network to order the product reviews such that a user first sees the reviews by users that
they trust.
The dataset used in our experiment is collected by [Massa and Avesani, 2007]. It consists
of 49,290 users, 139,738 items and 664,824 reviews. The total ratings is 664,823. There are
487,182 trust statements in total. The user-item matrix sparsity is 99.99%. The statistics
of the dataset and trust network are given in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. We also observe a
number of Power-law distributions in the data set, including items per user and outdegree
distribution in the trust network (Fig. 5.2)
1http://www10.epinions.com/
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Table 5.1: Dataset statistics
Statistics User Item
Min. Num. of Ratings 1 1
Max. Num. of Ratings 1,023 2,026
Avg. Num. of Ratings 16.55 4.76
Table 5.2: Trust network statistics
Statistics Trust per User Be Trusted per User
Max. Num. 1,760 2,589
Avg. Num. 14.35 9.89
5.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The widely used technique for evaluating recommender systems is leave-one-out. This
technique involves hiding one rating from the test set and trying to to predict it with a
certain algorithm. Then the predicted rating is compared with the real rating and the differ-
ence in absolute value is the prediction error [Herlocker et al., 2004]. We use leave-one-out
technique and employ the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) to measure the quality of the pre-
diction of our approach in comparison with other collaborative methods and trust-based
recommendation methods. Formally, MAE is defined as follows:
R(r; v) =
X
i;j
j pi;j   ri;j j
n
(5.3)
where n is the number of ratings over all the test cases, pi;j is the prediction rating of user i
on item j and ri;j is the actual rating. We also use the coverage to measure the percentage
of the time that an algorithm is able to successfully make a recommendation. Normally,
this means that the algorithm was able to make some recommendations. A successful
recommendation is defined as the prediction that the algorithm can make for a rating in the
test set.
5.4.3 A Comparison of Various Algorithms
We compare out algorithm with two other baseline methods, traditional user-based Pearson
collaborative filtering and directed trust recommendation.
• Pearson: the standard CF algorithm is presented in Chapter 2 in which we use Pear-
son correlation as the similarity measure. For the neighborhood selection, we use the
strategy 5 presented in Chapter 2 where we require that a candidate for a neighbor
of the active user is the one who rated the given item and have at least four items
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Figure 5.2: Power-law distributions of Epinion data set
(overlap threshold equals to 4) in common. So if an user has no such neighbors, we
consider that Pearson algorithm is not able to make the recommendation for this user.
• Directed trust: to make the prediction for the active user on an item, the ratings of
users in the trust list of the active user are aggregated as in formula 2.6, where wa;u
is the trust value that user a has given to user u. Because in Epinion, trust value is
binary (trust or not), wa;u equals to 1.
• Clustering with trust: we run the density-based clustering algorithm by Clauset
[Clauset et al., 2004] on trust network to group users into clusters. The trust network
is treated as an un-directed network. The prediction for the active user is computed
according to the formula 2.6 based on the ratings of users in the same cluster. The
weight wa;u is set to one, resulting in less personalized recommendation (group rec-
ommendation). One can employ a trust inference algorithm, for example TidalTrust
[Golbeck, 2005], to compute the trust value between user a and user u, and use it as
the weight wa;u to have more personalized recommendation.
We divide the dataset into training and test data sets at a 90% to 10% (5,000 ratings) ratio.
The clustering is performed on the whole trust network and the predictions are computed
for the ratings in the test set. Clustering algorim gives us 1,210 clusters in which there
are two large clusters with size over ten thousands users and many clusters with small size
(see Fig. 5.3). To make the evaluation fair, we force Pearson to use the same number of
neighbors as the number of cluster members. We perform 5-fold cross validations for the
experiment, where in each fold we randomly assign the ratings into either training or test
data sets.
The prediction accuracy evaluated by MAE is given in Fig. 5.4. We can observe that our
trust-based clustering approach performs better than traditional Pearson collaborative fil-
tering and directed trust recommendation (0.1373 and 0.0383 respectively). The improve-
ment is even more significant in term of coverage as presented in Fig. 5.5. Directed trust
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of coverage for trust-based clustering and baseline methods
method performs worst regarding to coverage since the neighborhood of the active user
includes only the trust-peers, so if the given item is not rated by any trust-peers, it cannot
be recommended. Trust-based clustering outperforms Pearson method (by 24% coverage).
As mentioned in Section 2, Pearson method might be not able to recommend the given
item to the active user if non of the neighbors have rated that item. Due to the sparsity of
the rating data, the problem becomes serious in which Pearson method cannot make the
recommendations for many users. However, with clustering the active user still gets the
recommendation as long as he is assigned to a trust community. In summary, trust-based
clustering outperforms both baseline methods in term of prediction accuracy and coverage.
5.5 Academic Event Recommendation - AERCS
As we have discussed in chapter 4, academic events (conferences, workshops, symposiums)
are very important in computer science as the major publication and dissemination outlet.
Academic event communities serve as research forum where members communicate, ex-
change ideas and collaboratively perform research work, hence advance themselves in the
field. Finding and joining the right communities is challenging for researchers, especially
young PhD students who just started their research, given the large number of conferences
and journals in each sub-disciplines. Here we are concerned with support researchers to
find the right communities and formulate the problem as academic event recommendation.
Joining the community of a conference/journals is not only to submit a paper, but also
to get to know the community, to make new contacts and to keep oneself aware of the
recent development of the community. Making the decision to join a community, e.g. to
submit a paper to a conference or journal, depends on different aspects. Here we focus
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on the community aspect. We argued that community has great impact on the members’
behavior. If we consider joining a new community as a behavior that spreads over the
network, we can predict which conferences or journals a researcher will join in the future
by studying the diffusion of this behavior in the community of the given researcher. Based
on that, recommendation algorithm can be designed to suggest conferences or journals to
researchers.
Diffusion of innovations is a research area in social science [Rogers, 2003; Valente, 1995;
Strang and Soule, 1998]. This area studies the spreads of innovations through certain chan-
nels over time among the members of a social system [Rogers, 2003]. Regarding to the
diffusion of community membership, Backstrom et al. [Backstrom et al., 2006] study the
community evolution to predict who will join a particular community in the future, given
the number of the friends already joined and the interaction as well as activities of friends
in that community. Here we consider not only friendship, but also the community mem-
bers. That is we study the probability that a given researcher will join a community of
conference or journals, given the number of his own local community members already
in that conference/journal and their activities. The local community of a researcher can
be implicit, i.e. tightly-connected group identified by some clustering algorithms on given
network, or explicit, e.g. the community of a conference that the researcher already joined.
There is relatively few work has been done in academic conference/journal recommenda-
tion. Zaiane et al. [Zaïane et al., 2009] proposed a random walk based method on the
tripartite network of authors, conferences and topics to find relevant conferences and col-
laborators. The tripartite network is created by using the co-authorship, papers published
in conferences by authors and the topics extracted from papers’ title.
5.5.1 AERCS Recommendation Algorithm
Our proposed algorithm is based on the general framework described in section 5.2. The
goal of the algorithm is to find the communities that an author will join with high probabil-
ity and recommend them. Here, we consider conferences and journals as communities to
recommend. When mapped to recommender system concepts, authors are users and con-
ferences/journals are items. The problem is to compute the preferences of users (authors)
on items (conferences/journals) based on their research activities. Here we approximately
infer the interest of authors in the conferences/journals by the number of papers they pub-
lished. Let U = fu1; u2; :::; umg be the set of authors and V = fv1; v2; :::; vng is the set of
conferences and journals. This measure is defined as follows:
R(u; v) =
p(u; v)
nX
i
p(u; i)
(5.4)
where p(u; v) is the number of papers researcher u published in conference/journal v and
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n is the number of conferences and journals. The rating R(u; v) thus is the fraction of
papers which researcher u published in conference/journal v. We note that this measure
might be a too strong indicator for researchers’ opinion, since publishing a paper in a con-
ference/journal or participating in a conference depends on many different aspects. One
might favour a particular conference or journal. But because of some problems, they have
not published any papers in it. On the one hand, this measure under-estimates, and there-
fore, gives us the low bound of researchers opinion. However, it is an accurate measure
since publishing papers in a conference or journal presents the topics of interest and the
opinion of researchers on that one.
Authors, conferences/journals and the inferred ratings form the preference matrix Rm;n,
where m is the number of authors and its elements Ri;j are the ratings computed by equa-
tion 5.4. The authors are then clustered using one of three networks, the co-authorship,
citation and event co-participation networks. A network density-based clustering algo-
rithm is applied to group authors into clusters. Here we use the modularity based algo-
rithm [Clauset et al., 2004] to discover author communities. Author clusters are then can
be used together with traditional collaborative filtering algorithm to generate recommenda-
tions. Similar to the general algorithm proposed in chapter 5, the algorithm has two phases:
building user clusters (offline) and recommendation generation (online).
(a) Create author network,G = (U;E), whereU is the set of authors, U = fu1; u2; :::; ung
and E is the set of scholarly activities between authors. Network G can be citation
network, co-authorship network or friendship network. G might be a weighted (e.g.,
by the number of papers two authors have written together, or by the number of
papers of an author that the other author has cited) or un-weighted network.
(b) Perform a clustering algorithm on the network G. The set of authors U is divided
into clusters U1; U2; :::; Uq, where Vi \ Uj = ; and U = U1 [ U2::: [ Uq.
(c) Compute the similarity between the target author a with authors in the same cluster
using Cosine index:
wa;u =
Pn
j=1Ra;j Ru;jqPn
j=1R
2
a;j
Pn
j=1R
2
u;j
(5.5)
where Rm;n is the preference matrix computed by equation 5.4.
(d) Using clusters as the neighborhoods, the prediction rating for the active author a
on conference/journal v is computed by either weighted sum or simple weighted
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average:
Pa;v = Ra +
X
u2Ua
(Ru;v  Ru)wa;uX
u2Ua
k wa;u k
(5.6)
Pa;v =
X
u2Ua
Ru;vwa;uX
u2Ua
k wa;u k
(5.7)
where Pa;v is the prediction preference of author a for conference/journal v, Ra is
the average preference of author a, Ua is the cluster of author a and w(a; u) is the
similarity between author a and author u.
5.5.2 Evaluation
We performed two test cases based on the DBLP dataset. Each of them uses a snapshot of
co-authorship network at a certain year and predicts the venues in which a researcher will
participate in the next year. For example, using clusters from the co-authorship network in
2005, we recommend the venues that a target researcher might take part in 2006. DBLP
data was downloaded in July, 2009. It contains 788,259 authors, 1,226,412 publications
and 3,490 venues. We extract two snapshots of co-authorship network in the years of 2005
and 2006. The snapshots are created based on the publications from the considered year
backwards, e.g. 2005 snapshot takes the co-authorship network of publications published
in 2005 or earlier. Each snapshot is presented as an weighted un-directed graph, where
nodes are researchers and there is an edge between two researchers if they co-authored at
least one publication. The edges are weighted by the number of co-authored publications.
The 2005 network contains 478,108 nodes and 1,427,196 edges. The 2006 network has
544,601 nodes and 1,686,876 edges.
We run the density-based clustering algorithm [Clauset et al., 2004] on each network. Clus-
ter size distribution is given in Fig. 5.6. Overall, the algorithm gave us several large clusters
with the size of thousand nodes and large number of clusters with the size ranging from 2
to hundred nodes. The modularity Q for the partitions of 2005’s and 2006’s networks are
0:829 and 0:82, respectively.
For comparison, we use two standard measures from information retrieval: precision and
recall, defined as follows:
Precision =
Relevant_venues_recommended
V enues_recommended
(5.8)
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Figure 5.6: Cluster size distribution
Recall =
Relevant_venues_recommended
Relevant_venues
(5.9)
whereRelevant_venues_recommended is the number of venues in the recommended list
of venues, in which a researcher participates in the next year; V enues_recommended
is the number of venues recommended; Relevant_venues is the number of venues a re-
searcher takes part in the next year.
We compare our clustering approach with the traditional Cosine CF algorithm which fol-
lows the top-k recommendation principle. To make the evaluation fair, the number of clus-
ter members for each researcher was recorded and we force CF to use the same number of
neighbors for recommendation generation. Similarities between researchers are computed
using cosine measure. For each test case, we randomly select one thousand researchers as
active users and generate recommendations for them. For each researchers, the precision
values are computed at 11 standard recall levels, 0%; 10%; :::; 100%. Then the average
precision value of one thousand researchers at each recall level is computed. Finally, the
precision-recall curve of each algorithm is plotted.
The precision-recall curves for the 2005 and 2006 test cases are given in Fig. 5.7. Clearly,
clustering method performs better than traditional Cosine CF. This contradicts with the
result in [Sarwar et al., 2002], where the prediction quality is worse in case of the clustering
algorithm. The reason is that previous clustering approaches group users using rating data
and often result in less personal and worse accuracy than classical CF algorithms. Here we
cluster users (researchers) based on their social relationships (the co-authorship network),
so using additional information for clustering has the benefit. However, (as being observed
from the chart) the precision of both algorithms is quite low (about 33% for Cosine CF and
35% for clustering method) and the difference in accuracy is also small. That is because we
evaluate the approach based on the venues participation of researchers. A researcher may
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Figure 5.7: Performance of clustering for test cases 2005 and 2006
prefer a particular conference, but it may take time to turn it into the action: publishing a
paper in this conference. An online evaluation therefore is necessary.
There is also a number of reasons to explain the above results. User clusters have a great
impact on the recommendation in our approach. Whether the clusters reflect the true in-
formation need of users depends on the network (or the relationship) we use for clustering
and also depends on clustering algorithms. Here we examine only the co-authorship net-
work which describes the strongest relation between authors. As mentioned earlier, other
types of social relationship (e.g. citation network) could be used to identify better user
clusters, which would lead to better result. Also, here we use a clustering approach which
assigns users uniquely to one cluster. It would not be the case in the real-world situation
where each user might participate in several clusters (communities). For example, if one
author is working on different field such as Data Mining, Database and HCI, then he might
participate in the communities of these fields. Discovery overlapping communities and in-
tegrating them into the recommendation process is challenging and we are still working on
this problem.
5.6 CAMRS - Context-Aware Mobile Recommender for
Conference Participants
Academic events such as conferences, symposia and workshops do not just serve to present
research work, but also to connect researchers in the same domain and to foster potential
collaborations. As we have seen from Chapter 3, from the view of community of prac-
tice, scientific community of conferences serve as a forum to connect researchers, to share,
capture and diffuse the existing knowledge. In a academic event, researchers communi-
cate and established new connections via several mechanisms, e.g. via attending talks and
presentations, group discussion, or informal face-to-face meetings. However, choosing the
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most relevant talks to attend and finding the colleagues with similar interests can be tedious
tasks for event participants at large events with parallel tracks and hundreds or thousands
participants. Furthermore, academic conferences are very dynamic, e.g. participants are
moving around, attending different talks in different rooms and at different time. Confer-
ence programm can also change, for example the scheduled talks maybe canceled due to
the absent of the presenter. This aspects raises a challenge for the recommendation services
that help participants to navigate at the venue.
CAMRS - a Context-Aware Mobile Recommender System helps conference participants
find talks and presentations to attend, and interesting researchers to make new connections.
CAMRS incorporates two aspects of conference participants: their mobility at the venue
and their social context. Because participants are moving around at the venue, their pref-
erences can change at any time dues to the changes in their surrounding environment, e.g.
time, location, their community, etc. A conference itself is a research community whose
members are working on the same or similar topics. The opinion of community or com-
munity wisdom can help participants navigate at the venue. We refer the community as
social context of participants. By combining these two aspects in a modified version of
collaborative filtering recommendation technique, CAMRS is able to make recommenda-
tions that can adapt to the changes in users preference as well as in their community. Since
the preferences of users are not known in advance, or even if they are known in advance,
the data is too small that makes the search for community imprecise. Instead we infer the
social context via research activities of users using two large-scale social networks - the
citation and co-authorship networks. Additionally, at certain time point we consider the
snapshot of community preferences since they can change anytime. The preference matrix
is therefore formulated dynamically based on the current participants’ whereabouts at the
venue, popularity, location, and activity of talks and presentations.
5.6.1 Context-aware Mobile Recommender Systems
Since computing is moving toward pervasive and ubiquitous applications, it becomes in-
creasingly important to incorporate contextual aspects into the interaction in order to de-
liver the right information to the right users, in the right place, and at the right time
[Bikakis et al., 2007]. A great deal of work has been done in the area of context-aware
mobile recommender systems. Unlike these classical CF algorithms, which rely on a two-
dimensional perspective - user and items, Adomavicius et al. [Adomavicius et al., 2005]
propose a multidimensional recommendation model (MD) as a step toward incorporating
contextual information in recommender systems. For instance, in a multidimensional rec-
ommender, time and location could be used as two further dimensions alongside users and
items. Thus, the recommendation algorithm would not restrict its reasoning to the ratings
the users made on the items, but it would also consider the spatio-temporal context in
which the ratings have been made. Visually, the recommendation space can be thought
of as multidimensional cube which encodes the ratings of all users on all items in every
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context. The goal of a MD recommender is to apply a dimension reduction to decompose
that hyper-cube into a two-dimensional model on which CF can be applied. This is done
by dropping all ratings that do not pertain to the context of the active user.
Abbar et al. [Abbar et al., 2009] propose theContext-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS),
a system which stresses the importance of context and user profiles. A framework called
Personalized Access Model (PAM) maps a subset of the user preferences to contextual
situations and yields so called contextual profiles. The contextual profiles are computed
offline and stored in a database. At runtime, given a contextual situation, the binding ser-
vice fetches all corresponding contextual profiles from the database. The resulting runtime
profiles of the users are referred to as operational profiles. With all operational profiles
being computed, CF is subsequently applied.
McCarthy et al. [McCarthy et al., 2002] implement the social-scanning application Ubi-
Comp which is intended to facilitate the mutual revelation among scientists at a conference
venue. In UbiComp attendees are furnished with RFID tags that they insert into their
traditional badges. Proactive displays, which sense the environment for the tags, display
information about nearby people and activities. Karki et al. [Karki et al., 2008] develop
a framework for dynamically creating social networks in mobile environments. Each user
edits his profile and advertises it using his mobile device. A middleware called PeerHood
allows for the ad hoc communication among the peers. It supports the transparent usage
of Bluetooth, WLAN, and GPRS wireless technologies. Upon detection of a new mobile
device in the active user’s vicinity, the profile of the detected peer is compared with the one
of the active user. If the two profiles match both peers are added to the same ’group’. Thus,
several groups of interest can be dynamically created and can coexist at the same location.
Unlike the previous approach which creates social networks in mobile environments, the
approach proposed in [Beach et al., 2008] aims at accessing online social networking ser-
vices through mobile devices in order to ascertain the identities of persons sensed in the
vicinity. The proposed system, called WhozThat, leverages the contextual information of
online social networks in order to facilitate the social interactions in the real world. The
implementation of WhozThat consists in a two-step protocol. In the first step the smart-
phones exchange the ids of the respective users (e.g via Bluetooth). In the second step, ids
are used to import the relevant social context from an online social network service.
Another attempt to bridge the gap between social networks and the real world is done by
SIM-Mee [Albert et al., 2009] where the users securely exchange virtual business cards
using Near Field Communication (NFC). SIM-Mee detects all nearby contacts whose busi-
ness cards are stored in the user’s smartphone. Miluzzo et al. [Miluzzo et al., 2007] also
propose a personal sensing system called CenceMe which continuously uploads a user’s
status (activity, location, etc) to a social network service. The status information is gleaned
by sensors located on the user’s mobile device. CenceMe allows among others for a RSS-
like mechanism that notifies a user when a group of his friends are meeting.
Although our approach follows the multidimensional recommendation model, where the
preference data is decomposed according to time and location dimensions, we focus on the
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social context of users. Previous work elaborated only mutual links in social networks to
provide services to users. Here we extract the social context by social network analysis
on the network structure of users. By using link prediction methods on large-scale social
networks, the community of users, which we refer as social context, is identified and used
in the recommendation service. Combining social context and dynamic preference data
would give us recommendations that meet user interests in a certain context.
Regarding recommender systems for conference participants, Conference Navigator uses
the community wisdom to make recommendations [Farzan and Brusilovsky, 2008]. The
“community” in this system is a type of “supervise” community: users can create commu-
nities and others can choose a community to participate. The opinion of users about talks is
collected via user personal schedule and the opinion of community members is aggregated
to the community wisdom. Then the community wisdom is used to make recommendations
to members. As we have mentioned, even if we can collect the feedbacks of all participants
about talks before the conference starts, this data is relatively small since it covers only one
conference. We use instead the research history of participants to identify their community.
5.6.2 Memory-based Collaborative Filtering and Link Prediction
As described in chapter 2, a typical user-based CF recommender processes through the
three following phases:
(a) Representation of the input data. A m  n user-item matrix R is compiled. Ru;i
represents the rating of user u on item i and the row Ru can be regarded as the
profile of user u and called user-vector  !u .
(b) Neighborhood formation. The similar users of the active user u are identified and are
referred to as its neighbors. The similarity between active user u and user v can be
computed by the cosine measure or by the Pearson correlation
(c) Generation of recommendations. Unrated items by the active user u are ranked by the
ratings of users within the active user’s neighborhood. The ranking (or prediction) of
an unrated item i can be computed using simple weight average or adjusted weight
average of ratings of neighbors on that item.
If we consider the similarity between users as some kind of implicit relationship, identify-
ing neighborhood can be expressed as link prediction in social networks. A social network
is a set of nodes with connections among them. The rating matrix can be represented as
a bipartite network where nodes are users and items, and there are only connections from
users to items. We can extend this bipartite network by adding implicit/explicit relations
between users and/or between items by their similarity.
The link prediction problem [Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2003; Murata and Moriyasu,
2008; Huang et al., 2005] is an important question related to the network evolution. It deals
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with the prediction of the edges that are expected to appear in the network within a given
interval, by only relying on features intrinsic to the network [Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg,
2003]. The link prediction problem can be formalized as follows. Given, two times t < t0
and a snapshot of a social network’s graph G = (V;Et) where the set V represents the
individuals and the set Et represents the ties existing among them at time t, then, we seek
to construct the setE[t; t0]which contains the edges initially not present inG and which are
expected to appear during the interval [t; t0]. The set E[t; t0] exclusively contains the new
edges which connect nodes that were already existing at time t. In other words, the link
prediction doesn’t heed the nodes that appear or disappear during the test interval (along
with their corresponding edges). The fact that the set V in G is not indexed reflects this
static aspect.
The methods used for link prediction can be categorized into two classes: neighbor-based
and path-based methods. Both use adapted techniques from graph theory and social net-
work analysis. Path-based methods incorporate the global network structure by considering
the set of paths between two nodes. Our approach uses neighbor-based methods for link
prediction since they are easy to compute and perform well in many social networks, espe-
cially co-authorship networks [Backstrom and Leskovec, 2011; Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg,
2003; Lichtenwalter et al., 2010]. The basic idea of neighbor-based approach is that uncon-
nected nodes whose neighborhoods largely overlap are more likely to form a link in the
future. For two nodes x and y, let  (x) resp.  (y) denote their respective sets of neigh-
bors, then, their linkage prediction, score(x; y), can be computed with one of the following
measures:
• Common neighbors computes the possibility of a link between x and y as the number
of neighbors they have in common:
score(x; y) = j (x) \  (y)j
• Jaccard coefficient uses the ratio of the number of common neighbors to the total
number neighbors as prediction measure:
score(x; y) =
j (x) \  (y)j
j (x) [  (y)j
• Adamic/Adar considers common neighbors with a low degree centrality more seri-
ously than those which are connected to several other nodes. In effect, two individ-
uals both know the network’s hub is less expressive than if they know an isolated
person.
score(x; y) =
X
z2 (x)\ (y)
1
logj (z)j
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5.6.3 CAMRS Recommendation Algorithm
We elaborate a collaborative filtering (CF) technique for our recommendation algorithms.
The objective is to recommend talks, sections and people (referred to as items) to confer-
ence participants (referred to as users). Our approach takes into account two aspects of
conference participants:
• Mobility and context-awareness: at the venue, participants are moving objects. They
are moving around and taking part in presentations in sections (tracks), workshops,
symposiums, posters or informal discussions. Mobile users’ interests can change at
anytime because of the changes in their surrounding environment, e.g. time, location,
their community, etc. Therefore the recommendation service should not rely only on
static user profile, but rather than on a more dynamic one that captures the current
user situation.
• Social relation: a conference itself is a research community whose members are
researchers working on the same or similar topics. The community can help individ-
uals navigate at the venue, especially in big conference with many (parallel) tracks
like SIGMOD (The ACM International Conference on Management of Data). We
refer the community as social context of users.
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Figure 5.8: Community formulation by link prediction and talk recommendation
We propose a CF based recommendation technique that incorporates the above considera-
tions. As discussed in Section 3, classical CF algorithm processes in three phases: repre-
sentation of input data as rating matrix, neighborhood formulation by looking for similar
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users and recommendation generation. Our approach is slightly different from traditional
CF technique: we may not know the rating (or preference of users) for talks beforehand.
Even if we had the data, for example by users schedule, this data is too small since it covers
only talks and sections of one conference. So looking for similar users based on preference
data is imprecise. Instead we use the research activity of users - co-authorship and cita-
tion as the main sources to form the neighborhood of users. The basic idea is that, from
co-authorship and citation networks, we can identify researchers who have similar inter-
ests or are working on similar topics as the target user. By combining similar researchers
from these networks, we are able to formulate the community and use it to guide the target
user at the conference. Since members of the community are moving, their preference can
change at anytime. The preference matrix therefore is formulated dynamically based on
the activity of community members at the conference (Fig. 5.8).
The Preference Matrix
The preference matrix is created dynamically based on users contextual information: where
they are (location information), at what time and which section (time information). When
it is requested, for example when the system needs to generate recommendations to a par-
ticular user, we create the rating matrix Rnm where n is the number of users, m is the
number of on-going and up-coming talks and Ri;j = 1 if user i is currently attending or
will attend section (or talk) j, Ri;j = 0 otherwise. As we see, users and talks in this matrix
are only small subsets of all users and talks in the conference, so it can be created and
queried efficiently.
Neighborhood Formation
In the next step we identify the neighborhood of a particular user. The idea is to look
for users who have similar interests or are working on similar topics. To this goal, we
use the research history of users: papers they wrote, authors they collaborated with and
authors they referenced to in their work. These kinds of relation can be modeled as two
distinguished social networks: the co-authorship network where nodes are authors and
there is an undirected connection between two authors if they co-authored at least one paper
together; and citation networks where nodes are authors and the directed link between two
authors denotes the citation. Combining the two networks, we can identify the community
(or neighborhood) of the users. Two types of tie can be selected as member of the target
user’s community:
• Direct peers: authors with whom the target user has collaborated or authors to whom
the target user has referenced. In term of link prediction, the scores for the direct ties
are equal to 1, since they already exist.
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• Indirect peers: authors who are far away in the networks but similar to the target
user measured by some link prediction methods. Since we consider two networks,
the overall collaboration prediction between two authors x; y can be computed as the
weighted sum of their respective link prediction scores Sco authorship and Scitation in
the co-authorship and in the citation graphs:
S(x; y) =  Sco authorship(x; y) + (1  ) Scitation(x; y)
where  is a parameter that we use to control the strength of the relationship of
authors in co-authorship network. For example, when we want to emphasize on col-
laborative relations, we would set  > 0:5. When  = 0:5, collaborative and citation
relationships are considered equally. In our implementation, we use Jaccard to mea-
sure the similarity between indirect authors in co-authorship and citation networks.
Other link prediction measures are possible and will be evaluated in the future.
Recommendations Generation
Given the preference matrix and the neighborhood of users, we generate recommendations
on talks, sections and people for conference participants at the venue. The recommendation
need to take time and location information into account. Since the preference matrix is
generated at a particular time point and uses the current location of users, time and location
information are naturally integrated into recommendation process.
(a) Talk and section recommendation. Given the active user i, the recommendation score
score(e; i; t) of the talk e at time t can be computed as the weighted sum of the
ratings of the neighbors attending that talk. The ratings are weighted with the link
prediction scores between the target user i and each neighbor present at that talk. The
whole recommendation score is finally controlled by a temporal factor determining
the relevance of the recommendation at the specified time. Formally,
score(e; i; t) =
t
P
j2U 0 S(i; j)Rj;eP jS(i; j)j
where
t =

1 ; t < eend
0 ; otherwise
where t is the temporal relevance of the recommendation, and eend denotes the end
time of the event e. U 0 denotes the set of neighbors of user i, S(i; j) is the link
prediction score between user i and user j, and Rj;e is the element of the preference
matrix created at time point t, as described in A.
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(b) People recommendation. People recommendations are generated directly from link
prediction scores: top k similar users are recommended to the target user i. The
recommendation excludes the direct peers and only takes in-directed peers whose
prediction scores are greater than zero.
5.6.4 CAMRS Prototype
We adopted a client-server service-oriented architecture (Fig. 5.9) in which the tasks of
the client confine to the interaction with the user, the collection of environmental informa-
tion, and the communication with the server. The server runs the computationally intensive
recommendation algorithm and delivers the results to client running on an Android smart-
phone (Fig. 5.10). To handle conference programme, we created an XML schema which
describes the structure of an academic event and determines the type of the underlying data.
The schema is made public and conference organizers wishing to offer CAMRS’ recom-
mendation service at their events are exhorted to compile an XML document complying
with this schema. The conference programm uploading is handled by the event manager
module.
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Figure 5.9: CAMRS architecture
Despite the simplicity of Jaccard’s coefficient, the computation of the similarity scores
entails high cost, due to the large-scale co-authorship and citation networks. In order to
reduce the response time, we compute in advance the prediction scores among the confer-
ence participants. As soon as the program of the conference is uploaded into the system,
the system pre-computes the scores among pairs of participants and stores them. Since
the bibliographical information does not change fast, the community of each user is quite
stable during the conference.
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Figure 5.10: Rendering of recommended scientists and talks
In order to provide real-time recommendations, the CAMRS client senses the indoor loca-
tion of event participants at the venue. The algorithm requires room-level accuracy. Several
techniques can be used for indoor localization of mobile devices which are mainly radio
location fingerprinting [Kjaergaard, 2007] or RFID [Zhou and Shi, 2009] techniques. In
our case, infrastructure-less techniques are more appropriate, since it is not very likely that
event organizers will install special equipments for indoor localization. WiFi-based indoor
localization can achieve sufficient accuracy, however it requires a tedious calibration phase
and is much error-prone in dynamical environments [Chintalapudi et al., 2010]. This is due
to the fact that the signal is subject to propagation effects such as shadowing, and reflection
[Schiller, 2003].
We opted for an interactive location recognition solution, i.e. participants provide the in-
formation of the room they are in either by scanning a Quick Response Code (QR code)
provided at the entry of each room or by selecting the room from a menu in the mobile
client application. This simple method for harnessing the whereabouts of participants is a
one possible solution. Depending on the infrastructure at the venue, different indoor sens-
ing methods can be incorporated into CAMRS simply by plugging in as a context provider.
The main advantage of QR codes positioning lies in its simplicity. Indeed, it requires no
extensive configuration. For the implementation of the CAMRS prototype, we use ZXing2
for decoding the rooms’ designations represented as QR code. More precisely, we use an
interactive positioning technique in which the user scans the name of the room he/she is
2http://code.google.com/p/zxing/
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currently located in. ZXing is an open source Java library for processing the barcodes on
mobile devices. ZXing relies on the built-in camera to take a picture of the barcode and
then decodes the information contained in the barcode.
5.6.5 Evaluation
Most of techniques to evaluate recommender systems focus on the accuracy of the algo-
rithms [Herlocker et al., 2004]. Normally, evaluation is done offline using “leave-one-out”
technique: remove one rating from the data, try to predict the removed rating using the
remaining data and then compare the predicted rating with the true rating. This method
is not applicable for our system, because of several considerations. First, the dynamics of
user preference and the community are not taken into account. Second, the novelty of the
recommendation cannot be measured by this offline method, e.g. whether users are inter-
ested in the talks, besides the ones they actually participated in. So an online evaluation
is necessary. However, offline evaluation is useful to evaluate our underlying data set (co-
authorship and citation networks), i.e whether the system can make some recommendations
given the neighborhood identified from those networks.
Carrying a complete online evaluation is challenging for our system, since it heavily re-
alizes on the infrastructure at the conference venue (location sensing, wireless network,
etc.), as well as the mobile devices that conference participants are using. Instead, we per-
formed two studies: a conference simulation using data from ICWL 2010 (International
Conference on Web-based Learning 2010) and an on-site study at EC-TEL 2011 (Euro-
pean Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning 2011). The objective of this study is
to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach regarding to the social context and
the mobility of users at the venue.
ICWL 2010 conference simulation
We evaluated CAMRS on a subset of the ICWL 2010 which took place on December 7-11,
2010 in Shanghai, China. The reason for this choice is that we could find a small sample of
six researchers (the evaluators) who attended that conference. The sample comprised 2 key
members, 2 active members, and 2 peripheral members. The subset of the conference en-
compassed 15 tracks (3 keynotes, 6 paper sessions, 6 workshops) and 128 participants (in-
cluding the evaluators). The assignment of the 122 virtual scientists to tracks was guided by
their authorship activity at the ICWL 2010. If a researcher had authored a paper presented
at a session then he was programmatically set to be attending that session. Furthermore, in
order for the evaluation to be realized in less than one hour and a half, the sessions were
scheduled to last five minutes on average. Three rooms were selected to host the different
tracks. Each of them was assigned a QR code on the door to let evaluators check in. Each
evaluator was equipped an Android smartphone with CAMRS mobile client pre-installed.
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At the beginning of the conference, three parallel sessions were scheduled. The peripheral
members were told to check in at a session of their choice. At the same time, the key
members were asked to make certain that they got those sessions recommended. Upon
receiving talk recommendations, the evaluators were encouraged to open the talk details
to see the members of their community who are attending that talks. In order to not only
assess the context-awareness of the recommendations for the key members, the community
members of the other four evaluators were programmatically moved between the sessions,
so all evaluators could get updated sessions recommendations. At the end of the test, the
evaluators were asked to fill in an evaluation form.
Results: Concerning the scientists recommendations, two evaluators found the recommen-
dations very useful, two other found it useful, and finally the two last found it not very
useful. A sample of researcher recommendation is given in Table 5.3. All evaluators re-
ported to know some of the recommended scientists as well as their research interests.
These scientists were in all cases the scientists with the highest prediction scores. As to the
scientists that the evaluators did not know yet, after reviewing the respective profiles, the
evaluators found some of them interesting. The evaluators conceded that they would have
not been noticed of them otherwise and would agree interacting with them during breaks.
Sientist name Prediction score Already know
1 Fridolin Wild 0,20438 x
2 Javier Torrente 0,129032
3 Erica Melis 0,101524
4 Roberto Tornero 0,094116
5 Wolfgang Nejdl 0,065148 x
6 Howard Leung 0,0354 x
7 Carsten Ullrich 0,029196 x
8 Ruimin Shen 0,027028 x
9 Fan Yang 0,013652
10 Wei Wu 0,011268
Table 5.3: Ralf Klamma’s 10 most predicted collaborators at the ICWL 2010
The fact that the recommended people with the highest scores were such scientists that the
evaluators did know (maybe from previous interactions at past conferences) shows the abil-
ity of CAMRS to discover potential collaboration. Such recommendations increased the
confidence of the evaluators in the recommendations. Furthermore, the fact that some to-
tally new interesting collaborators were found is indicator of a noticeable degree of novelty
and serendipity of the recommendations.
Concerning the talk recommendation, more than the half of the evaluators found 80%
of the talk recommendations interesting. All evaluators noticed that the recommenda-
tions changed as people were entering or leaving the rooms. These two results show that
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CAMRS produces relevant context-aware talk recommendations.
On-site Study: EC-TEL 2011 Conference
We performed the second study at EC-TEL 2011 which took place in Palermo, Italy, 20 -
23 September 2011. Since we could not manage to set up the location sensing infrastruc-
ture at the conference venue, the mobility of users was not taken into account. We fixed
the participants of a particular talk as the authors of papers in the same section. The con-
ference program was run in real-time and the recommendations were shown to participants
with their login account. At the end of the conference, we collected feedbacks from the
participants.
Although the evaluation at EC-TEL was limited, we received quite positive feedbacks (on-
site and via an online survey). In most of the feedbacks, the participants found talk recom-
mendations as interesting. In one feedback: “The paper recommendations were strikingly
accurate”. In another feedback: “Some of the recommendations were surprising, but it
remains unclear, why they have been chosen”. However, participants also found that they
already know personally most of people in the recommendations. This result is similar to
the ICWL 2010 conference simulation.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we described our proposed clustering framework for collaborative filtering
recommendation. The framework incorporates the community and collaborative filtering
technique to make recommendations. First, the model is built by mining the communities
(offline). It differs from existing clustering approaches, in which we use social relationship
between users and between items to cluster them, instead of using rating data. The com-
munities are then used together collaborative filtering, where the computation of similarity
between users (or items) is performed within the clusters. It reduces the searching space
for neighborhood creation and therefore can speed up online recommendation generation.
Different clustering strategies can be applied based on different data sources from digital
libraries and social network systems. The evaluation based on trust data in a product review
system shows that clustering using social information clearly improves the performance of
collaborative filtering techniques.
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed framework in the context of research commu-
nity recommendation, we have developed two application scenarios. The first application
recommends communities of conference/journals to researchers. The second application
supports researchers to navigate at the conference venues by recommending talks and peo-
ple to participants. The evaluations show that communities have great effect on members’
decisions and incorporating communities into recommendation algorithms helps improve
their accuracy.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Online accessible and Web 2.0 enhanced digital libraries make it possible to study the
organization and evolution of knowledge domains at the scale that was impossible before.
The opportunities that digital libraries bring to research communities are in three folds.
First, online accessible and Web 2.0 enhanced digital libraries broaden user communities.
Digital libraries users are not only scholars, but practitioners, industrialists and the whole
society. Online library systems are also accessible not only within particular geographical
areas, but also the world-wide. Such rich social digital libraries need to be studied in order
to provide users discovery and retrieval tools. Second, standards and protocols make it
easy for digital libraries to share and exchange meta data. It enables the creation of a
global scientific information network. Hence, the study of scientific communication can
be performed at a very large scale. Third, scientific communication and interaction in such
a large information space can be modeled and researched in detail using complex network
methods.
This thesis deals with the social aspects of knowledge domain analysis. We consider the
knowledge domains as social systems and study their organization by means of social net-
work analysis. In this chapter, we conclude by a summary of our main contributions and
highlight some directions in which this research work can be extended in the future.
6.1 Summary of Results and Contributions
We summarize our contributions by group them in three parts: knowledge domain analysis,
community analysis and community-based recommendation.
Knowledge Domain Analysis
• We have proposed a SNA-based framework for knowledge domain analysis. Knowl-
edge domains are analyzed from a social perspective. Network analysis techniques,
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including cluster analysis, visual analytic, and network-based ranking measures, are
integrated in the framework to study the social aspects of scientific interaction. Those
techniques help both experts and non-experts understand knowledge domains, their
organization and development.
• We have studied the organization and dynamics of computer science using two large
scale digital libraries, the DBLP and CiteSeerX. The study reveals many changes
in computer science over the observation course. First, sub-fields in computer sci-
ence continuously emerge and develop over time. Second, unlike other disciplines,
conferences play an important role as they constitute social structures that shape the
computer science knowledge and cultivate the communication in the field. Finally,
computer science is becoming more and more interdisciplinary as sub-fields tend to
connect to many others.
Community Analysis
• We have proposed a model to analyze the development of research communities.
This model allows us to observe and characterize the development stages of a par-
ticular community through dynamic network analysis, based on the microscopic
approach. We observe and qualify the development stages of a community by the
changes of their network topology. A set of network features are employed which
enables a comparison of development stages of different communities.
• We have performed a case study on computer science conference and journal commu-
nities and found several useful patterns. First, successful conferences and journals
are relatively focused since their citation graphs tend to develop into a cohesive and
well-connected structure, which represents the core topics. Second, the collaboration
within a majority of conferences and journals is clustered in sub-groups, indicating
that only a few of them successfully stimulate authors to collaborate on the main
theme. Third, conferences facilitate communication between members more than
journals since their co-authorship network is more cohesive and well-connected. Fi-
nally, high impact journals/conferences successfully build the core topics and main-
tain a well-connected collaboration network among members, and experts are the
key success factor for cultivating the conferences/journals.
Community-based Recommendation
• We have proposed a clustering-based recommendation framework that integrates
communities into recommendation process. The framework first discovers commu-
nities from the interaction between users. Then communities are combined with tra-
ditional collaborative filtering techniques to generate recommendations. Basically,
the community wisdom is used as a main factor in suggesting items to members.
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• We have applied the proposed framework to design an algorithm which recommends
conferences and journals to researchers. Communities are identified from the sci-
entific interaction between authors (e.g., collaboration, citation, etc.) using a net-
work clustering algorithm. Those communities are then used to suggest confer-
ences/journals which their members may join or be interested in. For example,
members may submit papers to or find publications published in the recommended
conferences/journals. The evaluation based on DBLP data shows that the proposed
approach outperforms the traditional collaborative filtering.
• We have designed a context-aware mobile recommender system for conference par-
ticipants. It aims to recommend talks and collaborators that participants in a partic-
ular conference may be interested in or be likely to contact to. This system helps
participants navigate in a conference venue and maximize their participation bene-
fit. The approach takes two aspects of participants into account. The social aspect
refers to the communities that they are member of. The second aspect considers the
context of participants at the venue (e.g., location, time, etc.). The evaluation based
on two conferences, the ICWL 2010 and ECTEL 2011, shows that the system can
recommend novel talks and help participants establish new contacts.
6.2 Outlook
Our long-term research goal is to study the organization and dynamics of knowledge in dif-
ferent domains, e.g., the organization of science as a whole. From social perspectives, we
aim to understand scientific communication patterns and behavior of different disciplines
and their relationships with each other. Our ultimate goal is to establish a framework for
research assessment which serves as a supportive tool for funding agencies and research
policy management at institution, country and continent levels. To achieve this goal, our
future research consists of:
• Integration of large digital libraries: for any knowledge domain analytical tasks, data
is the key issue. As we mentioned at the beginning of the thesis, lack of data leads to
imprecise and incomplete analysis of knowledge domains. In the study of computer
science, we have demonstrated this problem and integrated two large digital libraries
in order to fully analyze the domain. In order to understand scientific communication
at larger scale, e.g., the whole science, data from different disciplines need to be
integrated. The challenges here include the scale of digital libraries, the incorrect
data in each repository and the duplicated data stored in multiple repositories. Data
integration techniques need to be further investigated and developed to encounter
those problems.
• Scientific communication in Web 2.0: this involves the study of communication and
pattern of scientific collaboration in Web 2.0. The social aspects of research activ-
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ities are reflected in social networking systems in several ways. On the one hand,
it engages larger and more diverse communities of users. On the second hand, the
rich interaction between users in Web 2.0 goes beyond the standard scholarly com-
munication (e.g., citation and co-authorship) that is reflected in digital libraries. It
coins the concepts “Science 2.0” and “‘Publish or Perish”, which currently attract
lot of attention from library and information science. Here, we want to study the
organization of scientific knowledge and communication behavior, especially the de-
velopment pattern of research communities in Web 2.0.
• Development of more robust metrics that incorporate social perspective to measure
the impact of research output as well as the impact of journals, conferences, research
groups, departments, and universities. Citation-based metrics need to take the differ-
ences in citation behavior of different (sub-) disciplines into account. Other metrics
that consider usage data (download, bookmarking data) from Web portals and social
networking systems need to be further investigated in order to fully assess the impact
of publications, conferences/journals and institutions.
• Development of large data analysis techniques. This involves development of data ex-
traction, computation and visualization techniques that can scale up. In this direction,
we will investigate parallel and cloud computing for knowledge domain analysis.
In the second research direction, we want to extend and evaluate our community-based
recommendation framework to other disciplines as well as social networking services. The
extensions are summarized in the following points:
• Community discovery in richer types of social network: in the thesis, clustering
was performed on one type of network, the co-authorship network. Other types of
network, e.g., citation network, usage network, friendship, bookmarking and group
participant networks in social networking systems, need to be further investigated in
order to discovery better community structure for recommendation. Community dis-
covery on a combination of those networks (called multi-mode networks) is another
promising direction.
• Different clustering strategies: our evaluation in the thesis was basically based on
users, i.e., we clustered scholars based on their interaction. As mentioned in the the-
sis, different clustering strategies are possible. For example, we can cluster items
(e.g., publications, conferences/journals), and then collaborative filtering can be ap-
plied on the item clusters to make recommendations. Users (scholars) and librarial
items can also be clustered in parallel in order to capture the interaction between
them in community discovery process.
• Overlapping communities: we have only investigated the benefits of disjoint commu-
nities to the recommendation quality. In the real-world situations, scholars can par-
ticipate in different communities, e.g., a scholar may work on multiple related topics
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or change the topics over time. Furthermore, communities (of scholars and items)
may overlap due to their interdisciplinary nature. Study of such overlapping com-
munities involves the design of overlapping clustering algorithms that are capable
of dealing with large and heterogeneous networks and the integration of overlapping
communities into recommendation process.
• Topic enhancement for community-based recommendation: our community-based
recommendation framework is solely based on the interaction between users/items.
Topics can be used to further enhance the communities with semantic information.
For example, communities can be associated with the topics which members are
working on. Topics then can be used to find the similar communities (with the similar
topics). Members can then receive recommendations not only from their community,
but also from similar communities.
• Community-based recommendation for other problems: we have studied and evalu-
ated the proposed framework for two problems, conferences/journals recommenda-
tion, and talks/collaborators recommendation for conference participants. We would
like to study the effects of communities in other related recommendation problems,
such as publications/citations recommendation, finding experts, reviewers for confer-
ences/journals, etc.
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Appendix
A.1 List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation Description First appearance
ACM Association for Computing Machinery pp. 51
ANT Actor Network Theory pp. 51
CS Computer Science pp. 85
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers pp. 51
SCI Science Citation Index pp. 51
JCR Journal Citation Report pp. 51
DBLP Database Systems and Logic Programming or Digital Bib-
liography and Library Project
pp. 51
SNA Social Network Analysis pp. 1
A.2 Authority and Hub Ranking of Conferences/Journals
We applied HITS algorithm to measure authority and hub scores of conferences and jour-
nals (Tables A.2 and A.3). Note that HITS is not suitable for measuring the impact of con-
ferences and journals at global scale (i.e., the whole computer science). Unlike PageRank,
which is a global ranking, HITS is a topic-dependent algorithm. It is suitable for ranking
in a particular sub-field. However, when applied to the computer science as a whole, HITS
reveals an important aspect: the core of the field. HITS is able to discover the hierarchical
community structure, where each community has a core which consists of densely con-
nected of hubs and authorities. When applied to CS, HITS is bias by high authority nodes,
which are theoretical conferences and journals whose results are applied in many other
sub-fields. Publications in those conferences/journals are cited by many conferences and
journals in other sub-fields. Those conferences/journals in turn give high hub score for the
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conferences and journals in the same field (Theory), since it is likely that the review pa-
pers (hubs) that point to those authority nodes are published in conferences/journals in the
same field (Theoretical conferences/journals). By the end, high authority and hub nodes
form the core, which consists of (mostly) theoretical conferences/journals. It explains why
Theory is in the central of the visualization in Figure 4.3. Identification of the core is one
of the aspects that we have addressed in Chapter 3 with the analysis at domain level: the
identification of the field. The structure in Figure 4.3, together with HITS ranking, show
that the field is strongly based on a set of theories. However, it does not mean that other
sub-fields are not important and have less impact.
A.3 The Map of Computer Science Knowledge
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A.3. THE MAP OF COMPUTER SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE
Figure A.1: The combined knowledge network (giant component)
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